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This series of documents summarizes the work performed under the George C. M_rshall
Space Flight Center contract, NAS 8-22602 entitled, "Voyager Spacecraft System,
Phase B, Task D." The work was performed over the period June 16 through October 16,
1967.
The contracted work consisted of engineering studies leading to a definition of a
Voyager M_rs spacecraft system capable of performing the 1973 mission. To ensure
flexibility of design, additional analyses were conducted to determine the adapt-
ability of the 1973 spacecraft to perform the 1975-1977-1979 M_rs missions. The
1973 flight spacecraft definition was used to identify the operational support
equipment including mission-dependent equipment requirements and the software neces-
sary to satisfactorily conduct the 19?3 mission operations. Logistics considera-
tions were identified for the 19?3 system from point of manufacture through launch
operations.
The contract also required the completion of five selected engineering tasks that
were designed to highlight key areas and lead to specific conclusions and recommenda-
tions.
The detailed results of the contracted work is contained in the following reports:
e Summary Report Volume I
D2-115002-1
Mission/System Requirements and Analyses Volume II
D2-I15002-2
Spacecraft Functional Description Volume III
D2-ll5002-3
Selected Ensineering Tasks Volume IV
D2-115002-4
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This document is the third volume of the Phase B, Task D Final Technical Report on
Voyager spacecraft system studies performed by The Boeing Company. These studies
were conducted for the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center under NASA Contract
No. NAS8-22602.
The volume defines a spacecraft that is capable of performing the 1973 Voyager Mars
mission and that is adaptable to perform the 1975, 1977, and 1979Mars missions
with minimum hardware changes.
Background and Objectives
Voyager spacecraft system definition phase studies have been conducted since early
1965. These studies have included concept refinements, assessment of preliminary
requirements, and system analysis and tradeoffs. These studies resulted in the
definition and functional description of a spacecraft system capable of performing
the 1971 mission.
During Task D of the definition phase, the flight spacecraft was revised to reflect
(I) a change in the first Mars Voyager launch opportunity from 1971 to 1973, and _
(2) a need to develop a spacecraft system that can be adapted to subsequent Mars
Voyager missions in 1975, 1977, and 1979 with minimum modifications.
Mission/system requirement for the 1973, 1975, 1977, and 1979 Mars missions were
prepared (see Vol_e II, D2-i15002-2). Standard trajectories and associated para-
meters, guidance and navigation maneuver errors, and weight, reliability, and power
requirements were established.
The spacecraft definition for the 1971 Mars mission, prepared in Phase B, was
reviewed in light of these new requirements. Trade studies were performed where
necessary, and a configuration selected (see Figure 1.1.7-I) that meets the 1973
mission requirements and that is easily adaptable to the 1975, 1977, and 1979
missions.
Summar 2
System Level Functional Description - Standard trajectories and associated para-
meters necessary for design of the 1973 mission spacecraft and for consideration of
the 1975, 1977, and 1979 opportunities are included. Guidance and navigation
maneuver errors are defined. A nominal flight sequence has been developed.
Spacecraft interfaces with the launch vehicle, capsule, and science system are
defined. Based on the above, and on many trade studies, a spacecraft configuration
is defined. System level considerations such as weight, reliability, electrical
power, particulate contamination, and planetary quarantine are also included.
Subsystem Functional Description - Each of the spacecraft subsystems has been
described in terms of design constraints and requirements, functions, performance
and physical characteristics, interfaces, and reliability. Summaries of tra_e
studies performed during Task D for subsystem selection are included. New technol-
ogy and development, if required, are defined and scheduled for each subsystem. The
growth potential of each subsystem is discussed.
I-I
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Spacecraft Changes Required for 1975 , 1977 and 1979 Adaptability - The conceptual
changes required are presented for the spacecraft configuration and each of the
hardware subsystems. The changes required result from consideration of the
following:
I) Effect of launch year on transit time, trajectories, etc.
2) Effects of science payload evolution discussed in D2-115002-4.
3) Effects of photoimaging considerations discussed in D2-115002-4.
1.1 SYST_LEVEL _JNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
This section contains the system-level functional description of the preferred
spacecraft design. Standard trajectories and associated parameters necessary for
design of the 1973 mission spacecraft and for consideration of the 1975, 1977, and
1979 opportunities are included. Guidance and navigation maneuver errors are de-
fined. A nominal flight sequence has been developed. Spacecraft interfaces with
the launch vehicle, capsule, and science system are defined. Based on the above
and on many trade studies, a spacecraft configuration is defined. System-level
considerations such as weight, reliability, electrical power, particulate contamina-
tion, and planetary quarantine are also included.
1.1.1 Standard Trajectories
I. I. I. I Purpose
The purpose of this section is to describe those standard trajectories, and
associated parameters, that are necessary for the design of the spacecraft and its
associated mission-dependent equipment. Criteria and methods used to select and
calculate these trajectories are discussed in Section 3.1 of D2-115002-2.
1.1.1.2 Scope
The scope of this section is indicated in Table 1.1.1.-I which relates paragraphs
of this section to functional considerations fundamental to the design of the
Voyager system.
I. I. I.3 Approach
In most instances, a single design trajectory will be shown. In cases where this is
inadequate for design purposes, an envelope will be shown or a worst-case instance
will be taken.
I. I. I.4 Launch Trajectory- 1973
Launch takes place from ETR on August 25, 1973. A nominal launch vehicle trajectory
profile is shown in Figure 1.1.1.-I. Launch times, launch azimuths, and coast times
are shown in Figure 1.1.1.-2.
I-2
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1.1.1.5 Near Earth Trajectories, 1973
Near Earth trajectories are shown in Figure 1.1.1-3. These cover typical launch
azimuths for the short coast time in parking orbit. Tracking data for the Woomera
DSN site are shown in Figure 1.1.1-4. Similar data have been calculated for the
_drid, Goldstone, and Johannesburg DSN stations.
I.I.1.6 Trans-Mars Trajectory, 1973
Figure 1.1.1-5 shows the trans-Mars trajectory as viewed from the north ecliptic
pole. At launch, the aim point is offset from the planet, as shown in Figure
1.1.1-6, to keep the probability of contaminating the planet below 2 x IO "U.
MARS COLLISION CROSS SECTION
T
THIRD MIDCOURSE AIM POINT
(Desired Encounter Condition)
INITIAL AIM SECOND MIDCOURSE AIM POINT
POI NT
FIRST MIDCOURSE /
AIM POINT
Figure 1.1.1-6: AIM POINT SELECTION
At the first mldcourse correction, three functions are performed simultaneously:
first, the arrival time of the two planetary vehicles is separated by 8 days;
second, the insertion errors in aim point position and arrival time are nulled, and
finally, the aiming point is shifted to a position appropriate for the second mid-
course maneuver. Since the first midcourse maneuver will involve some errors in
control, a second midcourse maneuver is planned. Similarly, a third mldcourse
maneuver may be executed. The total _V allocated for the midcourse maneuvers
(including arrival time biasing) is 210 m/sec. Finally. the two planetary vehicles
will arrive at Mars on March 31, 1974, and April 8, 1974.
The Sun-spacecraft distance, spacecraft-Earth communication distance, and the
position of Earth with respect to the spacecraft during transit are discussed in
Section 1.1.1.12.
1.1.1.7 Orbit Insertion and Trim
The design orbit about Mars is described in Table 1.1.1-2. Following insertion of
a planetary vehicle into orbit, an orbit determination is made. Then, if required,
an orbit trim is performed to adjust the existing orbit to conform with the mission
requirements. Orbit trim will consist of two different maneuvers: first, periap-
sis radius, apoapsis radius, and argument of periapsis are corrected; this maneuver
takes place at a true anomaly lying between llO and 130 degrees. Then, following
another orbit determination, the second trim maneuver will correct radius of periapsis,
I-6
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Table 1.1.1-2:
Perlapsis Altitude
Period
Apoapsis Altitude
Incllnation to Martian Equator
Time of First Perlapsis Passage
Longitude of Ascending Node
Argument of Periapsls
Launch Date
Initial Illumination Angle at Periapsis
Apsidal Rotation Required at Insertion
AV Required for Insertion
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DESIGN ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS
500 KIIorneters
12.4 Hours
18,590 Kilometers
+45 Degrees
April 4, 1974 (0:00 Hours GMT)
289.4 Degrees
167.5 Degrees
August 25, 1973
15 Degrees
33.6 Degrees
1163 Meters/Second
radius of apoapsis, and longitude of node; this maneuver's true anomaly is situated
between 210 and 240 degrees. The total _V allocated for trim is 150 m/sec.
1.1.1.8 Spacecraft-To-Capsule Communication Kinematics
Following orbit trim, the capsule will be separated at a true anomaly between 220
and 250 degrees, for impact at a point corresponding to a true anomaly of 350 degrees
on the spacecraft's orbit. Parameters critical to the design of the spacecraft
capsule are shown in Figure 1.1.1-7. These data were calculated for an earlier
version of the design orbit. The present orbit does not differ sufficiently to
warrant recalculation of the data.
1.1.1.9 Spacecraft-To-Surface Laboratory Communication Kinematics
Figures 1.1.1-8 and 1.1.1-9 show the kinematic relationships between the spacecraft
and the landed laboratory.
1.1.1.10 Orbit About Mars
To take science data from orbit, the spacecraft must be able to observe the entire
disk of the planet. This requires moving the science platform throughout the range
of cone and clock angles indicated in Figure 1.1.1-10. Figure 1.1.1-11 shows the
time variation of the cone and clock angles of the center of Mars. The orbit for
which Figures 1.1.1-10 and 1.1.1-11 were calculated was deliberately selected as
being more critical from the cone and clock angle standpoint than the nominal
design orbit.
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The ground track of the design orbit is shown in Figure 1.1.1-12. The ability of
this orbit to observe the wave of darkening is illustrated in Figure 1.1.1-13. The
band of latitudes with favorable illumination is shown in Figure 1.1.1-14 as a
function of time in orbit.
Figures 1.1.1-15, -16 and -17 describe situations in which Mars occults Sun, Canopus,
and Earth, respectively. Solar occultations affect the power subsystems and tem-
perature control subsystem designs. Solar and Canopus occultations affect the
spacecraft attitude control subsystem, and Earth occultation affects the telecom-
munications subsystem design, and also the design of the atmospheric occultation
experiment. In the case of Canopus, there is no actual physical occultation during
the 180-day orbit duration. Consequently, only periods of interference are defined.
The latitude at which the Earth rises and sets with respect to the spacecraft is
shown in Figure 1.1.1-18.
Solar, Earth, and Canopus occultations are said to occur whenever the spacecraft-
body line of sight lies _-ithin 0 degrees of the near limb of Mars. Canopus
interference occurs whenever any lighted portion of Mars intrudes _-ithin the pyra-
midal confines of the Canopus tracker shield. For this study, the shield limits
were set at ± 30 degrees in spacecraft-fixed cone angle and ± 20 degrees in
spacecraft fixed clock angle.
1.1.1.11 Requirements on Control Accuracy
Control error set C, the selected spacecraft control error set per the trade study
in Section 3.1.8, D2-115002-2, requires the following performance:
Error _@-Value
Pointing, Total
V , Proportional
V , Resolution*
42 mrad
1.0%Midcourse, 0.15% Insertion
0.02 m/sec
*Excluding engine tailoff uncertainties which were considered separately.
1.1.1.12 Consideration of the Opportunities in 1975, 1977 and 1979
Type I trajectories have been computed for launch/arrival date combinations that
cover the entire operational envelope for 1973, 1975, 1977, and 1979. The envel-
opes of the cone and clock angles of Earth as seen from the planetary vehicle are
shown in Figures 1.1.1-19 through 1.1.1-22. Communication distances from the plane-
tary vehicle to Earth have been treated in similar fashion in Figures 1.1.1-23
through 1.1.1-26. The corresponding Sun-spacecraft distances are illustrated in
Figures 1.1.1-27 through 1.1.1-30. These data are significant to the design of the
telecommunications system and in the placement of the high gain antenna. They are
also necessary to the design of the power and temperature control subsystems.
The operations described in the preceding paragraph have been repeated for Type II
trajectories during the 1975 and 1977 opportunities. The results are shown in
Figures 1.1.1-31 through 1.1.1-36.
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1.1.2 Spacecraft Design Parameters
A smm, ary of weight, reliability, and power requirements for the spacecraft and
subsystem is shown in Table i.I. 2-i.
i.i.3 S_acecraft Functional and Subsystem Interfaces
This section describes the spacecraft interfaces with the launch vehicle system,
capsule system, science subsystem, mission operations system, and tracking and
data system. Figure i.i.3-i shows the major functional and subsystem interfaces.
These interfaces are concerned primarily with the physical, electrical, and other
hardware aspects of the interfacing systems. Software interfaces involving inter-
face drawings, criteria doc_nents, computer programs, test specifications, and
standards are not discussed in this document.
1.1.3.1 Spacecraft-Launch Vehicle System Interface
Interfaces between the spacecraft and the launch vehicle system will provide the space-
craft systems with mechanical support, environmental control through air cooling and
heat transfer, electrical power, and cc_mand and telec_mnunication data transmission.
In addition, an interface will exist during oxidizer and fuel loading on the launch
pad.
The mechanical interfaces are indicated in Figure 1.1.3-2. The mechanical inter-
face is primarily for structural support. The shroud-spacecraft interface is
constrained by shroud clearance requirements during separation. Dynamic envelopes
240 inches in diameter and 290 inches long are provided within the launch vehicle
shroud for each of the two planetary vehicles. Four field Joints are provided for
assembly of the shroud. An 18- x 21-1nch annular space next to the shroud below
each planetary vehicle is reserved for instr_nent unit cabling. Each planetary
vehicle is attached to the shroud at eight places.
The shroud separation Joint locations recommended in the Task D guidelines docu-
ment are shown at some distance above the planetary vehicle attachment points. A
study will be necessary to optimize the relationship of shroud separation Joint
location with respect to planetary vehicle attachment point. This study should
consider planetary vehicle shroud clearance, tlpoff rates, and separation velocities.
Cooling air for environmental control at the launch pad will be provided from
the environmental control facilities. To enable transition to the thermal con-
trol required during launch, the electronic assembly radiator plates must be cooled
to a temperature 50°F or less at launch. Approximately 2100 scfm cooling air at
40°F with dewpoint below 350F and with Class 100,O00 clean room conditions will be
ducted to each spacecraft through an umbilical to the shroud.
A flow-operated switch will be required to provide warning in the event of alr
flow failure.
Preliminary investigations have indicated the possibility of damage to the louver
assemblies due to flutter induced by the cooling air flow. In this event, an
integral liquid coolant loop built into the radiator plates may be preferable.
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Spacecraft thermal control during launch and boost phase will be by heat transfer
through the launch vehlcle/shroud interface. During boost, heating of the space-
craft by the shroud must be limited to 65 watts/ft 2 maximum, measured at the
spacecraft. This requirement implies that the interior of the shroud must be
insulated and covered with a low emittance coating ( E < 0.i0). The insulation
requirement will be greatest in the ogive section of the shroud where aerodynsmlc
heating will be higher.
Electrical power interface requirements exist during launch pad operations and
during the mission boost phase (up through Earth orbit to Mars transit insertion).
During pad operation, power will be supplied through umbillcals from the launch
vehicle support system in the mobile launcher. A maximum of 900 watts at 70 volts
d.c. will be required. Figure 1.1.3-3 shows the electrical interfaces between the
spacecraft and the launch vehicle system.
An umbillcal cable to each planetary vehicle provides for power, RF command and
telemetry signals, and prelaunch checkout on the launch pad. Planetary vehicle
telecommunications and cammands interface with the launch vehicle instr_nent unit.
Before launch, the command and telemetry communications llnk with the ground
equipment utilizes three redundant paths. The unmodulated pulse code modulation
data train is distributed both through the planetary vehicle umbilical to the
launch control equipment and to the launch vehicle instr_nent unit for modulation
of the UHF transmitter. In addition, the planetary vehicle S-band launch trans-
mitter is dlplexed through separable cabling to the S-band transponder antennas
in the launch vehicle instrumentation unit.
During launch, planetary vehicle cc_munlcatlon with the ground tracking stations
exists through the instrt_nent unit UKF link and through the S-band planetary
vehicle launch transmitter dlplex connection to the instrument unit antennas.
A fueling service interface _-lll exist during the countdown for loading fuel
and oxidizer to the spacecraft in a payload stack on the launch pad. Fueling
will be accomplished by manual connections from the mobile service structure hyper-
golic fuel transfer system. The spacecraft propellant tanks _-lll be loaded _-ith
approximately 4300 pounds of monomethyl hydrazlne and 6900 pounds of nitrogen
tetroxide for the 197B opportunity. Spacecraft environment will be retained at
Class _uv,v_v_ or _++o_ ...._1_an room conditions, and fuel and fuel line particulate
contamination will be held within specified particulate absolute values.
Two boxes will be located in each shroud for each spacecraft, one for fuel and
one for oxidizer filling. The boxes will form a physical and biological barrier
between the outside and the inside of the shroud containing the spacecraft and
planetary vehicle (see Figure 1.1.B-4). The box will be located below the plane-
tary vehicle so it will not interfere with the physical separation. It will con-
tain fittings for the fill llne, the drain llne, and the overflow llne from the
fuel tanks. On the spacecraft side of the box there will be a separation Joint to
separate the fill and overflow lines from the spacecraft when the spacecraft leaves
the shroud.
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The reference axes as applied to the Voyager spacecraft are shown in Figure
1.1.3-5. Figure 1.1.3-6 shows the relationship of the axes with respect to the
launch vehicle. Figure 1.1.3-V shows the axes relationships as related to the
ground and launch pad.
1.1.3.2 Spacecraft-Capsule System Interfaces
Known interfaces with the capsule have been identified, and capsule-spacecraft
interface problem areas discussed.
Mechanical -- The structural-mechanical interface with the flight capsule is a 160-
inch diameter multibolt Joint. The structural interface is designed to carry a
TOOO-pound flight capsule under the combined load conditions shorn in Section 1.2.10.
The total planetary vehicle center of mass offset uncertainty is a major factor
in determining the thrust vector control pointing accuracy. Consequently, the
spacecraft and capsule center of masses must be controlled, together with the
tolerances of the spacecraft capsule field Joint, to provide an acceptable com-
bined center-of-mass offset uncertainty. The acceptable volume of uncertainty
for the planetary vehicle center of mass may be defined as the frustrum of a cone
lying along the vehicle X axis with its apex at the main propulsion engine glmbal
point. The distance between the glmbal point and the top of the frustr_n and the
radius of the frustrum at that point are defined by the thrust vector control
pointing error requirements.
Thermal -- The thermal barrier between the spacecraft and the flight capsule when
the capsule is attached and between the spacecraft and space when the capsule is
separated is the capsule lower sterilization cannister. The thermal control of the
propulsion subsystem is dependent on a low insulation conductance at the space-
craft-capsule interface. The requirements on the insulation conductance of the
lower sterilization canister is less than 0.90 watts/m 2 - OK. This value includes
the effects of penetrations, electrical, and instr_nentation feed-throughs, etc.
That portion of the lower sterilization canister facing the propulsion subsystem
also requires a highly reflective coating (aluminlzedmylar or equivalent) to
radiatlvely couple the propulsion components to one another.
The spacecraft-capsule field joint is a significant heat leak to space. Once the
spacecraft and capsule are mated, this joint will never be broken and can be well
insulated. The insulation conductance requirement of the spacecraft-capsule field
joint is 0.90 watt/m2 -OK.
That portion of the lower sterilization canister outside the spacecraft-capsule
attachment ring must have a thermal control coating that is compatible with the
spacecraft. The coating requires a high diffuse emlttance in the infrared spectrum
and a high absorptance in the solar spectr_n. The specific requirements are an
s/_ of 1.0 ±O.1 with an emittance of 0.9 ±0.05.
Electrical and TelecQmmunlcatlons -- The capsule interfaces electrically with the
spacecraft power, computer and sequencer, and the telemetry subsystems. The n_ber
of wires that cross these interface are shown below:
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Sub sy stem Wire s
Power 4
C&S 33
Telemetry 8
Total 45
The function of each wire is shown in Figure 1.1.3-8. A 60-pin connector
is used to handle the 45 wires allowing a 33_ growth factor. When attached to the
spacecraft, the capsule receives 200 watts of prime power, 12 different comnands,
and a 4.8-kHz clock signal. The capsule delivers telemetry data at either 5.8,
9.2, or 115.5 bps (depending on selected spacecraft telemetry mode) over the same
interface.
After release, the capsule "interfaces" with two RFantennas and a relay receiver,
described in Sections 1.2.6 and 1.2.7. A high data rate of 50 to 200 K bps is
received during entry on the helix array and a lO0 bps rate on the dipole antenna.
The postlanding data rate of lOO0 bps is received on the dipole.
Guidance and Control -- The following considerations impose a precise orientation
requirement on the capsule-spacecraft interface:
i) Initial alignment conditions between the spacecraft celestial references and
the capsule reference system may contribute to landing dispersions.
2) Initial conditions may affect requirements on capsule attitude sensors and
control references in terms of dynamic range.
3) Initial orientation of the capsule affects its maneuver requirements.
4) Separation impulse effects on both capsule and orbiting spacecraft must be
accounted for in predicting relative positions as well as in predicting
landing site.
To achieve the required alignment without violating biological quarantine barriers,
an end-to-end calibration using reference mirror surfaces and collimated light
beams after planetary vehicle assembly is suggested.
Sterilization -- The capsule is sterilized and enclosed in a sealed canister.
Fr_n the time this is accomplished, the following interfaces will exist:
I) A physically sterile interface must be maintained between the canister and
the spacecraft which is not violated by any physical connections between the
spacecraft and capsule.
2) An interface exists between the capsule and spacecraft to ensure that canister
Jettisoning is accomplished as required to prevent contamination by spacecraft
effluent or by contact with the external surfaces of the canister.
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i.i.B. B Spacecraft-Science Subsystem Interfaces
The science subsystem (197B payload) consists of 12 scientific instruments designed
to measure certain properties of Mars and its environment and the interplanetary
medium between Earth and Mars. In addition to the instruments, the science sub-
system includes auxiliary equipment such as the scan platforms, the power switching
electronics, and the data automation equipment (DAE). The impact of the science
subsystem on the spacecraft in terms of weight, power drain, and average data rate
generated is shown in Table 1.1.3-1.
The structural and mechanical interfaces relate to the position and method of
mounting the instr_nents on the spacecraft, as indicated below:
Instruments Mounted on Scan Platform No. l:
l) Vidicons (three sensors)
2) Broadband IR spectrometer
3) High resolution IR spectrometer
4) IR radiometer
5) Atmospheric polarlmeter
6) Atmospheric mass spectrometer
Mounted on Scan Platform No. 2:
7) UV spectrometer (This instrument requires a separate scan platform because of
different pointing angle requirements. )
Mounted on one of the Low Gain Antenna Booms:
8) Ion chamber
Spacecraft Body-Mounted Instruments:
V
9) Plasma probe
10) Cosmic ray telescope
ll) Cosmic dust detector
12) Trapped radiation detector.
All instrt_nents must be mounted so that they satisfy their individual view-angle
re qui rement s.
Electronics associated with the science instruments are located within the electronics
compartment in the spacecraft equipment module.
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Table 1.1.3-1 : SCIENCE PAYLOAD EXPERIMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS
(1973 MISSION)
Weight
Experiment (I b)
Imaging
Broadband IR Spectrometer
Hi Resolution IR
Spectrometer
IR Radiometer
UV Spectrometer
Plasma Probe
Cosmic Ray Telescope
Cosmic Dust Detector
Trapped Radiation Detector
Ion Chamber
Atmospheric Polarimeter
Atmospheric Mass
Spectrometer
Earth Occulation
Celestial Mechanics
Subtotal_ Science Instruments
DAE & Miscellaneous
Total
150
25
30
20
3O
10
8
5
3
3
9
8
0
0
301
7O
371
Power
(watts)
60
5
14
6
12
3
3
1
1
1
3
10
0
0
119
44
163
Data*
(bps)
5x 105
1330/665
1000
2300
4OOO
23
46
1.6
15.5
15.5
300
60
0
0
* Average during data acquisition period
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Electrical interfaces include the power, ccmputlng and sequencing, telemetry, and
data-storage subsystems. These interfaces are indicated in Figure 1.1.3-8.
Interfaces exist between the science subsystem and the temperature control sub-
system because of the need to maintain certain instruments, and especially the
electronics, within operating temperature design limits.
Pyrotechnics interfaces exist in the deployment of the scan platform and in lens-
cover removal.
1.1.3.4 Spacecraft-Misslon Operations System Interface
The mission operations system (MOS) includes the MOS-furnlshed mission-dependent
equipment at the DSN sites, KSC, and AFETR; the computer programs for processing
mission data and commands; the operations teams in the SFOF which conduct the
mission operations from injection to the end of Mars orbit and Mars landed opera-
tions; and all other DSN, AFETR, and KSC facilities assigned to support the M0S in
conduct of operations.
The spacecraft and the mission operation system have only functional interfaces.
Operations teams interface with the spacecraft through the origination of commands
and the analysis of telemetry data. The commands that can be sent by the operations
team are listed in Table 2-2 of D2-115002-4. The telemetry data available for
analysis is listed in Section 1.i.4 of this document.
M0S computer programs have functional interfaces with the spacecraft in the
following areas:
l) Telemetry and Command Data Handling -- This will consist of an integrated set
of computer programs written for both the DSIF and the SFOF. The primary
functions of these programs are to process the incoming telemetrj stream ori-
ginating at the spacecraft, and process the cGmmand signals for transmission to
the spacecraft.
2) Fli6ht Path Aual_sls and Command -- This provides predicted positions, velo-
cities, and maneuver sequences for the spacecraft trajectories.
3) Spacecraft Performance Analysis and Command -- This provides monitoring and
control of the spacecraft subsystems. See Section 2.4.5 of D2-115002-4 for
further details.
1.1.3.5 Spacecraft-Tracking and Data Acquisition System Interfaces
The tracking and data acquisition system (TDAS) includes the Deep Space Net and
all other NASA and Department of Defense tracking and data acquisition stations,
ships, and aircraft assigned to support the mission, all NASCOM and other circuits
assigned to handle mission data and cow,hands, and all other tracking and data
acquisition personnel, physical facilities, and general support equipment assigned
to handle mission data and commands and support mlssion operations.
The spacecraft and the data acquisition system have two basic interfaces: the
S-band upllnk and downlink. The uplink exists between the deep space instr_nen-
tatlon facilities' 85-foot antennas (early mission) and 210-foot antennas (late
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mission) and either of the spacecraft's two low gain antennas. The downllnk
signal originates at any one of the four spacecraft antennas and is received by
one of the two DSIF antennas mentioned above. The uplink contains command, ranging,
and doppler tracking information. The downlink contains telemetry data, scientific
data, doppler tracking, angle tracking, and ranging information. The signal charac-
teristics of these two links are discussed in Section 1.2.3.
1.1.h Telemetry Channel List
A summary of the number and type of telemetry measurements for each spacecraft
subsystem is shown in Table 1.1.4-I.
A detailed list of parameters measured for each subsystem is shown in Table 1.1._-2.
(The development of this measurements list is discussed in D2-115002-h, Section 2.0)
1.1.5 Guidance and Navigation Maneuver Errors
1.1.5.1 Guidance and Navigation Maneuver Error Requirements
The guidance and navigation maneuver error requirements are established in Section
1.1.1.11 of this volume.
1.1.5.2 Pointing-Angle Accuracy
The contribution to pointing error of each significant instrument error was
calculated. The error sources included Sun and Canopus-sensor null offset, dead-
zone and dead-zone switching-amplifier null offset errors, gyro drifts and
misalignment, quantization, convertor and scale factor errors, thrust-vector-control
null errors, and center-of-gravity offset errors. In each case, the maximum value
of the error source coefficient, as it appears in the error equation, was used.
The results, given in Table 1.1.5-I, show that the pointing-accuracy requirement is
met for all maneuvers of a nominal mission. No requirement was established for
capsule-off operation.
1.1.5.3 _ V Magnitude Accuracy
The _V magnitude accuracy for the midcourse and orbit-insertion maneuvers is given
in Table 1.1.5-2. For both the midcourse corrections and insertion _ Vmaneuvers,
Vmagnitude accuracy is controlled by accelerometer measurement accuracy.
1.1.6 Flight Sequence
The nominal sequence of operations performance by the flight spacecraft from the
period immediately preceding launch until mission completion is summarized in
Figure 1.1.6-I. The vertical columns on the correlation chart represent mission
phases as contained in Performance and Design Requirements for the 1973 Voyager
Mission_ General Specification for, dated January I, 1967. The horizontal rows of
the chart represent the flight spacecraft subsystems and Voyager support systems
and their required functions per flight phase.
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Table I. 1.4-2: SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY CHANNEL LIST
(Sheet I of 9)
MEASUREMENTS
SOURCE QTY. UNITS
ANTENNA
High-Gain Antenna Deployment
High-Gain Antenna Position
Low-Gain Antenna Deployment
Med.-Gain Antenna Position
Capsule Relay Antenna Deployment
Med. Gain Antenna Deployment
STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM
1
2
2
1
1
1
posi t i on
angle
posi ti on
angle
position
position
Science Scan Platform Deployment
Science Scan Platform Position
UV Platform Position
Capsule Separation
Accelerometer
Shroud Void Pressure
PV Separation
Shroud Void Temperature
5 posi t i on
3 angle
2 angle
1 posi t i on
2
6 ft / sec
3 psla
1 position
3 °F
TEMPERATURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Louver Position
Radiator Plate Temperature
Solar Shield Temperature
Engine Heat Shield Temperature
Solar Panel Temperature
Spacecraft Skin Temperature
Antenna Temperature
Propulsion Subsystem Temperature
Science Scan Platform Temperature
PYROTECHNICS SUBSYSTEM
Pyrotechnic Safe Arm
Pyrotechnic Event Signals
Pyrotechnic Power Status
21
21
2
2
4
2
3
4
2
angle
o F
oF
oF
oF
o F
o F
o F
o F
2
4
2
condltlon(cond)
event
cond
SIGNAL RANGE
1 bit
O-5v
1 bit
O-5v
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
O-5v
O-5v
1 bit
O-5v
O-5v
1 bit
O-5v
O-Sv
0-5v
0-5v
0-Sv
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
1 bit
4 bit
2 bit
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Table 1.1.4-2: SPACECRAFTELEMETRYCHANNELLIST
(Sheet2 of 9)
MEASUREMENT
SOURCE QTY. UNITS
SCIENCESUBSYSTEM
PlasmaProbeTemperature
CosmicRayTelescopeTemperature
CosmicDustDetectorTemperature
TrappedRadiation Detector
Temperature
Ion ChamberTemperature
Ultraviol et SpectrometerTemperature
High ResolutionInfrared
SpectrometerTemperature
PhotolmaglngTemperature
Infrared ScannerTemperature
BroadBandIRSpectrometer
Temperature
Data Automation Equipment
Data Automation Equipment
Temperature
PowerSwltch_ngElectronics
Temperature
PowerSwitching Electronics
Scan Platform No. 1 Temperature
Scan Platform No. 1
Scan Platform No. 2
Scan Platform No. 2, Temperature
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
oF
o F
oF
oF
o F
oF
oF
oF
o F
oF
status
o F
o F
status
oF
status
status
o F
SIGNAL RANGE
0-5 v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-,5 v
0-5v
0-Sv
0-5 v
0-Sv
0-5v
1 bit
0-5v
O-Sv
1 bit
0-5 v
1 bit
1 bit
0-5 v
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Table 1.1.4-2: SPACECRAFTELEMETRYCHANNEL LIST
(Sheet3 of 9)
MEASUREMENT
SOURCE
RADIO SUBSYSTEM
S-BandReceiverAGC (Coarse)
S-BandReceiverAGC (Fine)
S-BandReceiverStatic
PhaseError
S-BandReceiverVCO Output
Level
S-BandReceiverLO Drive Level
S-BandReceiverRegulated
Voltage Level
S-BandReceiverTemperature
Exciter RFPowerOutput
Exciter RegulatedVolrage
Level
Exciter Temperature
PowerAmplifier RFPower
Output
PowerAmplifier AnodeVoltage
PowerAmplifier Helix Current
PowerAmplifler Collector
Current
PowerAmplifier Collector
Temperature
PowerAmplifler Converter
Temperature
LaunchTransmitterTemperature
QTY.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
UNITS
volts
volts
volts
milliwatts
milliwatts
volts
oF
mill iwatts
volts
oF
watts
volts
milliamps
milliamps
oF
oF
oF
SIGNAL RANGE
0-5 v
0-5 v
O-5v
O-Sv
0-5v
O-5v
0-5 v
O-5v
0-Sv
O-Sv
0-5v
0-Sv
0-5v
O-5v
0-5 v
O-Sv
O-Sv
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Table 1.1.4-2:
MEASUREMENT
SOURCE
RADIO SUBSYSTEM(CONT)
RelayReceiverAGC
RelayReceiverPerformance
RelayReceiverTemperature
RelayReceiverDetector Lock
VCO Temperature
Power SourcesA or B
VCO Counter
TELEMETRYSUBSYSTEM
Vehicle Identification
Temperature
ReferenceVoltages
PowerSupplyVoltages
PowerSupplyStatus
Oscillator Stotus
T/M Mode
FrameSyne
FrameTime
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
Star Mapping Signal No. 1
Star Mapping Signal No. 2
SPACECRAFTTELEMETRYCHANNEL LIST
(Sheet4 of 9)
SUBSYSTEM
QTY.
2
4
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
4
4
8
1
6
1
1
UNITS
volts
volts
oF
cond
OF
cond
count
vehicle
oF
volts
volts
cond
cond
cond
sync.
time
SIGNAL RANGE
O-Sv
O-5v
O-5v
1 bit
O-5v
I bit
10 bits
2 bits
O-5v
O-Sv
O-Sv
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
15 bit
12 bit
stellar
magnitude
0-Sv
stel lar
magnitude
O-5v
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Table 1.1.4-2: SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY CHANNEL LIST
(Sheet 5 of 9)
MEASUREMENT
SIGNAL RANGE
SOURCE QTY. UNITS
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (CONT)
Canopus Roll Error No. 1
Canopus Roll Error No. 2
Canopus Recognition No. 1
Canopus Recognition No. 2
Limb and Terminator Sensor
IRU Roll Position
IRU Pitch Position
IRU Yaw Position
IRU Roll Rate
IRU Pitch Rate
IRU Yaw Rate
Roll Spin Motor No. 1
Pitch Spin Motor No. 1
Yaw Spin Motor No. 1
Roll Spin Motor No. 2
Pitch Spin Motor No. 2
Yaw spin Motor No. 2
angle
angle
cond
cond
cond
2 angle
2 angle
2 angle
2 angular
rate
2 angular
rate
2 angular
rate
1 sync
cond
1 sync
cond
1 sync
cond
I sync
cond
I sync
cond
1 sync
cond
0-5 v
0-5v
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
O-5v
O-Sv
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
I bit
I bit
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Table 1.1.4-2: SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY CHANNEL LIST
(Sheet 6 of 9)
MEASUREMENT
SOURCE
GUIDANCE AND CONIROL SUBSYSTEM
(CONT)
Roll Failure Detect
Pitch Failure Detect
Yaw Failure Detect
Roll Gyro No. 1, Temperature
Pitch Gyro No. 1, Temperature
Yaw Gyro No. 1, Temperature
Roll Gyro No. 2, Temperature
Pitch Gyro No. 2, Temperature
Yaw Gyro No. 2, Temperature
Sun Acquisition Signal No. 1
Sun Acquisition Signal No. 2
Sun Sensor A Pitch Error
Sun Sensor A Yaw Error
Sun Sensor B Pitch Error
Sun Sensor B Yaw Error
Nitrogen Pressure, Manifold
Nitrogen Temperature
TVC Pitch Position
TVC Yaw Position
TVC Actuator Temperature
Thruster Voltage On/Off
QTY.
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
2
16
UNITS
cond
cond
cond
oF
oF
oF
oF
oF
oF
cond
cond
angle
angle
angle
angle
psla
oF
angle
angle
OF
cond
SIGNAL RANGE
1 bit
I bit
1 bit
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
1 bit
1 bit
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
1 bit
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Table 1.1.4-2: SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY CHANNEL LIST
(Sheet 7 of 9)
MEASUREMENT
SOURCE QTY. UNITS
DATA STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
Recorder Case Temperature
Recorder Pressure
Mal func t ion
Tape Content
Record On/Off
Tape Speed Mode
End of Tape
Start of Tape
COMPUTING & SEQUENCING
SUBSYSTEM
Programmer Data
C&S Ready
Parity Errors
Propulsion Rectifier Voltage
Accelerometer Null Detector
S/C Time
Status Signals
Command Word A
Command Word B
Command Status
POWER SUBSYSTEM
Battery Voltage
Maneuver Bus Voltage
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
10
I
6
1
2
1
31
1
1
1
oF
psla
cond
inches
cofld
cond
cond
cond
words
c ond
cond
volts
cond
sec
c ond
cond
cond
word
volts
volts
SIGNAL RANGE
0-5 v
0-5 v
1 bit
7 bits
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
I bit
27 bits
1 bit
1 bit
O-Sv
1 bit
27 bits
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
27 bits
0-5 v
O-5v
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Table 1.1.4-2: SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY CHANNEL LIST
(Sheet 8 of 9)
SOURCE
MEASUREMENT
POWER SUBSYSTEM (CONT)
Solar Array Current
S/C Current
Unregulated DC Bus Voltage
Maneuver Bus Voltage
2400 Hz Inverter Output Voltage
2400 Hz Inverter Temperature
2400 Hz Inverter Output Current
2400 Hz Inverter Output Frequency
Battery Charger Output Current
Battery Charger Temperature
Solar Panel Temperature
2400 Hz Inverter Temperature
Batteries A, B and C Temperature
Capsule DC Current
Capsule Voltage
Solar Gate
QTY.
I
I
I
I
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
2
I
I
8
4
1
2
UNITS
a raps
amps
volts
volts
volts
OF
amps
Hz
amps
oF
OF
oF
oF
amps
volts
cond
position
position
psla
oF
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
Solenoid Valves (engine low thrust)
Solenoid Valves (engine high thrust)
Helium Pressure Transducer
Helium Temperature Transducer
SIGNAL RANGE
0-Sv
0-Sv
0-Sv
0-Sv
0-Sv
0-5 v
0-Sv
0-5v
0-Sv
0-5v
0-Sv
0-5v
0-Sv
0-Sv
0-Sv
1 b_t
1 bit
1 bit
0-Sv
0-Sv
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Table 1.1.4-2: SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY CHANNEL LIST
(Sheet 9 of 9)
MEASUREMENT SIGNAL RANGE
SOURCE QTY. UNITS
PROPULSION TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
(CONT)
Fuel Pressure Transducer
Fuel Temperature Transducer
Engine Chamber Pressure Transducer
Oxidizer Pressure Transducer
Oxidizer Temperature Transducer
Oxidizer Start Tank Flow Meter
Fuel Start Tank Flow Meter
Oxidizer Main Tank Flow Meter
Fuel Main Tank Flow Meter
Throttle Actuator Position
1
2
1
1
2
1
I
1
1
1
psia
oF
psia
psia
oF
Ib/sec
lb/sec
Ib/sec
lb/sec
position
O-Sv
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5v
0-5 v
0-5v
0-5 v
0-5v
1 bit
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Table 1.1.5-1: POINTING ERROR ANALYSIS
ERROR PnCH MAX. YAW MAX. SOUARED
ERRORSOURCE U_'nS (sa) MULTIPUER VALUE MULnPUER VALUE ERRO_
MANE,VERERRO ( ' -CosOy -J
Roll Drift Rate r/s 1.458X10 "6 L_ _in By(_+ tl) J 571 0 6.93x10 "7
Pitch Drift Rate r/s 1.458xl0 -6 _-_ye + t21 346 0 2.54x10 -7
Yaw Drift Rate r/s | .458xl0 "6 0 I_y + tl 960 1.96xl0 -6
Roll Gyro Misalignment with
Pitch Axis rad 8.93x10 "4 -Sin (_rCosE)y 1 (1 -Cos Or) 2 3.99x|0 -6
Roll Gyro Misalignment with
Yaw Axis rad 8.93x10 "4 CosOy (1 -Cos_') 2 Sin Or 1 3.99x10 -6
Pitch Gyro Misalignment with
Roll Axis rad --- 0 0 0 0 ---
Pitch Gyro Misalignment with
Yaw Axis tad 8.93xl0 "4 Sin (_y 1 0 0 7.99xl0 °7
Yaw Oyro Misalignment with
Pitch Axis rad 8.93x10 -4 Sin Oy 1 0 0 7.99xl0 -7
Yaw Oyro Misalignment with
Rol/Axis rad 8.93x10 -4 (1 -Cos(_) 2 0 0 3.18x10 -6
Roll Limit Cycle Magnitude rad 9.05x10 "3 - Sin Qy 1 0 0 81.5x10 -6
Roll Sensor Accuracy rod 5.3x10 -3 Sin Oy 1 0 0 28.1 xl0-
Roll Switching Amplifier Null
Offset rad 5.23x10 "4 - Sin Oy 1 0 0 2.73xl0 -7
Pitch Limit Cycle Magnitude rad 9.05x10 "3 Cos Qy 1 0 0 81 .Sxl0 -6
Pitch Sensor Accuracy tad 2.77x10 -3 Cos E)Y 1 0 0 7.65x10 -6
Pitch Switching Amplifier
t_lull Offset rad 5.23x10 "4 Cos Qy 1 0 0 2.73x10 -7
Yaw Limit Cycle Magnitude rod 9.05xi0 -3 C 0 1 1 81.5xl0 -6
Yaw Sensor Accuracy rad 2.77x10 "3 0 0 1 1 7.65x10 -6
Yaw Switching Amplifier I_lull
Offset rad 5.23x10 -4 . 0 0 1 1 2.73xl0 -7-
Roll _uontlzatlon Error tad 1.745x10 -4 - Sin Oy 1 0 0 3.05x10 -_
Roll V/F Ccmverter Error r/s 1.05x10 "5 - _ Sin y 225 0 0 5.57x10 -6
Or
Roll Oyro Scale Factor Error rod 3.92x10 -4 - Sin (_, 1 0 0 1.54xl0 -7
Yaw _uantizatlon Error rad t.74x10-_ 0 0 1 1 3.05x10 -8
Yaw V/l: Converter Error r/s 1.0SxlO" 0 0 _.y.y 900 89.3x10 -6
OY
Yaw Gyra Scale Factor rad 1.57x10 "3 0 0 1 1 2.46x10 ~6
45_
RSS Maneuver Error = 21 .26 mrad
(1.22 deg)
Thrust Vector Control Errors Pitch Error Yaw Error Squared Error
Midcourse rad 1.74x10"_ 1.74x10 -2 6.05xlO -4
Orbl t Insertion Caps_sle Off tad 3.84x10 -z 3.84xi0 -2 29.49x10 -4
Orbit Insertion Capsule On rad 1.74x10 -2 1.74x10 -2 6.05x10-4
Orbit Trim Capsule Off rod 2.79x10 -2 2.79x10 "2 15.57x10 -4
Orbit Trim Capsule On rad 1. 74x10-2 1.74x10-2 6.05x10 -4
TOTAL POIt'JTING ERRORS (3 ) UNITS CAPSULE ON CAPSULE OFF
M;_ourse m rod 32.5 (1.86 °)
Orbit Insertion m rad 32.5 (1.86 °) 58.3 (3.39 °)
OrbH Trim m rad 32.5 (I .86 o) 44.8 (2.56 ° )
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Table 1.1.5-2: AV MAGNITUDE ERROR TABULATION
MIDCOU RSE CORRECTION
Error Source
Accelerometer Null Bias
Accelerometer Scale Factor
Accelerometer Resolution
Engine Tai loft Uncertainty
Total RSS Error =
Magnitude
Error, 33
2 x 10-4_
0.1%
0.02 m/sec
60 Ib-sec
[(0.0o43 2+o.o362]
AV Error, 30
Meters/Sec
0.42%, AV
0.1%, AV
0.02 m/sec
0.03 m/see
1/2 m/see, 30
ORBIT INSERTION
Magnitude AV Error, 30
Error Source Error, 3 a
Accelerometer Null Bias
Accelerometer Scale Factor
Accelerometer Resolution
Engine Tailoft Uncertainty
RSS Total =
2 x 10-4g
0.1%
0.02 rn/'se c
143 Ib-sec
1.4 m/sec 3 a
0.6 m/sec
1.25 m/sec
0.02 m/sec
0.11 m/sec
The comparison chart represents a n_ninal flight for either of the two spacecraft,
since they are identical in design and functional performance. Accomplishment of
the subsystem operations is initiated and sequenced by a programmed computer and
sequencer. Any event or sequence of events within the described flight sequence
can be altered by commands from Earth.
1.1.7 Spacecraft Layout and Configuration
The baseline configuration is shown in Figure i.i.7-1.
In addition to the design requirements, a number of design objectives were
established to ensure a near optimum configuration. Major objectives met in the
development of the design were:
1)
2)
High packaging density of subsystems and equipment to minimize volume
Modularization of certain subsystems
3) Efficient structural concepts
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Unobstructed views for all sensors and antennas where required
Growth for later mission with mlnim_nmodlficatlons.
1.1.7.1 Design Configuration Parameters
In developing the design a number of parameters identifying subsystem requirements,
space limitations, and other requirements were derived. It was necessary to satis-
fy these requirements in developing the configuration concept. The major configur-
ation parameters follow:
Science Payload
Overall Diameter
371 pounds
240 inches
Overall length 170 inches
Capsule Attachment Diameter 160 inches
Solar Array Area 290 square feet
High-Galn Antenna Diameter
Equipment Packaging Area
13.7 feet
36 square feet
Engine Type
Usable Propellant Capacity
Lunar Module Descent Engine
12,873 pounds (See _able 2.2.1-i, page 2-4)
Heli_n Pressurant Volume 19 cubic feet
Structural Arrangement Truss
1.1.7.2 Mars 1973 Baseline Design
The baseline vehicle is 170 inches long and 240 inches in diameter. The concept
employs an external support truss and an internal propulsion truss. Capsule sup-
port is provided by the upper portion of the propulsion system truss. Boost loads
are carried at eight points at the booster shroud through the external truss and
into the propulsion system truss. No meteoroid shielding is specifically provided.
The external support truss is used to support the attitude control system, a gui-
dance and control bay, and deployable equil_nent such as the science scan platform
and low, medium, and high gain antennas. The attitude control nozzles are mounted
on the outer circumference on the Y and Z axes. A fixed bay containing all guidance
and control equipment is mounted on the outer circumference providing an unobstruc-
ted field of view for the Canopus sensor. All other electrical and electronic equip-
ment is mounted on plates secured between the capsule supporting ring and the upper
ring of the support truss. Cable trays form the upper and lower closures. The
I-6S
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ring is divided into 16 bays, six of which contain the basic electronic equil_nent
and two of which are provided for science and growth. The remaining bays can be
easily modified to accept equipment. Typical design of the electronic modules is
shown in Figure 1.1.7-2. The circular solar panel spans the distance between the
outer extremities of the external support truss and the inner portion of the pro-
pulslon truss.
The propulsion system truss supports four main propellant tanks (5_ inches in dia-
meter), two start tanks, and two propellant pressurant tanks. The LMD engine is
supported by dual truss supports mounted fr_n the inner portion of the propulsion
truss.
The baseline utilizes modular construction to allow parallel construction and test-
ing, and to generally improve overall spacecraft flexibility. The modular construc-
tion is highlighted by the exploded view shown in Figure 1.1.7-B.
The basic module is composed of the external support truss, the primary spacecraft
support ring, and the deployable components. The equipment bays and cable tray
assembly form a second module which attaches to the primary spacecraft support ring.
The removable propulsion module forms the third module and contains and supports the
capsule support structure, the main propellant tanks, the propellant pressurant
tanks, the start tanks, the engine, and all associated plumbing and wiring. This
module fits inside the primary spacecraft support ring and Joins that assembly at
the eight apexes of the support truss. The equipment support assembly is stabilized
by joining the upper cable tray to the upper portion of the propulsion module.
The guidance and control system is installed and aligned with the spacecraft. The
attitude control nozzles are mounted on the external support truss on the Y and Z
axes and the four nitrogen tanks are installed in pairs on the Z axis in the equip-
ment module. The solar panel module connects between the outer circumference of
the external support truss and the inside of the propulsion module.
A detailed weight statement is shown in Table 1.1.7-1 for Case A (5000 pounds) and
Case B (6000 pounds) capsule weights. Case B was used for the baseline configura-
tion definition. If a Case A capsule weight is used, a margin of 19BO pounds is
available per planetary vehicle.
1.1.7.3 Configuration Development
A number of configuration trade studies was undertaken in the development of the
baseline design. In addition, sensor location studies and alternate engine investi-
gations were made. These are summarized as follows:
Length to Diameter Trade -- The relationship of the spacecraft length to diameter
was of interest because of the dynamic envelope limitations within the shroud dia-
meter as a function of the available spacecraft length which would allow two space-
craft to be installed and still meet the limitation on available shroud length.
A parametric study was made of spacecraft which varied in length and diameter but
which still met the requirements for required volume to house the Voyager equipment.
This study is summarized in Figure 1.1.7-_. In the diameter range of greatest
interest (l_O to 180 inches) total spacecraft gross weight changes very little and
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EquipmentModule
PropulsionModule
Figure 1.1.7-3: BASELINEMODULES
BasicModule
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is within the bucket of the curve. Therefore, the length and diameter of the space-
craft were not selected on the basis of minimtnn weight, but were selected primarily
on the basis of the optimum equipment installation which would best meet the other
major design objectives such as sensor field of view and structural efficiency.
Separate Versus Integral Adapter -- A study was made of separate versus integral
adapter to determine if a significant advantage of payload in Mars orbit was avail-
able with either system. These results are summarized on Figure 1.1.7-5.
The study indicates the total payload in Mars orbit is 67 pounds greater with the
integral adapter than could be achieved with a separate adapter. While this is
not a decisive margin in favor of the integral adapter, other considerations, such
as structure duplication required for equipment installation with the separate
adapter, also favored it.
PropeLlant Settling -- In a zero-gravity environment, sufficient propellant must be
available at the tank outlets to start the engines and settle the propellant.
Figure 1.1.7-6 shows some of the concept studies with advantages and disadvantages
of the various systems. Several systems for starting liquid fueled engines in
space have been used. One employs screens in the main fuel and oxidizer tanks.
This system may not work after small propulsion efforts because the propellant may
not be properly settled. The propulsion settling can be performed with a separate
engine and tanks or with one engine with separate starting tanks. Bellows were
used instead of bladders for positive fuel expulsion because of the possibility of
helium leakage through bladders at zero g over long periods of time. The starting
system can also contain enough fuel to do the midcourse and orbit trim maneuvers,
but this takes rather large tanks that are beyond the present state of the art.
Separate start tanks were selected for the baseline system.
During orbit trim powered flight, an unstable slosh mode exists. The detail re-
quirements for baffling must be determined from an analysis of this condition.
Alternate Engine Investigation -- A study was made of the feasibility of use of the
Atlas-Agena or Transtage engines in place of the lunar module descent engine (LMDE)
used on the baseline design. Physically these engines are interchangeable with
only minor modifications. Figure 1.1.7-7, an overlay of the Transtage and Agena
engine installations, shows they are easily contained within the envelope of the
baseline LMDE. Figure 1.1.7-8 is a comparison of the three engines sho_-ing
glmbal points and fueling ports. Additional information on the alternate engine
utilization is contained in Section 1.2.9.
Sensor Location -- A difficult configuration problem was the location of the vari-
ous sensors to obtain the proper unobstructed field of view. Polar plots were made
of the required fields of view for each of the sensors and the shadowgraph sho_-Ing
the portion of the field of view of the sensor which is obstructed by the space-
craft. These plots were superimposed to determine the locations for five of the
sensors as follows:
The high gain antenna is deployed from its position under the solar panels to a
position of 84 degrees cone angle at 174 degrees clock angle.
The relay link antenna is fixed mounted on the planetary vehicle bus at a clock
angle of 195 degrees.
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The science scan platform number i is deployed from a position between the solar
panels and the capsule to a position overlooking the capsule at a clock angle of
270 degrees.
The ultraviolet spectrometer is mounted on a separate scan platform with a nominal
position of 247.5 degrees clock angle and 90 degrees cone angle.
The Canopus sensors are mounted at a clock angle of 0 degree on the +Z axis at the
extremity of the solar panel to minimize interference.
As an example, the shadowgraph and required fields of view developed for the high
gain antenna are shown in Figure 1.1.7-9.
Equipment Module Trade Stud_ -- A trade study involving the electronic equipment
modules was made to determine the effects of various methods of equipment support
on the structural concept and the thermal effects. The results of the study are
shown on Figure 1.1.7-10. The study led to the selection of the baseline elec-
tronlcs equipment module concept shown on Figure 1.1.7-2.
1.1.7.4 Alternate Configurations
Two major alternate configurations were investigated during the study. These were
a two-propellant tank design and a semlmonocoque design.
Two-Tank Spacecraft Configuration -- The spacecraft configuration is to a great
extent determined by the propellant tankage arrangement. To minimize the number
of propellant tanks, simplify the plumbing, facilitate simultaneous filling and
emptying of the tanks, and make a more compact vehicle, a two-tank configuration
was designed (see Figure i.i.7-ii).
The propellant for the main propulsion system is contained in two spherical tanks
of equal volt, he. To retain the center-of-gravlty location coincident with the
geometric center as the propellant is used, the tanks are located off center in
proportion to their weight differences. Each tank is supported by a skirt attached
at four points to a simple truss system. Start tanks and helium pressurant tanks
are also located to minimize center-of-gravlty movement with propellant use.
Since the propulsion syst__m is integrated with the main truss, it cannot be removed
as a module. The adapter is integral; the truss system spans the entire 260-inch
diameter and attaches directly to the shroud. The capsule is also supported by
this truss.
The electronics are assembled as a separate module. The module is U-shaped and is
installed over the outside of the truss structure from the engine end. This
arrangement places all the electronic cold plates in a position to act as meteoroid
protection for the propellant tanks.
Considerable growth is possible with this configuration. For example, a high reso-
lution camera as large as 12 feet long and 40 inches in diameter can be accommodated
without revision to the structure. Sixty square feet of electronic cold plate is
available; this area can be doubled if required.
The science scan platform, the high gain antenna, and the guidance and control
packages are all an integral part of the electronics module. The 290 ft 2 fixed
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solar panel is also shown assembled to the electronics module and is not dependent
on the engine installation sequence.
Semimonocoque Spacecraft Configuration --To investigate the use of structural ele-
ments in the dual role of structural support and meteoroid protection, a semimono-.
coque spacecraft configuration was designed (see Figure 1.1.7-12). This
configuration provides a continuous ring support at the booster shroud. Boost
loads are carried from the shroud to the capsule support ring by an externally
stiffened semimonocoque conical surface which is also the second plate of the
meteoroid protection system. The bumper surface is attached to the outer legs of
the stiffeners.
The propulsion system is supported by an inner semlmonocoque cone that extends from
the capsule support ring to the orbit injection engine gimbal plane. The propulsion
system is removable as a unit by unbolting a splice in the outer conical surface.
The propulsion system cone provides support for four main propellant tanks with
internal start tanks, four propellant pressurant tanks, and the engine.
The external cone is used to support the attitude control system, electronic bays,
guidance and control bays, and deployable equipment such as the science scan plat-
form and the low, medium, and high gain antennas. The attitude control system
tanks and plumbing mount on the inner surface of the outer cone. The nozzles are
mounted on the outer circ_nference of the outer cone on the Y and Z axes. The
electronic bays and the guidance and control bays are provided with upper and lower
cable trays and local mounting plates and temperature control louvers. The special
guidance and control bay is used to align the Canopus tracker with the +Z axis.
1.1.7.5 Configuration Comparison
The baseline and two alternate configurations are compared in Table 1.1.7-2. The
four-tank configuration identified as the baseline was selected over the semimono-
coque because of the weight a_vantage of the truss structure. The baseline configur-
ation was selected over the two-tank configuration because it allows removal of the
propulsion module as a unit.
1.1.8 Planetary Quarantine
This section describes the techniques for complying with the planetary quarantine
probability apportionments listed in Figure 1.1.8-1. The apportionments were
designed to guarantee that the biological contamination of the planet Mars will not
occur within a probability (Pc) of 1 x lO -3. The following procedures are proposed
to ensure the probability allocation (shown in parenthesis) for each contaminating
event is not exceeded:
Flight Spacecraft Accidental Impact (1 x lO -5) -- At each midcourse maneuver, the
vehicle aim points will be biased so that the probability of accidental impact with
the planet Mars will be less than 1 x lO -5.
Orbit Insertion at Encounter (2 x l0 -6) -- The orbit insertion command will not be
given unless the resulting orbit satisfies this constraint.
Deorbit Decay Premature. Impact (8 x lO -6) -- The orbit shall be selected to satisfy
this constraint for a period of ll years or until after the year 1984.
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Ejecta Contributions (2 x 10 "5) -- Attitude control exhaust, propulsion exhaust,
and ejecta as a result of meteoroid spall shall be controlled as follows to satisfy
this constraint:
1) Attitude Control Ejecta (i x 10 "5) -- The attitude control hardware shall be
cleaned in accordance with the particulate contamination requirements listed
in Section 1.1.9, sealed, and maintained in this condition throughout assembly,
checkout, and launch. The cold nitrogen gas shall be filtered and loaded
aseptically.
2) Propulsion Exhaust E_ecta (0) -- The liquid propellants, monomethylhydrazine
and nitrogen tetroxide, are sporicidal. The system is expected to be fired
at least two times during interplanetary flight which should flush out the
system completely. Therefore, it is anticipated that, at orbit insertion
and orbit trim, the probability of contamination from these sources will be
zero.
3) Meteoroid Spall Ejecta (1 x 10-5) -- Analysis indicates that biological con-
tamination of Mars (resulting from ejecta from the spacecraft external
surfaces and appendages being subjected to meteoroid impact) can be controlled
within the above constraint by close control of the original microorganism
loading. Assembly of the spacecraft in a Class lO0,O00 clean room, per
Federal Standard Number 209a, will keep the original microbial loading
conservatively below 1 x 107 for the comDlete flight spacecraft. This will
be reduced to 105 in Mars orbit by effect of ultraviolet impingement;meteor-
oid impact during interplanetary cruise, and the dleoff of the organisms dur-
ing the complete mission. With the microbial loading on the exterior sur-
faces reduced to 105 in Mars orbit, the probability of contaminating Mars from
meteoroid impact ejecta is less than 1 x lO'). Accordingly, decontamination
of the external surfaces of the flight spacecraft will not be required, pro-
vided adequate care is exercised to keep the original microbial loading down.
In-Transit Ejected Hardware (0) -- All hardware separated from the launch vehicle
and the flight spacecraft shall be released in a manner and at a time that will
place it on a Mars nonimpact trajectory.
1.1.9 Pai_iculate Contamination
The key problem related to particulate contamination is associated with the Voyager
spacecraft operational reliability. Particulate contamination can cause malfunctions
and/or false signals to the optical sensors and science subsystems, malfunctions in
hydraulic and pneumatic systems, short circuits and circuit characteristic changes
in electronic systems, and changes in the emittance and absorptance of thermal con-
trol coatings. To prevent these malfunctions, the following procedures will be
used:
i) Computing and Sequencing, Teleccmmunications_ Cabling_ Power I Thermal Control
Science P_rotechnic Subsystems -- Individual components will be received from
point of manufacture in a cleaned condition and double-bagged. When it is
necessary to open the bag and inspect or test the item, it will be accom-
plished in a Federal Standard 209a, Class lO0,O00 clean room. Individual
operations that require a higher degree of cleanliness will be accomplished
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2)
3)
in laminar flow clean benches rated by Federal Standard 209a as Class I00.
Structural components (containers for electronic subsystems) will be fabri-
cated in normal shop environments and then cleaned, painted, and moved into
a controlled cleaning facility where the part will be given a final cleaning
and packaging following procedures established for Lunar Orbiter. If it
becomes necessary to remove the part from the package, it will be done in a
Class 100,000 clean room. Should it be necessary to remove the part from
the clean room for an unplanned operation in a noncontrolled environment,
the part will go back through the cleaning and packaging operation prior to
being readmitted to the clean room. Soldering and welding of electronic
parts will be accomplished within the areas that meet or exceed the require-
ments established by NASA Quality Publication NPC 200-_, August 196_, Section
2. The knowledge gained on Lunar Orbiter operations indicates that frequent
cleaning, wiping, and/or vacuuming of parts is necessary to maintain a high
level of parts cleanliness. These cleaning tasks will be written into
approved procedures, and strict compliance with the procedures will be
stressed throughout the assembly and test operation.
Propulsion and Attitude Control Subsystems -- Items in these subsystems will
be treated the same as in paragraph l) above, except where tubing, valves,
regulators, and other pl_nbing-type items are involved. The internal
cleanliness will be achieved by a cleaning and flushing operation performed
within an area meeting Class lO0 particulate limitations. Cleanliness levels
of interior surfaces are verified by measuring the contaminates deposited by
the flushing solution on a milllpore filter. The cleaning, flushing, checking,
and packaging operation will be accomplished within a Class lO0 environment.
The assembly (brazing) of these supercleaned parts will take place in a
Class lO0,O00 clean room, within a Class lO0 clean bench. All fluids or
gases used in subsequent testing will be cleaned to meet the required level
of cleanliness, i.e., no metallic particles greater than 5 microns and no
nonmetallic particles greater than 25 microns. Once the systems have been
assembled and sealed, they will not be opened except in an appropriate
environment. The exterior of the systems can be exposed to noncontrolled
environment without being detrimental to the subsequent operation of the
system. However, external cleaning procedures (wiping and vacuum) will be
used after such exposure and prior to admittance to a controlled area.
Structural and Mechanical Subsystems -- These items will be fabricated and
preassembled in a normal factory area using the normal, high quality space
hardware housekeeping standards. When the preflt operation has been com-
pleted, the parts will be cleaned, painted, and then cleaned and packaged
for clean room assembly. After the subsystems have been assembled into the
spacecraft in a Class 1OO,OO0 clean room, the completed unit will be moved
between controlled locations only after the spacecraft has been properly
sealed with a protective barrier that will not be removed until the space-
craft is within the next controlled area.
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1.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION FOR SPACECRAFT HARDWARE SUBSYSTEMS
Each of the spacecraft subsystems has been described in terms of design constraints
and requirements; functions; performance and physical characteristics; interfaces;
and reliability. S,-maries of trade studies performed during Task D, for subsystem
selection, are included. New technology and development, if required, are defined
and scheduled for each subsystem. The growth potential of each subsystem is discus-
sed.
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1.2.1 Power Subsystem
The power subsystem supplies the spacecraft electrical power during all Voyager
flight regimes. Solar cells convert solar radiation to electric power when the
spacecraft is Sun-oriented and the solar array is illuminated. Power is supplied
from a set of storage batteries when the spacecraft is occulted from the Sun.
The solar cells are interconnected into series and parallel groups that supply power
at a voltage compatible with the load and power conditioning requirements. The solar
cell groups are mounted on a set of flat panels making up the solar array. The
solar array is oriented normal to the Sun vector within ±0.3 degree (under normal
conditions) by the attitude control subsystem.
The spacecraft storage batteries are recharged from the solar array after spacecraft
reference acquisition, after each off-Sun maneuver, and after each period when the
spacecraft is Sun-occulted.
Regulated, 50-volt rms, 2_DO-Hz, single-phase power is supplied to all electronic
loads other than the traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) from a set of regulated
inverters. The inverters receive d.c. from either the solar array or batteries.
1.2.1.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
The power subsystem requirements and constraLnts appear in Table 1.2.1-1. The raw
power requirements as a function of mission regime are shown in Figure 1.2.1-1.
The flight regime that sizes the solar array i_ labeled "S/C Orbit Recharge I" in
Figure 1.2.1-1. The power demand during this regime is second highest and occurs
in Mars orbit when the solar intensity, hence, _rray power capability, is lowest.
The regime labeled Cruise II requires 15% more _ower, but occurs at a time when the
solar array power capability is, due to higher solar intensity, over 20% greater
than in Mars orbit.
The power demand following the third midcourse correction (labeled Cruise llI in
Figure 1.2.l-l), when the solar intensity may only be 4% above that encountered in
Mars orbit, is reduced by 200 watts from the CruLse II load by turning off capsule
power for the duration of battery recharge.
The load demand for each subsystem during the critical regime that sizes the solar
array is shown in Table 1.2.1-2.
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Table 1.2.1-1: DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS -- 1973 Mars Mission
I
Maximum Sun-Mars Distance
Maximum Sun-Mars Distance at Mars Arrival
Maximum Orbital Period
Occultation, First 30 Days
Maximum Sun Occultation Period
Minimum Spacecraft Life in Orbit
Maximum Capsule Power
Capsule Support Power
Solar Array Configuration
Largest Solar Array Diameter
Solar Array Temperature Range: Operating
Nonoperating
Minimum Reliability
1.66 A.U.
1.63 A.U.
12.4 hours
None
1.5 hours
6 months
200 watts
20 watts
Fixed
240 inches
- 145°C to +115°C
-145°C to +150°C
0.991
Table 1.2.1-2: CRITICAL REGIME LOAD DEMAND -- Spacecraft Orbit - Recharge I
AC LOADS WATTS
Computing and Sequencing 68.8
Pyrotechnics I 1.8
Guidance and Control 64.6
Radio 23.0
Antenna Drive 3.0
Capsule Support 20.0
Te lemet ry 16.9
Data Storage 54.0
Propulsion Electronics 9.0
Science 45.0
Subsystem Monitor I 0o0
TOTAL AC LOAD 326.1
Regulated Inverter Losses 110.5
DC LOADS
Capsule 0.0
TWT Amplifier 200.0
Propulsion Solenoids 0.0
Reaction Control Jets 0.0
TVC Actuator 0.0
Battery Chargers 239.0
TOTAL DC LOAD 439.0
Power Switching Logic Losses 28.6
SOURCE POWER REQUIRED (DC) 904.2
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1.2.1.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
Electrical power is generated in a 16-panel solar array and is stored in three
sealed nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries. Power to all electronic and science loads
other than the TWTA is distributed through three separate buses at 50 volts regulated
a.e. and 2400-Hz frequency. The loads are so connected to these buses that the mis-
sion can be completed successfully even if power on one bus is lost.
There are two TWTA's, but only one is on at any time. Each TWTA is supplied through
its own feeder from an unregulated d.c. bus (Figure 1.2.1-2). This bus receives
power from the solar array whenever the array is illuminated. Diodes automatically
connect the three batteries to this bus at other times.
During spacecraft maneuvers, power is supplied to propulsion and guidance-and-control
solenoid valves from the three batteries through the maneuver bus. Power to the cap-
sule is supplied only from the solar array through the capsule bus and dual feeders.
Capsule power is not supplied when the solar array is not illuminated, as during
spacecraft midcourse corrections and orbit insertion. Capsule power is also turned
off during battery recharge following Mars orbit insertion.
Each solar panel and each battery is connected to the unregulated d.c. bus through a
diode. A short circuit in any one panel or battery is thus isolated from the unregu-
lated bus.
The rate of recharge of each battery, following a discharge period, is controlled by
a battery charger. Each charger is supplied from two solarpanels through diodes.
Thus, a battery-charger fault that is not neutralized within the battery charger
will affect only 2 of 16 solar panels.
The unregulated d.c. power obtained from the solar array or battery is regulated and
inverted to 50-volt rms, 2400-Hz square-wave a.c. power with three separate Inverters,
each supplying one of the three a.c. buses. Each inverter has a malfunction detector
that disconnects the inverter from the unregulated d.c. bus if the input current be-
comes excessive or if the output voltage goes out of tolerance.
A power subsystem monitor provides power for malfunction detection within the inver-
ters and battery chargers. It conditions the command signals and it also provides
excitation and conditioning for all voltage, current, and temperature-sensing re-
quired for control and telemetry. The monitor derives its input power from all three
a.c. buses. Reactive current-limlting is used to protect the buses from a monitor
malfunction. A share sensor and boost converter is provided to prevent the batter-
ies from sharing in supplying power to the spacecraft following the decay of power
peaks that exceed the solar array capability.
The performance characteristics of the key elements of the power subsystem are des-
cribed in the following paragraphs:
I) Solar Array -- The solar array consists of 16 pie-shaped solar panels having a
total area of 290 square feet on which 60,480 solar cells are mounted. The sel-
ected solar cells are 2 cm by 2 cm, 12 mils thick, with 2 ohm-cm resistivity,
and have an efficiency of ll% based on their active cell area. The solar cells
are protected by 6-mil cover glasses.
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The total radiation seen by the solar cells during the 1973 Voyager Mars mission
is estimated to be less than that from a single equivalent solar flare having
a fluence of 109 protons per square centimeter. The corresponding 1-Mev elec-
tron flux is _ x lO12 electrons per square centimeter. At this fluence, the
radiation degradation of 2 and lO ohm-cm solar cells with a 6 mil cover glass
is 0 to 1%. A 2 ohm-cm cell was chosen over a lO ohm-cm cell to take advantage
of its 4_ higher power output under nominal conditions. The solar array design
factors are shown in Table 1.2.1-3.
Table 1.2.1-3: SOLAR ARRAY DESIGN FACTORS
FACTOR
Cell Efficiency at Air-Mass Zero
RMS Measurement Uncertainty
Cover Glass Loss
Process and Mismatch Loss
Thermal Cycling Degradation
VALUE
0.11
0.958
0.95
0.97
0.95
Mi crometeorite Degradati on
Radiation Degradation
Low Illumination Loss
Solar Constant Uncertainty
Array Packing Factor
Operation Off the Maximum Power Point
Wi ring Loss
Active Cell Area/Total Cell Area
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.90
0.95
0.98
0.95
The solar array view to space for radiation of heat is partly obscured by the
engine in front and the spacecraft in the rear. The temperature difference be-
tween the array i_er edge and outer edge is estimated to be 47°C with a median
temperature of 80°C when near the Earth and of OoC in Mars orbit. (See Figure
1.2.1-3). During a 1.5-hour Sun occultation at Mars, the median solar array
temperature will drop to as low as -133°C. The panel will recover to a 0
lO°C temperature within 0.5 hour after it is illuminated with sunlight.
The solar array must operate at or above 62 volts to charge fully a 38-celi
Ni-Cd battery at O°C. The array voltage, at a given load, is the lowest in
the vicinity of Earth when the solar cells are at 80oc. A solar cell string
of 135 series-connected cells develops the required 62 volts. However, this
array will produce a voltage of 109 volts (which puts 108 volts on the unregu-
lated bus) when the array is illuminated at -133°C. This maximum voltage con-
dition occurs after the end of Sun occultation at Mars. The voltage drops to
approximately 80 volts within 0.5 hour as the solar array temperature rises
to oOc.
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SOLAR ARRAY
TEMPERATURE
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Figure 1.2.1-3: SOLAR ARRAY TEMPERATURE PROFILES
The volt-ampere characteristics of the array under near-Earth, Mars steady-state,
and Mars sunrise conditions are shown in Figure 1.2.1-4.
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2) Battery -- The battery is sized to supply the power required for the Sun-occulted
regimes in Figure 1.2.1-I. The minimum battery voltage is 38 volts, and up to
500 charge-discharge cycles may be required. A battery composed of 38 series-
connected, 20 ampere-hour, Ni-Cd cells operating at a cell temperature of lO
+ lO°C is capable of meeting the voltage, power, energy, and life requirements.
The depths of discharge for two and three batteries operating in parallel are
shown in Table 1.2.1-4.
3) Power Conditioning -- Some loads are composed of redundant elements that can
be supplied from separate power buses to achieve overall redundancy by means
of parrallel multichannel design. Examples are the computiD_ and sequencing
logic unit and a portion of the guidance and control. Other loads are
provided with the capability of transferring from a normal bus to an
alternate bus in the event that power at the normal bus fails. The inverter
rating is established by the maximum load that is connected to, or can
be transferred to, its bus. Thus, each inverter must be capable of carrying
a 210-watt load (Table 1.2.1-5).
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BATTERY DEPTH OF DISCHARGE
FLIGHT REGIME
Launch and Reference
Acquisition
Midcourse Correction
Orbi t I nsertion
Planetary Vehicle Orbit Trim
Spacecraft Orblt Trim
Spacecraft Orbit
Occultation
WATT-HOURS
REQUIRED
751
696
817
513
531
940
PERCENT DEPTH OF DISCHARGE
2 OF 3 BATTERIES
41%
38
45
28
29
52
Based on 38 Series-Connected, 20 amp-hr Cells Per Battery Operating at 1
3 BATTERI ES
27%
25
30
19
19
34
.2 Volts/Cell
Table 1.2.1-5: SUBSYSTEM ELECTRICAL LOAD DISTRIBUTION
(Alternating Current -- Power in Watts)
SUBSYSTEM
Computing & Sequencing
Pyrotechni cs
Attitude Ref. Gyros
A_*:t.de Ref. Electronics
Autopi lot
Radio
Antenna
Telemetry
Data Storage
ProlouIsi on
Science
Capsule Support
Power Subsystem Monitor
i
Total
NORMAL OPERATION
BUSA BUS B BUS C
38.8 --- 30.0
5.9 --- 5.9
25.0 25.0 ---
--- 0.6 4.0
--- 5.0 5.0
--- ]0.4 12.6
..... 3.0
..... 16.9
24.0 --- 30.0
--- 4.5 4.5
49.0 92.0 22.0
11.0 9.0 ---
3.3 3.3 3.3
157.0 149.8 137.2
BUS A FAILED
BUS B BUS C
--- 30.0
--- 5.9
25.0 25.0
0.6 4.0
5.0 5.0
10.4 12.6
--° 3.0
--- 16.9
--- 54.0
4.5 4.5
!121.0 22.0
9.0 11.0
5.0 5.0
193.3 198.9
BUS B FAILED
BUS A BUS C
38.8 30.0
5.9 5.9
25.0 25.0
--- 4,0
--- 5.0
--- 23.0
--- 3.0
--- 16.9
24.0 30.0
--- 4.5
101.0 42.0
11.0 9.0
5.0 5.0
210.7 203.3
BUS C FAILED
BUS A BUS B
38.8 4.0
5.9 ---
25.0 25.0
--- 0.6
--- 5.0
--- 23.0
--- 3.0
16.9 ---
54.0 ---
--- 4.5
49.0 114.0
11.0 9.0
5.0 5.0
205.6 193.1
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4)
Providing power to spacecraft loads at a regulated a.c. voltage minimizes the
need for additional regulation downstream of the power subsystem interface.
The regulation band is +2%/-3%. The regulated inverter output character=
istics are:
Voltage - Square-wave, 50 volts rms having a rise time of
5 _ 4 microseconds.
Frequency - 2400 Hz _ 0.01% with synchronization and ±5%
without synchronization.
An external square-wave synchronizing signal is provided to each inverter from
the computing and sequencing subsystem to control the inverter frequency. In
the absence of this signal, the inverter derives its frequency control from
an internal magnetic oscillator. The inverter efficiency is between 75 and 81%
at rated load with 37 to 108 volts d.co input. The inverter is rated at 230
watts, providing a 10% design margin, and is capable of supplying a peak
current of 150_ of rating for lO milliseconds.
The output voltage and input current of the regulated inverter are monitored
by a fail sensor. An overvoltage, or an undervoltage deviating more than 10%
from nominal output voltage, or an overcurrent exceeding two times the maximum
input current will cause the fail-sense circuit to disconnect the regulating
inverter from its power source. The inverter can also be switched on and off
by Earth command.
The fail-sense circuit of each inverter is supplied 28 volts d.c. power from
the power subsystem monitor to ensure that the fail-sensing function is not
affected by failure within the regulating inverter.
Battery Rechar_e and Control -- The batteries are discharged to a depth
indicated in Table 1.2.1-4, during launch, reference acquisition, maneuvers,
and Sun occultation in Mars orbit. Energy is restored to the battery from
the solar array. A separate battery charger controls the rate of recharge
of each battery.
A constant-current charge rate of 1.14 amperes was selected to minimize the
power demand from the solar array, yet fully charge the battery prior to the
next Sun occultation when in Mars orbit. The 1.14-ampere charge duration is
based on restoring 1.6 times the ampere-hours previously discharged as
measured with a coulometer. The 1.14-ampere charge is followed by 0.2-ampere
trickle charge. Switchover to the trickle charge rate will also occur if the
monitored battery voltage exceeds 58.9+_O.4 volts d.c. at 275°K or a lower
voltage at higher temperatures.
A fail sensor within the charger will disconnect the charger from the solar
array should the battery temperature exceed 325 _ 2°K, or should the battery
voltage fall below 39 volts during charging. The power subsystem monitor
supplies 28 volts d.c. power to each charger for failure signaling and clear-
ing. For example, a disconnected charger will signal the other two chargers
to increase their charge rates by 50_ during the normal charge mode. The
signal interconnections between battery chargers are shown in Figure 1.2.1-2.
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5)
6)
7)
Power Switching and Logic Unit -- The solar panels and batteries are connected
to the unregulated bus through diodes, as shown in Figure 1.2.1-2. The diode
connecting each battery to the unregulated bus serves to isolate the bus and
the other two batteries from a short circuit in a battery or in its associ-
ated battery charger. The diode arrangement also prevents a short-circuited
battery charger from disabling more than two of the 16 solar panels. Because
of its magnitude (200 watts), capsule power is supplied only from the solar
array and not from the batteries. The capsule bus is isolated from the
unregulated d.c. bus, and hence the batteries, by connecting the capsule bus
to lO of the 16 solar panels through lO separate diodes as shown in Figure
1.2.1-2.
The propulsion solenoids, TVC actuators, and reaction control jets are
supplied from all three batteries through diodes and the maneuver bus. The
resultant isolation between the unregulated d.c. bus and the maneuver bus
reduces the maximumvoltage at the maneuver bus to 60 volts as compared to
108 volts estimated for the unregulated d.c. bus. External power is supplied
to the capsule, maneuver# and unregulated d.c. bus, and to the three battery
chargers, through isolating diodes.
Power Subsystem Monitoring and Protection -- Control power to the battery
charger and inverter fail-sensors is supplied from the power subsystem monitor.
The control voltage of 28 volts d.c. is compatible with qualified relay
designs. The monitor power comes from the three a.c. buses. Reactive current
limiting is used to protect the a.c. buses from a malfunction within the
monitor. This 2400-Hz power is also used as a source of a.c. excitation for
all magnetic current sensors required for telemetry and protection.
Space-qualified latching-type relays triggered from magnetic overcurrent
sensors are tentatively selected for protection of the three d.c. buses.
The power subsystem monitor processes the command signal to turn capsule power
on and off during battery recharge. The monitor is estimated to consume lO
watts of power.
Elimination of Battery SharingMode -- Inrush current to the science or capsule
load may result in a total power demand in excess of the solar array capability.
The unregulated bus voltage then drops to a level at which the batteries share
in supplying power to the spacecraft loads. The constant-power input character-
istic of the regulated inverters can cause the batteries to continue to share
in supplying the spacecraft load even after the power demand has declined to
as low as 15_ below the maximum solar array power capability. The share
sensor recognizes the resulting lower operating voltage and triggers the boost
converter to momentarily boost the power subsystem voltage, using battery
energy. This power pulse shifts the subsystem voltage to a stable level above
the array maximum power voltage.
A solar gate, composed of a set of solar cells, signals the share sensor that
the array is illuminated. The share sensor functions only when the solar
array is illuminated.
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8) AC Load Distribution -- The electronic loads are distributed among the three
a.c. buses, as shown in Table 1.2.1-5. Redundant loads such as computing and
sequencing and gyros are connected to different buses. Nonredundant loads
have relays for transferring them to another bus in case of failure of their
normal a.c. bus. The loads are so distributed as to nearly balance the power
demand between the remaining two inverters when any one of the three inverters
has failed. The degree of balance is shown in Table 1.2.1-5. The efficiency
of the inverter at 50% of rated load is approximately 6_ lower than at rated
load. Balancing of the loads not only reduces the inverter rating, but permits
more efficient operation under normal conditions°
1.2.1.3 Physical Characteristics
The power subsystem occupies two equipment bays. The batteries and battery chargers
are placed in the same bay to facilitate regulation of battery temperature at lO
lO°C. The subsystem component dimensions_ volume, and weight are shown in Table
1.2.1-6.
TaBle 1.2.1-6: POWER SUBSYSTEM PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
UNIT
Diode Logic & Switching
Booster Converter
Protection
Regulated Inverter
Battery Charger
Subsystem Monitor
Miscellaneous
Subtotal
Battery (Ni-Cd)
Subtotal
Solar Array (290 ft 2)
I WEIGHT
EAC H
(Pounds)
6.3
2.1
3.1
12.8
4.6
1.0
9.3
83.0
SIZE (Inches)
5- 1/2x 16x 6
5- 1/2x 16x 1 - 1/2
5- I/2x 16x 1 - 1/2
5- 1/2x 16x6
5 - 1/2 x 16 x 1-1/2
8x 22 1/2x 8 1/2
VOLUME
EAC H
(Cu In)
530
132
132
530
132
I0
1530
NUM-
BER
TOTAL
WEIGHT
(Pounds)
6.3
2.1
3.1
38.4
13.8
1.0
9.3
74.0
249.0
323.0
250.0
TOTAL
VOLUME
(Cu In)
53O
132
132
1590
396
I0
4590
Total Weight 573.0 _
1.2.1.4 Interface Definition
The interfaces between the power subsystem and the spacecraft and its other sub-
systems are defined in Table 1.2.1-7.
1.2.1.5 Reliability
The assessed reliability for the power subsystem in 0.989. This essentially meets
the goal of 0.991 established for this subsystem. The solar array reliability
assessment was obtained by extrapolation of previous analyses on the basis that the
power margin for the array will be the same. Reliability assessment for the sub-
system elements are provided in Table 1.2.1-8.
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SUBSYSTEMELEMENTS
SolarArray
PowerSubsystemMonitor
PowerSwitching& Logic
BoostConv.& ShareSensor
2400Hz Power
Table 1.2.1-8: RELIABILITYASSESSMENT
RELIABILITY
ASSESSMENT
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9940
0.9991
(Each2400Hz Inverter)
BatteryPower
(EachBattery& Charger)
TOTALSUBSYSTEM
(0.9832)
0.9965
(0.9653)
0.989
RELIABILITY
GOAL
0.991
1.2.1.6 Trade Study Summary
Trade studies conducted during Task A and B power subsystem developments were re-
viewed. Those trade studies affected by the new Task D requirements were updated.
The trade studies produced the following conclusions:
Trade Stud_
Battery type
Type of d.c. voltage regulator
a.c. or d.c. distribution
Diode fault isolation or fail-safe array
Conclusion
Sealed nickel-cadmium
Series switching
a.c. distribution
Diode fault isolation
Figures 1.2.1-5 through 1.2.1-8 show the considerations on which these conclusions
are based.
1.2.1.7 New Technology and Development Items
The battery, with its 0.967 estimated mission reliability, is the least reliable
element of the power subsystem. Improvements in battery reliability will contribute
to the probability of mission success, particularly in longer and more heavily loaded
post-1973 flights. Control of battery overcharge is a key to obtaining longer
battery life. Methods are:
l) Charge at constant current s then reduce charging current to a trickle value
when voltage exceeds a specified value. This method s currently in use s compro-
mises battery llfe by permitting excessive overcharge because temperature same-
times has a greater effect on battery voltage than has state of charge.
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2) Identify the fully charged condition with a third electrode (anhydrode). Ful-
ly satisfactory charge control has not yet been obtained with this feature.
3) Measure ampere-hours discharged with a coulometer; then restore withdrawn
ampere-hours plus a loss. Coulc_eters have been developed by Boeing, Gulton
Industries, and Applied Physics Laboratory, but none have space experience
at this time.
Early start of battery testing is important because it takes 18 months to confirm
that a given battery design has the life required for the Voyager mission. If the
first battery design fails in llfe test, then an additional period of up to 18
months is required to test a redesigned battery. Past attempts to accurately predict
battery life on the basis of testing for a fraction of the required battery life
have not been successful.
For these reasons, it is important to start battery llfe testing early. The devel-
opment factors are s_mnarlzed in Figure 1.2.1-9.
PROBLEM: Required Reliability 0.991
0.967
Long Time (18 Months for Life Test)
BATTERY LIFE IS AFFECTED BY:
TEMPERATURE
o_60
40
20
0 2 4
LIFE (YEARS)
Figure 1.2.1-9:
Power Subsystem
For One Battery
(to Have a Reliability
of 0.9965 for Battery Power - 2 of 3
Batteries required .)
CHARGE CONTROL
Constant - Current + Trickle
(Produces Overcharge_ Heat)
Anhydrode or Third Electrode
(Not Yet Space-Proven)
Coulometer
(Not Yet Proven)
PROBLEM SOLUTION
Procure 20 AH Sealed Nickel-Cadmlum Cells
Conduct 18-Month Life Tests
Simulate Different Charge Techniques
Use Voyager Power Profile_ Temperature
H I GH-REL IABIL ITY BATT ERY D EVELOPMENT FACTORS
The development schedule is shown in Figure 1.2.1-10.
1.2.1.8 Growth Potential
Spacecraft electrical load growth can be accommodated (1) by using design reserves
in the power subsystem, and (2) by providing more solar array area and hlgher-rated
components.
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The 290-square-foot solar array is capable of supplying 15% more power than demand-
ed during the battery recharge period following spacecraft orbit trim (termed "S/C
Orbit Recharge l" in Figure 1.2.l-l). The solar array deslgnmargln during other
flight regimes is larger than 15%. The regulated inverter, are rated lO_ above
their individual maximum steady-state power demand. The spacecraft batteries under-
go 52% depth of discharge in Mars orbital operation when two batteries are function-
ing. This is the deepest discharge that can reasonably provide full mission llfe
for the batteries; hence it contains no deslgnmargln. However, with all three of
the batteries functioning, the depth of discharge is only 34%, provldlngmargin for
load growth. The predicted mission reliability of 0.967 for one battery suggests
that all three batteries will function the whole duration of lO out of ll flights.
Higher power capability can be provided by adding deployable solar panels to the
spacecraft. For example, up to 330 square feet of solar array area (three deployed
panels), providing approximately 990 watts of additional source power, can be added.
By adding a fourth 20 ampere-hour battery and fourth battery charger, an additional
910 watt-hours of energy storage can be provided. The resulting changes to the
power switching and logic unit and the power subsystem monitor are minor. Addition-
al power capability at the a.c. busses can be provided by adding a fourth 230-watt
inverter, or using three hlgher-output inverters. The choice will depend on the
availability of suitable qualified power transistors, and modification costs.
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1.2.2 Guidance and Control Subsystems
The Voyager spacecraft requires three-axls attitude stabilization to successfully
accomplish the mission. The Sun-Canopus celestial references are augmented hy an
inertial reference system for maneuvers and periods of occultation. Control sig-
naiLs from these references are processed by the attitude control electronics and
then command the nitrogen cold-gas thrusters which apply the control torques to the
spacecraft. To control the spacecraft during the propulsive portion of a maneuver,
the thrusting engine is gimbaled by electrcmechanical actuators that are commanded
from the inertial reference unit and attitude control electronics. The following
equipment is utilized to accamplish these functions:
i) The Voyager Canopus sensor will be an instr_nent similar to those used on Mari-
ner IV, Mariner Venus 67, and Lunar Orbiter. These sensors use an image dissec-
tor tube, allowing a wide field of view (32 degrees in pitch by 4 degrees in
roll) without requiring mechanical gimbaling. The Canopus sensor will be
mounted in the guidance and control assembly near the outboard edge of the
solar panel. Only the required portion of the optical field of view is scanned
to generate error signals for spacecraft control. Since the Canopus cone angle
variation with time is known, the desired sector can be selected through the
computer and sequencer.
2) Photovoltaic Sun sensors are chosen as the preferred type. Essentially three
Sun sensor outputs are provided. A coarse Sun sensor having a 4 _ steradian
field of view is used for acquisition. An acquisition signal is generated
whenever the Sun is within 3 degrees of the fine Sun sensor null. This signal
is used to control the coarse-flne switching logic. A fine Sun sensor provides
signals for pitch and yaw axis control about the sunline for normal limit cycle
operation. The design selected does not compensate for the change in Sun sen-
sor scale factor as the spacecraft travels from Earth (1 A.U. ) to Mars (1.67
A.U.). However, the effect m_y be compensated by a selectable gain amplifier
in the autopilot electronics and commanded through the computer and sequencer,
if desired, as shown in the trade study summary, Section 1.2.2.6.
3) Two inertial reference units (IRU) will be provided, each having three ortho-
gonally mounted gyros. Single degree of freedom, floated, rate-integrating
gyros are_ chosen as the preferred instr_nent based on the availability and
maturity of development for this type gyro for application to space vehicle
attitude control. Each gyro in each IRU is individually switchable to allow
per-axls redundancy rather than IRU redundancy. The heater power for each
IRU is switched independent of the gyros to allow heater operation with the
gyros off. The gyros in each IRU are capable of operating either in the
rate or position mode. The rate mode is used for rate damping and maneuvers
while the position mode is used for limit cycle operation in the attitude hold
mode.
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4)
6)
IRU channel malfunctions are detected by monitoring the following:
Gyro spin motor
Gyro temperature
Gyro loop output (rate and position)
Spin motor and temperature control failures are detected by monitoring spin
motor current and gyro temperature sensor resistance. Gyro loop output can
be compared to the celestial sensor error signals to determine malfunctions.
Selection and switching are controlled by ground command or by on-board mal-
function detection when provided.
An accelerometer is used to measure the spacecraft velocity change along the
thrust axis during engine firing. The velocity increment is measured in the
computer and sequencer where the accelerometer output is integrated. Thrust
is terminated when the velocity change reaches the predetermined required
value. A timed backup approach, based on the 3 a variations of burn-tlme
tolerances, is used to obtain degraded performance in the event of accelero-
meter failure. In addition, a real-time backup redundant ignition command
can be transmitted from the ground, timed so as to be received at the space-
craft during the normal burn time. This would be followed by a redundant
terminate burn command timed for receipt at the spacecraft after the end of a
normal burn.
Electromechanical actuators position the LMDE engine gimbal assemblies. The
actuator is powered by a variable-speed d.c. motor driving a ball Jackscrew
through reduction gearing. Rate and position sensors provide feedback signals
for closed-loop operation.
Two limb and terminator sensors are provided to detect the vehicle crossings
of the Mars illuminated limb and the crossing of the Mars terminator. The
sensor fields of view are directed 90 degrees from the sun_llne on either side
of the spacecraft. The field of view is narrow and fan-shaped to cover the
range of orbits desired.
7) Reaction Control -- The selected concept is two standby redundant cold-gas
nitrogen reaction Jet systems similar to the system on Lunar Orbiter.
Nitrogen is stored in four tanks fabricated from Ti-6A1-4V titanium alloy.
Each gas system has eight thrusters; pitch and yaw are 0.45 pound thrust,
and roll thrusters are 0.20 pound thrust working in force couples. A
sch_natic of the subsystem is shown in Figure 1.2.2-1. A maneuver rate of
0.2 deg/sec has been selected as a compromise between conserving propellant
versus a capability for reasonably short maneuver times required b_ battery
life considerations. The minimmn angular acceleration of O.O1 deg/sec in
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Nozzle
Cover
-Y1 +Y1 (Typical) -P2 +P2
+ P1 _ +Y21 -Y2
I _|+R]_-R|. Ths_U_i e_s ' +R2_-R2 +_2
J Regulator _]_ Relief Valve :q
• _ Cross Over Valve
Malfunction _ (Ground Command) _._Uetection _'1 E IXI
Switching I /F-I "_-Filter N S_ice
Solenoid--" J LJ 2 Test &
Control led
Valve
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Va Iv es
N.C.
Fi I ter
_ Service Fill& Vent
Temperature
(_ (_l"ransducer
(Typical)
N 2 Tank I
3500 psia +X
Regulator J
_1-_-I Malfunction IJi I Detection &
G\ J SwitcNng
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Control led
Valve
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Figure 1.2.2-1: REACTION CONTROL SCHEMATIC
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pitch and yaw is a compromise between limit cycle fuel consumption and avoid-
ing excessive angular overshoot at end of a maneuver. An additional
requirement in the roll axis is that the control torque must be sufficient
to contain the transients that may occur due to mlsalignments at engine
startup, and steady-state swirl torques. Nitrogen gas requirements, shown
in Table 1.2.2-1, are based on a specific impulse of 68 seconds. This value
is a conservative figure for -40°F gas. Tests indicate that thruster perform-
ance may be degraded as much as 30% for very short pulse operation. This
effect is virtually eliminated by the minimum on-tlme (single-shot) device.
Exact length of the single-shot time will be subject to refinement after
valve characteristics, deadband width, and solar disturbance torques are
better defined. Twenty milliseconds has been used here and in the autopilot
design.
The nitrogen gas will be filtered and loaded aseptically to reduce m_crobial
contaminatiQn.
8) Alignment -- All attitude reference sensors with the exception of the coarse
sun sensors will be mounted in a common package, thus simplifying their
relative alignment. The guidance and control package alignment relative to
the spacecraft axes will be determined to within 0.04 degree. The guidance
and control package installation will be within 0.15 degree of the spacecraft
axes. Sensor axes will be aligned to the guidance and control package to
within O.O1 degree. Reference mirrors on the IRU, fine Sun sensors, and
Canopus sensors are used for sensor mutual alignment and guidance and control
package alignment to the spacecraft. Measurement accuracy in optically align-
ing the sensors in the guidance and control package will be on the order of
O.1 minutes of arc and O.O1 degree in the mounting of the guidance and control
package to the spacecraft. In addition to mechanical alignment, alignment of
the attitude control electronics is also necessary. Primarily, this involves
trimming out amplifier null offsets.
1.2.2.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
The design constraints and requirements are shown in Table 1.2.2-2.
The control concepts recommended are essentially the same as those resulting from
the Task B studies. The principal differences are in the manner of mechanization:
the most significant of these are listed below:
i) Single-axis gyros were selected instead of the two-axis free-rotor gyro
because of the space-proven status of the former.
2) Thrust vector control is achieved by glmbaling the LMDE instead of by secondary
liquid injection in the nozzle of the solid propellant engine because of the
change to all liquid propulsion.
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Table 1.2.2-2: DESIGNCONSTRAINTSAND REQUIREMENTS
CONSTRAINT/REQUlREMENT
Reliabllity AI locations
_pacecraftAngular Rate
Followlng Separationof S/C and Booster)
Roll RateDuring TelemetryPhaseLockAcquisition
Maneuvers
oAccelerometer Range
• AV Proportional Error (Orbit Insertion)
• AV Resolution (Excluding Engine)
ePointing Accuracy All•cation
Limit Cycle
eDeadband (Based on Allocation From Antenna Pointing
Accuracy Requirement)
ORate (Based on Science Scan Platform Requirements)
Maximum Loss Time of Celestial References
J Sun
• Occultation /Can•pus (see Figure 1.2.2-7)
Sun
mManeuvers I Can•pus
Gyro Stabi Iity (Drift)
Attitude Reference Sensing Accuracy
•Sun
•Can•pus
Limb-Termlnator Sensing Accuracy
VALUE
0.983
_<1.0 deg/sec
_<0.2 deg/sec
±2.0g
<_0.15%(3 a)
<_0.02m/sec (30)
_<2.4 deg (3 O)
+ 0.3 deg
< 0.0074 deg/sec
2.1 hr max
5.9 hr max
2.1 hr max
2.5 hr max
+0.3 °/hr (3a)
+0.15 deg (3a)
-T-0.3 deg (3 o )
1.0 deg
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3) Standby redundancy concepts are used with strong dependence on the operations
personnel for command, diagnosis, and selection functions to improve the
predicted reliability over the single-thread system.
4) The guidance scan platform and planet sensor used for approach guidance
refinement were deleted as a result of guidance and navigation studies indi-
cating that it did not enhance the operation.
5) The Earth sensor used previously to verify initial Canopus acquisition was
deleted. Instead, the technique of identifying Canopus by interpretation of
star map information on the ground is recommended with a backup roll orienta-
tion identification capability by means of the high or medium gain antenna.
1.2.2.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
The guidance and control subsystem performance characteristics are s_marlzed in
Table 1.2.2-B.
Attitude Control Loop -- The function of the attitude control loop is to provide
proper orientation and stabilization of the spacecraft during all unpowered phases
of the mission. A block diagram of the attitude control loop is shown in Figures
1.2.2-2 and 1.2.2-3.
Attitude sensors provide electrical signals that are proportional to the spacecraft
attitude deviation from the reference orientation. These error signals are processed
by the attitude control electronics into Jet solenoid firing pulses. The control
torques from the cold-gas thrusters cause vehicle rotations which are detected by
the reference sensors, thus closing the loop.
An attitude rate signal is required for stable operation of the attitude loop. A
rate signal is not always available from the gyros because they are turned off
during cruise and are operating in the position (rate-lntegrate) mode during
inertlal-hold periods. In the proposed design, two types of derived rate compensa-
tion are used. Lag network feedback around the switching amplifier ensures effi-
cient llmit-cycle operation for attitude hold. Lead-lag compensation, when applied
to the gyro position signal, results in a signal that is proportional to position
plus differentiated position (rate). This signal provides good performance when the
spacecraft is converging from attltude-maneuver to attitude-hold operation. For
simplicity and reliability both derlved-rate circuits remain connected at all times.
The effect of lead-lag compensation on llmit-cycle operation is negligible. The
effect of lag around the switching amplifier, while not negligible, is acceptable
with the proper selection of parameters and preferred over the alternative of
additional switching.
A "one-shot" device follows the switching amplifier. This ensures that the Jets
remain on for a minimum time duration (nominally 20 milliseconds) to produce a
reliable, efficient, and predictable minimum impulse bit.
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Table 1.2.2-3: GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE VALUES
Thrust Vector Error (3a)
Including 30 Attitude Maneuver Error of
Midcourse Maneuver
Orbit Inse,tion
Orbit Trim
Gain Margins
Attitude Control
Limit Cycle Dead Band
Maneuver Rate
Limit Cycle Rate
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
I .22 deg
I .86 deg
I .86 deg
1.86 deg
> 6db
¢ 0.3 deg
-T 0.2 deg/sec
< .0005 deg/sec
Attitude Control
(Rate Galn/Posltlon Gain)
TVC (Double Lead-Lag)
Lead Time Constants
Lead to Lag Ratio
Autopilot Gain
Pseudo-Rate Network
KDE A
K S
Time Constant
Charge
Discharge
r |RU
10/1 sec
0.33, 0.2 sec
10/1
4 (nominal)
I (Alternate)
0.6 deg
8 sec
16 sec
Rate Mode
Linear Rate Capability
Accuracy
Frequency Response
Position Mode
Input Angle Range
Acceleration Insensitive Drift
Acceleration Sensitive Drift
Frequency Response
ACCELEROMETER
3 deg/sec
.04% at 0.2 deg/sec
10 Hz
+5 deg
0.3 deg/hr max
2 c_g/_/g max
26 Hz
Range
Bias
Scale Factor /Linearlty E_or
Pulse Scaling
+_2.0 g4
2x10- g
0.1%
0.04 M/sec/pulse
CANOPUS SENSOR VALUES
Roll Field of View
Pitch Field of View
Signal to Noise Ratio
Null Accuracy
Stray Light Attenuation
4 deg
5 overlapping I I deg
steps, 32 deg total
20:1 minimum
0.02 deg
Capable of tracking
Canopus to within 15
deg of illuminated
llmb of Mars
SUN SENSOR
Fine Sensor
Null Accuracy 0.02 deg at 1.0 AU
Linear Range + 3 deg
Time Constant < 5 ms
Acquisition Signal 100 mv at 3 deg
(I .0 AU)
Coarse Sensor
Field of View Spherical
Null Error < 2 deg
LIMB TERMINATOR SENSOR
Field of View (Total) 1.5 x 92 deg,
each unit
Accuracy + 1 deg
REACTION CONTROL
Thrust Level
Pitch and Yaw 0.45 Ib
Roll 0.20 Ib
Total Impulse (Basic Mission) 2031 Ib-sec
2 x redundancy allowance 4062 Ib-sec
Specific Impulse 68 seconds
Leakage Total 40.0 scc/hr
Angular Acceleration Transit Orbit
Pitch
Yaw 001 d_g/s_ 0.047d_/, __
Roll 0.01 deg/s_ 0.052 deg/s_
0.01 deg/s z 0.027 deg/s z
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL ACTUATOR (LMDE)
Force 250 Ib
Velocity 3.8 in./second
Stroke 3.3 in
Frequency Response 5 Hz
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Parallel control paths are provided from the Sun sensor to the valve solenoid for
both plus and minus halves of each system. This provides some degree of fail-
passive operation. In the event of a partial-on failure in one side, the error
signal generated prevents spinning up the spacecraft. The standby system could
then be activated by ground command and the flight could proceed in a normal manner.
Precise alignment must be performed between the plus and minus side of each con-
trol channel, including sensors and electronics.
Thrust Vector Control Loop -- The basic design constraints and requirements govern-
ing the thrust vector control are presented in Table 1.2.2-2. Of the pointing
accuracy requirements of 2.4 degrees, for the nominal mission, 1.3_ degrees are
allocated to attitude maneuvering and 2 degrees for thrust vector control (TVC) loop
errors. The major parameters governing the TVC loop error are engine gimbal to
center-of-mass distance (L), center-of-mass offset, and commanded engine angle to
vehicle angle gain. The relationship of the first two parameters for unity gain
are presented in Figure 1.2.2-4. The band of center-of-mass offset effects is
bounded by 0.5 inch and 1 inch offsets for the lower and upper curves, respectively.
Allowances for such considerations as science scan platform or other appendage
deployment may require revisions when a final design is evolved.
An analytical breakdown of the attitude maneuver and thrust vector pointing errors
is presented in Section 1.1.5.
Stable, accurate performance is required in the presence of vehicle structural
flexing and propellant sloshing. From these considerations the thrust vector con-
trol loop design imposes requirements on the vehicle configuration. These
requirements are shown in Figure 1.2.2-5. The vehicle engine configuration, in
turn, imposes the following sizing requirements on the thrust vector actuators in
order to achieve adequate response:
Parameter val (u E)
Gimbal friction 650 in. lb
Propellant hose compliance 130 in. Ib/deg
Th_ast misalignment
Gimbal acceleration
_200 deg/sec 2
Gimbal rate
_12.5 deg/sec
Gimbal deflection
_5.5 deg
These requirements are met by the thrust vector control loop shown in Figure
1.2.2-6. Vehicle attitude information is provided by the gyros of the inertial
reference unit operating in rate-integrate mode. Loop stabilization is provided
by double lead-lag compensation and a gain of _ degrees _c per degree 9 •
Gyro output high-frequency noise is filtered by a double-lag network. The gain of
is utilized for all normal modes of operation. An additional gain of 1 is pro-
vided for the emergency condition of capsule-off/orbit-insertion. The actuator
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consists of a variable-speed d.c. motor with gear reduction driving a ball Jack-
screw. Rate and position feedback signals are utilized to provide the desired
response.
The roll reaction control system provides 48 in.-lb of control torque. All LMDE
startups are made at low thrust. Assuming both pitch and yaw gimbals were hardover
at engine ignition, this would induce a transient roll rate increment of 0.0313
deg/sec while the actuators are running to center. If the roll system were at the
edge of its limit cycle, the resulting roll angle excursion would be an additional
0.05 degree. The maxim_n specified steady-state roll torque due to mlsalignments
from the LMDE is 25 In-lb; however, the 3G value is expected to be less than 15 in.
-lb. Consequently, the normal attitude control roll system is adequately sized to
provide satisfactory performance during powered flight.
Functionally, the thrust vector control loop provides vehicle attitude control
during powered flight with the performance characteristics listed in Table 1.2.2-3.
The LMDE is operated at 1050 pounds thrust for mldcourse and orbit trim maneuvers.
The LMDE is started at 1050 pounds, but is run at 9850 pounds for orbit insertion.
Mission Phases -- The guidance and control subsystem provides closed-loop control
of the spacecraft during all mission phases. The paragraphs which follow give a
brief description of how this is accomplished for each mission phase.
i) Sun Acquisition -- Separation rates are damped using gyro rate information.
Coarse Sun sensors provide 4W steradian coverage for acquisition frQm any
initial orientation. Pitch and yaw axes are slewed simultaneously, using
Sun sensor position and gyro rate information until the reference orientation
is attained. The Sun sensor output is limited to prevent excess slew rates
for large attitude errors. The acquisition rate is between 0.17 deg/sec and
0.23 deg/sec. Control torques are provided by the cold-gas reaction Jets.
Roll rate is reduced to 0.03 deg/sec during Sun acquisition and the roll
channel remains in the rate damping mode until the Canopus acquisition
sequence.
2) Canopus Acquisition -- Acquisition of Canopus can be accomplished using two
methods. When the spacecraft is near Earth, Canopus is acquired by rolling
the vehicle about the sunline and telemetering the Canopus sensor intensity
signal. The position of Canopus is identified by comparing the telemetered
star trace with a previously prepared map and then commanding a vehicle roll
maneuver to Canopus. In the second method, a roll search is commanded and
the Canopus sensor is allowed to lock automatically on the first target
falling within the bounds of preset intensity gates. These gates must
necessarily be wide to allow for sensor gain changes due to photocathode non-
uniformity and photomultiplier gain degradation. In the event the wrong
target is selected, a ground override command is used to continue the search.
Both the medium and high gain antennas provide corroborating information on
spacecraft orientation. Because of the requirement to track Canopus while
orbiting Mars, the Canopus sensor stray light baffling must be adequate to
attenuate stray light reflected from Mars. In addition, a bright object
sensor is required to prevent the possibility of damaging the photomultiplier
tube from excessive light. The mounting position of the guidance and control
package allows the use of a long baffle as well as eliminating glint from
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B)
5)
6)
the spacecraft itself. Significant Canopus sensor performance parameters
are given in Table 1.2.2-B.
Cruise -- In this mode the gyros are turned off. The spacecraft is maintained
in limit cycle operation about the celestial reference orientation. Position
information is from the Sun and Canopus sensors. Damping is achieved using
the pseudorate signal from the lag network feedback around the switching
amplifier.
Attitude Maneuvers -- The maneuver method selected is basically the same as
that used on Lunar Orbiter. During a maneuver, the gyro is in the rate mode.
The rate output of the gyro is summed with the rate command signal in the
autopilot. The gyro rate output signal is also digitized with a voltage-to-
frequency converter in the computer and sequencer. An accumulator in the
computer and sequencer counts the pulses and compares the total count with
the commanded angle stored in the computer and sequencer memory. When co-
incidence occurs, the rate command signal is removed and the gyro is switched
to the position mode. Convergence from the maneuver rate is then achieved
using gyro position and lead-lag type compensation. This method was used on
Lunar Orbiter with very successful results. The mean maneuver accuracy was
about O.l_ of the maneuver angle. An important advantage of this maneuver
method is that it provides on-board closed-loop control. It also provides
for confirmation of execution of the maneuver by telemetering the contents
of the computer and sequencer angle accumulator and the rate output of the
gyro.
Midcourse Thrust Vector Control -- The LMDE will be centered sometime before
the first midcourse thrusting period. This is achieved by having the gyros
in the rate mode so that their position outputs, and consequently the input
to the TVC actuator loops, are zero. Under these conditions power will be
applied to the actuator causing the engine to center.
At the first midcourse engine firing, the IMDE will be operated at low
thrust and there will be a startup transient due to engine thrust misalign-
ment and vehicle center-of-mass offsets. If the final actuator design
selection has an irreversible drive feature so that the engine will not move,
all subsequent engine ignition transients will be small. Roll control during
thrusting flight will be provided by the cold gas attitude control system
operating in inertial hold mode.
Structural coupling and propellant slosh effects are not expected to be
limiting factors on the mldcourse TVC loop design.
Orbit Insertion Thrust Vector Control -- For orbit insertion, the normal IMDE
ignition sequence calls for about 15 seconds of low thrust operation before
switching to high thrust. Any TVC ignition transients will have reached
their steady-state value by the time the engine is switched to high thrust.
Structural flexing and propellant sloshing effects will be at their maximum
during the high thrust operation. However, structural coupling effects are
not expected to cause limiting design constraints on the TVC loop, and the
spacecraft propellant tankage is arranged to preclude naturally unstable
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7)
slosh dynamics configurations during normal operation. Additional propellant
slosh damping will be provided by internal baffling of the tanks so that
satisfactory performance can be obtained should orbit insertion be required
in a capsule-off configuration. Roll control is provided by the normal
attitude control system.
Orbital Onerations -- During orbital operations, the guidance and control
subsystem provides spacecraft attitude orientation and stabilization in ac-
cordance with the mission requirements as described below.
During capsule separation, the guidance and control subsystem will provide a
stable spacecraft orientation in the celestial reference attitude-hold mode.
This will be the nominal operating mode during the orbital operations phase
except for: periods of celestial reference occultation, attitude maneuvers
as required by scientific experiments, and attitude maneuvers required for
orbit trim firings of the LMDE. During these periods the guidance and con-
trol subsystem will operate in the attitude maneuver (slew) mode and the
inertial hold mode. Gyros are kept running continuously after orbit insertion
to avoid frequent start-stop cycles and to allow automatic inertial hold
switching in the event of unpredicted celestial occultations or spacecraft
upsets. Orbit trim TVC is provided in the same manner as for midcourse
corrections since the LMDE is operated in low thrust mode only.
For the design orbit there are no occultations of Canopus. However, the limb
of the planet does come close enough (within 8 degrees once each orbit) to
the line of sight to Canopus to interfere with proper operation of the star
tracker. The Mars-Canopus interference times are shown in Figure 1.2.2-7. The
interference conditions (based on typical baffle design) is assumed to exist when-
ever the limb of Mars is within _30 degrees of the spacecraft-Canopus llne in the
pitch direction and wlthln_ROde_rees in the roll direction.
6 • Launch Date: August 25, 1973
i • Arrival Date: April 4, 1974
"- • Periapsls Altitude = 500 km /
• Orbit Period = 12.4 hours J
• Inclination = +45 degrees ,, /
X.../
z
erence occurs when Mars comes
_" _ withi,n ± 30 degrees in pitch or 20 degreesZ
in roll to the line of sight to Canopus.
u
0 I I I I I I 1 I
20 40
Figure 1.2.2-7:
60 80 100 120 140 160
TIME IN ORBIT (Days)
MARS CANOPUS INTERFENCE -- Design Orbit
180
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i. 2.2.3 Physical Characteristics
The physical characteristics of the guidance and control subsystem equipment are
shown in Table 1.2.2-4.
1.2.2.4 Interface Definition
Principal interfaces of the guidance and control subsystem are identified in Table
1.2.2-5. Physical interfaces with the spacecraft can be seen in Figure 1.2.2-8.
i.2.2.5 Reliability
The assessed reliability for guidance and control is 0.957. This is lower than the
goal of 0.983 because of subsystem changes made as a result of trade study compari-
sons. These changes are:
l) Change to single degree of freedom, floated, rate-integrating gyros in lleu
of the free rotor (two-axis) gyros previously used.
2) Change to a dual standby redundant concept for attitude control in lleu of
the cooperative multichannel concept previously used.
3) Change to a gimbaled engine for thrust vector control in lleu of the
secondary injection system and jet vanes previously used.
These changes are Justified on the basis of weight, cost, availability, and per-
formance considerations even though the assessed reliability does not meet the
goal. Reliability assessments for the subsystem elements are shown in Table
1.2.2-6.
Table 1.2.2-6:
SUBSYSTEM ELEMENTS
Inertial Reference Unit
Canopus Tracker
Thrust Vector Control
Attitude Control
Accelerometer
Limb & Terminator
Sensors
Total Subsystem
RELIABI LITY ASSESSMENT
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
I
REL. GOAL
0.9699
0.9981
0.9985
0.9898
0.9944
0.9973
0.957
[]_-Attltude control hardware includes the Sun sensors, autopilot electronics,
reaction control subsystems.
[_These items are not critical to mission success and are not included in total subsystem
reliabillty assessment. The function performed by the accelerometer is crltlcal, but
it is backed up by a timer in the C&S subsystem and by real time commands from Earth.
Attitude Control Reliability -- The following attitude control redundancy concepts
were examined for reliability:
0.983
I/
and the
I) Single thread
2) Dual standby
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(2) N2 TANKS
(2 PLACES) PITCH& YAW
TVC ACTUATORS
G&C
EQUIPMENT
BAY
LIMB & TERMINATOR
SENSORS(2 PLACES7
COARSE SUN SENSORS
(4 PLACES LIGHT SIDE)
(4 PLACES DARK SIDE)
THRUSTER
ASSEMBLY
(4 PLACES)
Figure 1.2.2-8: GUIDANCE & CONTROL SUBSYSTEM PHYSICAL INTERFACES
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3) Dual cooperative Sun sensors, electronics, and cold-gas systems with dual
standby Canopus tracker and gyros.
A single-thread system, as expected, did not meet the reliability requirements.
The other two concepts had comparable rellabilltles. The preferred system is the
dual standby concept. It was felt that the advantage of no malfunction detection
in the cooperative concept was more than offset by the greater weight due to the
large propellant redundancy factor required. This change from the Task B preferred
concept results from three considerations:
l) The increase in impulse requirements over Task B results in a greater weight
penalty for systems having a large redundancy factor.
2) The gas redundancy factor for the cooperative concept was raised from the
ideal value of 3 to a more realistic value of 4 as a result of computer
studies on the effects of gain mismatch and sensor offset.
3) Greater confidence in the ability to detect failures in the standby concept
has been developed as a result of studies conducted since Task B.
In the pitch and yaw axes, the positive and negative error signals are generated
and conditioned separately (see Figure 1.2.2-2). This results in a fail-passlve
system for many possible failures.
Thrust Vector Control Reliability -- Three TVC actuator loop configurations were
examined for reliability:
l) Single-thread
2) Standby redundant
3) Parallel cooperative redundant actuator
The gyro contributions were not included in the comparison. Examination of the
loop reliabilities revealed that because of the long off-time the dormancy failure
rates determined the overall reliabilities. Additionally, the single-thread system
showed such high reliability (0.9985) that it was felt that redundancy was neither
cost nor weight effective. The preferred design of the TVC loop is therefore
single-thread.
1.2.2.6 Trade Study Summary
New trade studies were performed on the guidance and control subsystem and its ele-
ments where significant new data have become available or where there have been
changes in the subsystem requirements. The preferred design selections were based
heavily on considerations for mission success (reliability, performance, proven
capability, cost, and weight). Wherever possible, a concerted effort was made to
employ a simple, conservative design approach, and to take advantage of design
techniques and experience gained in Ranger, Mariner, Lunar Orbiter, and other space
programs.
The candidate systems, the selection logic, and the design selections are outlined
briefly In Figures 1.2.2-9 through l.2.2-15.
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1.2.2.7 New Technology and Development Items
Gas Bearing Gyro Tests -- One of the primary advantages of using a gas bearing gyro
is that it can be used to back up a malfunctioning optical sensor without fear of
gyro wearout. A great deal of confidence has been built up in the use of ball
bearing, slngle-axls gyros in space. Additional testing of gas bearing gyros is
recommended to expose any performance and operational anomalies in the gas bearing
gyro, and to increase confidence in the gyro reliability.
Following is a list of Boeing experience in single-axls, gas bearing gyro testing:
Test Date
GG159 June 1965
Test Type
Low power operation at half
speed. Temperature sensi-
tivlty, motor vibration
capability.
August 1965 Standard performance tests,
noise investigations.
GG334 September 1967 Standard performance tests,
temperature sensitivity.
In addition to performance tests, testing is desirable to obtain increased confi-
dence in reliability. The gas bearing gyro has typically a predicted _KrBF of
50,000 hours. To prove a 50,O00-hour MTBF at an 80_ confidence level, at least
150,000 gyro hours must be accumulated. With a test sample of lO gyros, a 50_
confidence level of an _BF of 50,000 hours would be attained after 1 year of test,
which would increase to 85_ confidence after 2 years in test, allowing one failure
during the test period. The development schedule is shown in Figure 1.2.2-16.
Canopus Sensor Development Studies -- In all previous uses of an image dissector-
type Canopus tracker, unforeseen problems have occurred in their operation in soace.
Notable among these problems have been (1) loss of track due to false targets, (2)
stray light problems, and (3) gradual degradation of detector gain with time.
Comparative testing of two different Canopus trackers is desirable. The Mariner
'69 and Luna r Orbiter Canopus trackers differ in several respects including:
(1) S-11 Mariner photocathode versus S-20 Lunar Orbiter, (2) single search-track
mode on Mariner versus separate search-track mode on Lunar Orbiter, (3) fiber
optics field adapter on Mariner versus lens field adapter on Lunar Orbiter, and
(_) electrostatic deflection on Mariner versus electromagnetic deflection on Lunar
Orbiter. Different baffle configurations should also be evaluated.
Specific analyses and tests include the following:
1)
2)
3)
Design and evaluation of stray light baffles.
Evaluation of false target susceptibility. Investigation of methods for
minimizing effects of false targets.
Evaluation of Canopus discrimination methods.
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4)
5)
Investigation and experimental determination of tube gain degradation with
time and incident flux density.
Analysis of tracker optical system, including interfaces between aperture,
photocathode, field stop, lens system, and baffle system.
A schedule of gyro and Canopus tracker analyses and testing is given in Figure
1.2.2-16.
1.2.2.8 Growth Potential
Growth of the attitude control system can be readily achieved in two major areas:
Malfunction detection and switching
Total impulse capability
The current Task D design calls mainly for ground evaluation of malfunctions and
switching between standby redundant units. Development and refinement of a failure
modes and effects analysis will lead to more positive definition of the scope of
required malfunction detection and switching (MDS). The standby redundancy con-
cept will allow the implementation of on-board MDS operating in parallel with
ground-controlled switching.
Growth in total impulse requirement can be accommodated by changing the reaction
control system propellant from nitrogen to monopropellant hydrazine, or to a hybrid
nitrogen and hydrazine system. 0peration with a hydrazlne plenum concept, operating
with gas temperatures less than 2509F, will allow continued use of the cold-Dgas
thrusters. Temoeratures _enerated by gas consumption during maneuvers would be
controlled by a heat sink.
Additional total impulse gain can be achieved using a hydrazine primary rocket
system. The poor cold-response characteristics of such a system may limit its use
to providing maneuvers while limit cycling is provided either by cold nitrogen gas
or a hydrazine plenum system. The use of hydrazine introduces a thermal control
problem because of the 34°F freezing point of this propellant
Growth to extreme pointing accuracy and stability performance for later mission
experiments could be achieved by the introduction of momentum exchange devices
probably in the form of control moment gyros. Accuracy and stability would then
be limited only by sensor performance.
The thrust vector control system is not expected to require growth for any Mars
missions.
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1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.2.3.3
Spacecraft-to-Earth Telemetry Links
Earth-to-Spacecraft Command Link
Planetary Ranging Links
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i. 2.3 Telecommunications Link Analysis
The llnk performance capability of the command and telemetry modes is established
in this section for the Task D design. The relationship of these modes to flight
phase as well as to spacecraft and DSIF configuration is presented. The performance
of all links is determined through use of design control tables and from supporting
analysis for the input parameters. Applicable supporting analysis in the Task A
and B reports is referenced; e.g., the performance of the planetary ranging system
is essentially the ssme for the Task D configuration and is only summarized here.
This section of the link analysis shows the applicability of the Task A and B
analysis, establishes the data mode usage and the spacecraft and DSIF parameters,
and gives a performance summary of the telemetry and command modes throughout the
mission. The remaining three sections establish the specific performance of the
telemetry, command, and ranging modes for each phase of the mission.
Applicability of Task A and B Analysis -- A detailed link analysis and modulation
selection was submitted to JPL with the Task A study report and updated for the
Task B configuration and data modes. The basic supporting analysis contained in
those reports is valid for the Task D design. Included in this category are the
selection of carrier and subcarrier modulation techniques, use of a dual-subcarrier
baseband, the choice of blorthogonal block (16,5) coding of the upper planetary
science channel, and evaluation of receiver tracking performance during the doppler
environment of each mission phase.
This present report establishes the data channel power requirements for the new
Task D data modes. In addition, the range of performance of each data mode with
each equipment configuration is determined.
Flight Sequence and Data Mode Usage -- The proposed flight sequence has been
reviewed to establish optimum usage of command, ranging, and telemetry mode con-
figurations provided by the flexibility of the preferred design (Table 1.2.3-1).
The more critical links are designated prime links and are subjected to detailed
analysis, with the performance of the other links established through appropriate
scaling factors.
Spacecraft and DSIF Link Parameters -- Figure 1.2.3-1 shows the pertinent space-
craft RF parmue_ers used in the link analyses. The parameters have been developed
in the course of the radio subsystem design presented in Section 1.2.6. The DSIF
parameters used in the link analyses are given in Table 1.2.3-2, and are derived
primarily from the current issue of EPD-283 (January, 1967).
There has been significant change in the DSIF ground antenna gains and system noise
temperatures since Task B. For example, the worst-case receive gain of the 210-
foot antenna is now given as 60 db, compared to 60.9 db. Likewise, the worst-case
system noise temperature using the ZlO-foot receiving antenna has been redefined
to 55OK, compared to the earlier value of 35°K. The degradation of these two
DSIF parsmeters imposes an additional 2.9 db loss factor on all the Task D telemetry
links relative to the Task B evaluation.
Performance Sumnar_-- A summary graph (Figure 1.2.3-2) presents launch to end-of-
mission command and telemetry performance for the prime links. The capability
indicated shows that under worst-case margins the selected links provide adequate
performance at specified bit rates and operating periods. The graph is based on
the results of the link analyses presented in the following sections. Additional
performance capability exists through use of backup modes.
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NF = 10+_02.0 db
J Receiver A
+0.1
-0.5 -0
-{ Preselector
J TWTA A
J TWTA B_
NF = 10 +0 db
-2.0 "0"5+O"1
Receiver B H Preselector [_
+0.5 db -0.5+0.I -0.2 _ 0.INF = 4.5 -0 _ - _m_IP
Ioir iH H ° "erI pr
LI,'-T?_+o,
-0.3 +0.1 |Circulator Package
-o r-r ..... "
Power Monitor
| 4- Port I
I
10am m iml
+0.1 I
-0.3 -0 I 4- Port
B/R Filter and
Power Monitor _ ) <
Xmitter L
NF:45: 5 b
Preamp H
4
Notes:
L : Line Loss : -0.2 +0.1 db/Sectlon
All Numbers in db Unless Noted Otherwise
-0.9 _00. I
Low-Gain AI /I +I.o
I _l +1.0 db
-0
+0. I
-I .0
L jl,/t High-Galn
+0.1
-0.8 -0
_ 36-in. Medium-
L Gain
+24.0 +0.5 db
-0.0
I
I
I
I
I
m_1 wam_m_mJ
I I
I _/_ 3-Port
"-+l -J
fl _,-o.3: o.,
/ _"_
! _ir. I
Olplexer J Cplr. I
41"-- '1_
-0.5+0.1 -0.2÷0.1
_0.1
-0.8_0
,/
!
Low-Gain B
/I
"_J +1.0 41.0 db
-0
Circulator Packa e Losses(db)
TWTA A
TWTA B
L. Xmitter
LOw-_,ui n
-0.4 +0
-0.4
+0
-0.2
-0.2
Medlum Gain
-0.3 +0
-0.2
High Gain
-0.3
-0.5
+0
-0.5
-0.4
-0.7
+0
-0.2
+0
-0.4
+0
-0.6
Total Spacecraft RF Circuit Losses (db)
ITWTA A, LGA
+0.7
-2.5
-0.7
TWTA B, LGA
+0.7
-2.6
-0.9
L.Xmitter, LGA
+0.5
-1.9
-0.6
TWTA A, MGA
+0.5
-2.2
-0.7
TWTA B, MGA
+0.5
-2.0
-0.5
L. Xmitter,
MGA
-1 .7 +0.3
-0.6
GA to Pream
_+0.4
•I"/-0.4
TWTA A, HGA
+0.5
-2.2
-0.5
TWTA B, HGA
+0.5
-2.4
-0,7
L. Xmitter,
HGA
+0.3
-2.1
-0.8
Figure 1.2.3-1: SPACECRAFT RF CIRCUIT PARAMETERS
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PARAMETER
Transmitter Power
85-Foot Sites
210-Foot Sites (b) &
Stations 72 & 51
Station 71
Antenna Gain (c)
210-Foot
85-Foot
30-Foot
2' x 2' Acquisition
4' Station 71
Antenna Pointing Loss
210-Foot
85-Foot
30-Foot
4-Foot
2 x 2-Foot
System Noise Temp.
210- Foot, Maser
85- Foot, Maser
30- Foot, Paramp
4- Foot, Mixer
2 x 2 Foot, Paramp
Polari zatlon Loss
Table 1.2.3-2: DSIF PARAMETERS
S/C HGA_DSIF
-1 db Point
-3 db Point
SIC MGA-- DSIF
S/C LGA-DSIF
RECEIVE
(2295 MHz)
+61.0 + I .0 db
+53.0 +1.0 db
-0.5
+42.5 ± 0.5 db
+22.0 + 1 db
+25.5 +1.0 db
.0.5
-0.1 + 0.1 db
-0.0 +0"0db
-0.1
-0.5 _0.5 db
-3.0 +3.0 db
-1.4
-0.0 + 0.0 db
45 + 10°K
55 4 10°K
250 + 50°K
2642 +358 oK
-609
270 + 50°K
-0.0 +0.0 db
-0.1
-0.0 40.0 db
-0.1
-0.2 +0.0 db
-0.1
-0.2 40.0 db
-0.1
(a)
(b)
(c)
TRANSMIT
(2115 MHz)
25/100KW +0.5 db(a)
-0.0
10KW +0.5 db (a)
-0.0
5W +0.5 db
-0.0
+60.0 + 0.8 db
+51.0 +1.0 db
-0.5
+42.0 _+0.5 db
+19.1 + 1.0db
+24.0 +1.0 db
-1.0
-0.1 ÷ 0.1 db
-0.0 40.0 db
-0.1
-0.5 4 0.5 db
-3.0 43.0 db
-1.4
-0.0 + 0.0 db
REFERENCE
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
Computed from
a_gle error of:
0.02 °
0.02 °
0.3 °
5.0 °
0.02 °
+0.1
-0.2 db
-0.2
Transmitter power is ad ustable to 20 db below listed levels.
Planned higher power capability may jeopardize Iow-no;se reception.
Per EPD-283, dated ! January 1967, antenna gains ;nclude line losses.
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
EPD-283
Task B
Task B
Task B
T_sk B
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1.2.3.1 Spacecraft-to-Earth Telemetry Links
The modulation technique and data modes recommended for the Task D telemetry links
are similar to those of the Task B design. The modulation scheme consists of PCM
data phase-shift-keyed on sinusoidal subcarriers, which in turn phase-modulate the
RF carrier. A single low-data-rate subcarrier is used during launch and cruise
(Mode 1), and during emergency backup (Mode 6). During orbital operations, an
upper subcarrier using biorthogonal block coding is added to transmit the high-
data-rate planetary science and capsule data (Modes 2, 3, 4 and 5). The improve-
ment gained by using the 16,5 biorthogonal block coding was verified in a recent
inhouse laboratory research program. The test results of the program, for an
information rate of 6000 bps, showed that about a 2-db improvement was provided
by the biorthogonal block coding.
The addition of comma freedom to the block coded system for sync purposes is
attractive and an experimental program is currently planned to evaluate this
feature. An initial analytic evaluation of sequential coding for possible appli-
cation to Voyager transmission links is also being conducted. It appears that
further effort is warranted on both coding alternates.
Table 1.2.3-3 gives the specific link characteristics of each telemetry and command
mode in terms of bit rate, subcarrier frequency, tracking bandwidths, threshold
signal-to-noise densities, phase deviations, and channel modulation losses. The
requirements for bit rate and subcarrier frequencies are contained in the telemetry
subsystem description, Section 1.2.5. The receiver tracking bandwidths were
determined during Task B. The new required threshold slgnal-to-noise-denslty
ratios were derived for the higher, Task D, data rates.
The choice of peak phase deviations and the resultant channel modulation losses is
based on an 9ptimum power division technique. This technique, described in a
recent paper_l), ensures maximum transmission range for each telemetry mode. The
phase deviations are chosen such that the individual channels of each data mode
threshold simultaneously under worst-case link conditions.
Telemetry Link Performance Analysis -- The specific design control tables developed
for the telemetry link modes are discussed in thls section. The tables presented
were chosen to show the maximum capability of each telemetry data mode identified
in Table 1.2.3-1, operating with the various anticipated spacecraft-DSIF component
combinations. Telemetry llnk performance for all links has been determined,
although only prime-llnk design control tables are presented here. For links where
design control tables are not presented, performance capability is summarized.
For each design control table, a performance graph shows the limiting channel and
indicates relative margins of the other channels. A limiting channel is defined
as the channel which first enters "grayout", where the grayout period starts at the
point where nominal performance margins become equal to worst-case tolerances.
Performance and Design Control Tables for Primar_ Links -- The flexibility of the
Task D preferred design allows many combinations of spacecraft components and tele-
metry data modes. In addition, as the flight progresses from launch through
acquisition, cruise, encounter, and orbit phases, several different DSIF capabili-
ties are available.
(1) T. K. Foley, B. J. Gat_nond, and J. T. Wltherspoon, "Optimum Power Division for
Phase-Modulated Deep Space Communications Links", IEEE Transactions on
Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-3, No. 3, May 1967
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MODE
I
2
CHANNEL
Carrier
Data
Carrier
Lower
Upper
3 Carrier
Lower
Upper
4 Carrier
Lower
Upper
5 Carrier
Lower
Upper
6 Carrier
Sync
Data
Command Carrier
Sync
Data
i
SUBCARRIER
MODULATION
Coherent PSK
--m
Coherent PSK
Biorth. (16,5)
Coded
Coherent PSK
Same as
Mode 2
Same as
Mode 2
Same as
Mode 2
2-Channel
Coherent PSK
SUBCARRI ER
FREQUENCY,
Hz
BIT RATE
bps db
1200 75 +18.8
mm
4800
614,400
BIT ERROR
e
I_
2400
614,400
1200
6141400
5xl 0-3
m-- _-- i--
300 +24.8 5x10 -3
48,000 +46.8 5x10 -3
_i m-- me
300 +24.8 5x10 -3
24,000 +43.8 5x10 -3
300 +24.8 5x10 -3
12,000 +40.8 5x10 -3
m_ nn m-- im
1200 120 +20.8 5x10 m3
61,440 1200 +30.8 5x10 -3
8 I/3 +9.2
't'oza)ou_: _ I
75
150
REQ'D
ST/N/B,
db
+7.9+0.3
48
12
5
LOOP 2BLo
Hz db
+16.8
+10.8
+7.0
+7.2+0.3
m
+5.2+0.3
12
m_
--m
+10.8
m_
+7.2+0.3
m
+5.2+0.3
m
12
_m
+10.8
--m
im
+7.2+0.3
i
+5.2+0.3
m
12
m--
mm
+10.8
_m
+7.2+0.3
m
+5.2+0.3
m
12
mm
+10.8
m--
m_
+6.8+0.3
m
5
0_+0.05
"°_0.04
nm
+0
+11.7_1.0
20+2
m
0.4 +0
-0.08
+7.0
-3. Oi-_0.4
^+0.4
+13.u_0. 5
-4.0 +0
-1.0
REQ 'D
(S/N)2BLo '
db
+15.0
+20.0
WORST-CASE
CHANNEL
THRESHOLD
SIGNAL-TO
NOISE
DENSITY r db
+31.8
+25.8
+22.0
+27.0
+30.8
+32.3
+52.3
SYNC OR
LOWER
PEAK PHASE CARRIER CHANNSL
DEVIATIONf RADS. MODo MOD.
MIN FNOM MAX LOSS, LOSS,
(-10%) (+10%) db db
I
-- +1.2
.... -5"4-1.4
2+0.31.305 1.45 1.595 -2.-0.4
0.2971 0.33 0.363
1.296 1.41 1.551
UPPER
CHANN EL
MOD.
LOSS,
db
II I |
.3 _17.__2.2
_2.5+_ "3
- .5
+20.0
me
+20.0
+20.0
+9.0
+12.5+0.3
+30.8
+32.3
+49.3
+30.8
+32.3
+46.3
+30.8
+28.3
+36.3
+16.0
+10.2
+16.3
+1.2
....... 5.3_1
.3
- ^+1.9
0.297 0.33 0.363 -1/.__2.2
1.296 1.41 1.551
......
.3
^+I .8
0.396 0.44 0.484 -15.z_2.2
1.251 1.39 1.526
+1.0
...... -5"1-1 2
0.621 0.69 0.759 _i0.8.__.6_-i
.8
1.152 i.28 1.408
...... -4.6 +0 .9
- 1 .1 4-1
D4
,00:i
.5
1.052 1.17 1.287
2 8+0.4
- " -0.6
^+0.6
-3.u_0.8
-4.6+o.8
+9.0
+18.7
+22.4
+14.7
+11.7
Table 1.2.3-3:
--m m_ me
0.414 0.46 0.506
0.396 0.44 0.484
-1.4+0.3
,+0.8
-8.4_i .0
-I I .3 +I oO
-I .I
TELEMETRY AND COMMAND MODULATION PARAMETERS
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l)
2)
3)
Telemetry Mode i -- Mode i is the primary data mode used during all flight
phases before Mars encounter. This mode transmits cruise science data,
capsule data, tape recorder playback data, and spacecraft engineering data
at the rate of 75 blts per second. Table 1.2.3-1 gives the various space-
craft and ground equipment configurations used with Mode 1 at different
flight phases.
In the Task B design, Mode 1 telemetry at 80 bps was transmitted during
launch through an RFwindow in the shroud with a backup through the Saturn
V instrt_nent unit (IU). For Task D, launch phase telemetry is by hardllne
from the planetary vehicles to the Saturn V IU for subsequent transmission.
During this tlme period, the spacecraft S-band carrier signal is coupled
into the IU S-band transponder antenna for transmission.
Table 1.2.3-4 is the detailed design control table used to establish Mode 1
performance during the mid-cruise period. The spacecraft uses the 50-watt
transmitter and low gain antenna to transfer 75 bps to the 210-foot DSIF
sites. Figure 1.2.3-3 is the resultant performance graph for Mode 1. The
graph also includes the results of analyzing Mode 1 performance for early
cruise (low gain antenna/85 ft) and late cruise (high gain antenna/210 ft).
The performance evaluation shows that, under worst case, Mode 1 via the low-
galn antenna operates to a range of 26xlO°km with the 85-foot DSIF network.
This point corresponds to 48 days from launch for a cruise trajectory having
a late, April 4, 197h, encounter. Switchover to the 210-foot DSIF sites permits
Mode 1 operation to 64xlO6km, worst case, before requiring use of the space-
craft high-galn antenna. This switchover is 91 days from launch for an April
4th encounter. Substantial margins are provided using the high-gain antenna,
and a 2_-db margin worst case is available at the maximum communication range
(393xlO°km). _ith nominal performanc_ margin, the above swltchovers would
occur at 39x10°km (66 days) and 95xlO°km (i15 days), respectively.
Telemetry Mode 2 -- Mode 2 is the primary early-orbit-phase data mode, trans-
mitting 48,000 bps of planetary science data on an upper subcarrler, and 300
bps of combined engineering and cruise science data on a lower subcarrler.
Design control Table 1.2.3-5 presents the link parameters and calculations
used for evaluation. The perfo_nance graph (Figure 1.2.3-_) shows that Mode
2 operates to a range of 185x10°kmFbefore entering grayout (worst-case
margins), and to a range of 300xlOOkm under nominal llnk performance, before
entering blackout. The total time of operation In Mode 2 (hS,000 bps) c
depends on the encounter date. For the case of early encounter (14Bxl0°km),
the mode operates for about 3 weeks before grayout and an addltio_al 3 months
in the grayout region. In contrast, for a late encounter (260_lO°km), the
mode operates, entirely in the greyout region, for only 1 month under ncmlnal
margins before blackout.
Telemetry Modes _ and 4 -- Modes 3 and _ are the mid- and late-orbit data
modes. Mode 3 transmits 2_,000 bps and Mode 4 transmits 12,000 bps of
planetary science data on the upper subcarrler; each mode also transmits 300
bps of data on the lower channel as in Mode 2. The performance of each mode
was evaluated using the modulation parameters of Table 1.2.3-1 in design
control tables similar to that of Mode 2 (Table 1.2.3-5). The resultant per-
formance capability and mode switchover points are shown in Figure 1.2.3-5
for Modes 2, 3, and 4, the prime orbital modes. The performance graph shows
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Table 1.2.3-4: DESIGN CONTROL TABLE - MODE 1 (CRUISE)
PROJECT: VOYAGER 1973, TASK D DATE:
CHANNEL: SPACECRAFT-EARTH TELEMETRY LINK, MODE 1 (75 bps)
MODE: SPACECRAFT - 50W D LGA; DSIF -210 ft., MASER
NO. PARAMETER VALUE TO LERAN CE SOURCE
• _ Total Transmitter Power, 50W
2; Transmitting Circuit Loss
3! Transmitting Antenna Gain, LGA
4i Transmitting Antenna Pointing L_ss
5! Space Loss ( 2295 mc,50 x lO km)
O l Polarization Loss
-' Receiving Antenna Gain, 210 ft.
8[ Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
9! Receiving Circuit Loss
l©[ Net Circuit Loss
ll[ Total Received Power
12[ Receiver Noise Spectral Density
(N/B) (T System , 45, ±lO°K)
13[ Carrier Modulation Loss
141 Received Carrier Power
15[ Carrier APC Noise Bw (2BLo= 5 Hz
+ 47.0 dbm
- 2.5 db
+ I.0 db
ilncluded in (3)
-253.7 db
- 0.2 db
+ 61.0 db
- O.l db
Included in(7)
-194.5 db
-147.5 dbm
-182.1 dbm
- 5.4 db
-152.9 dbm
)+ 7.0 db
+i.0, -0.0 db
+0.7, -0.7 db
+i.0, -0.0 db
+0.0, -0.I db
+i.0, -i.0 db
+0.i, -0.i db
+2.8, -1.9 db
+3.8, -1.9 db
443.9, -i.i db
+1.2, -1.4 db
+5.0, -3.3 db
+0.0, -0.5 db
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- TRACKING (ONE WAY)
16, Threshold SNR in 2BLo I+ 9.0 db --- Table 1.2.3-3
171 Threshold Carrier Power l 166.1 dbm +0.9, -1.6 dbiB Performance Margin J+ 13.2 db +6.6, -4.2 db
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- TRACKING (TWO WAY)
19 Theshold SNR in 2BLo
+ 9.0 db I --- L
-166.1 dbm 443.9, -1.6 db
l+ 13.2 db +6.6, -4.2 db
Table 1.2.3-3
20 Threshold Carrier Power
21 Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- DATA DEMODULATION
Table 1.2.3-322 Threshold SNR in 2BLo
23 Threshold Carrier Power
24 Performance Margin
+ 15.0 db
-160 1 dbm
+ 7.2 db
443.9, -1.6 db
+6.6, -4.2 db
DATA CHANNEL
25
26
27
28
29
30i
l
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (l/T), 75 bps
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
- 2.2 db
-149.7 dbm
+ 18.8 db
+ 7.9 db
-155.4 dbm
+ 5.7 db
+0.3, -0.4 db
+4.1, -2.3 db
+0.3, -0.3 db
+1.2, -1.4 db
+5.5, -3.5 db
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
DATA CHANNEL
31 i
32
33
34
35
36
i
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
COMMENTS:
Link will.operate above 0-db margin to range of 64.5 x 106 km worst case,
96.5 x lO b km nominal.
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Table 1.2.3-5: DESIGN CONTROL TABLE - MODE 2
PROJECT: VOYAGER 1973, TASK D DATE: 9/8/67
CHANNEL: SPACECRAFT EARTH TELEMETRY LINK, MODE 2 (48,000/300 bps)
MODE:SPACECRAFT - 50Wp HGA i DSIF- 210 FT t MASER
NO. PARAMETER VALUE TO LERAN CE SOURCE
i Total Transmitter Power, 50W
2 Transmitting Circuit Loss
3 Transmitting Antenna Gain, HGA
4 Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
5 Space Loss ( 2295 mc, 200 x 106 km)
6 Polarization Loss
7 Receiving Antenna Gain, 210 Ft.
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
9 Receiving Circuit Loss
IO Net Circuit Loss
ii Total Received Power
12 Receiver Noise Spectral Density
(N/B) (T System : 45, .10 "K)
13 Carrier Modulation Loss
14 Received Carrier Power
15 Carrier APC Noise Bw (2BL0=12 Hz. )
+ 47.0 dbm
- 2.2 db
+ 37.0 db
- 1.0 db
-265.7 db
i 0.0 db
+ 61.0 db
_- O.1 db
Included in (7
-171.0 db
-124.0 dbm
-182.1 dbm
- 5.3 db
-129.3 dbm
+ 10.8 db
i
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- TRACKING (ONE WAY)
+i.0, -0.0 db
+0.5, -0.5 db
+i.0, -0.0 db
+I.0, -0.9 db
+0.0, -0.i db
+i.0, -i.0 db
+0.i, -0.i db
+3.6, -2.6 db
+4.6, -2.6 db
+0.9, -I.I db
+1.2, -1.3 db
+5.8, -3.9 db
+0.0, -0.5 db
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Fig. 1.2.3-1
See. 1.2.7.2.2)
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
16 I Threshold SNR in 2BLo I+ 9.0 db
17J Threshold Carrier Power J-162.3 dbmi_ Performance Margin J+ 33.0 db
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- TRACKING (TWO WAY)
+0.9, -1.6 db
+7.4, -4.8 db
Table 1.2.3-3
19 Theshold SNR in 2BLo
20 Threshold Carrier Power
21 Performance Margin + 9.0 db
-162.3 dbm
+ 33.0 db i i----
4-0.9, -1.6 db
+7.4, -4.8 db
Table 1.2.3-3
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
22 Threshold SNR in 2BLO
23 Threshold Carrier Power
24 Performance Margin
-- DATA DEMODULATION
+ 20.0 db
-151.3 dbm
+ 22.0 db
+0.9, -1.6 db
+7.4, -4.8 db
Table 1.2.3-3
DATA CHANNEL - LOWER
25
26
27
28
29
30
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T), 300 bp8
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
- 17.8 db
-141.8 dbm
+ 24.8 db
+ 7.2 db
-150.1 dbm
+ 8.3 db
+1.9, -2.2 db
+6.5, -4.8 db
443.3, -0.3 db
+1.2, -1.4 db
+7.9, -6.0 db
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
DATA CHANNEL - UPPER
31
32
33
34
35
36
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T), 48,000 bp,
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
- 2.5 db
-126.5 dbm
+ 46.8 db
+ 5.2 db
-130.1 dbm
+ 3.6 db
COMMENTS:
449.3, -0.5 db
+4.9, -3.1 db
+43.3, -0.3 db
+1.2, -1.4 db
+6.3_ -4.3 db
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Link will operate above O-db margin to range of 185 x 106 km
worst case, 303 x I0u km nominal.
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that,under worst-case tolerances, Mode 2 thresholds.at 185 x 106_n. Mode 3
is then activated and operates to a6range of 261xlO6km, at which point Mode 4
is initiated and operates to 352xi0 km 6 Under nominal margin conditions,
Mode 2 (48,000 bps) operates to 300xlO km; Mode 3 is then activated a_d oper-
ates above threshold beyond the maximum communication range of 393xi0 km.
The monthly time scale on the graph permits evaluation of the operation time
in each mode for different encounter da_es and link threshold criteria.
For example, an early encounter (143xlO_km) and worst-case link margins pro-
vide communication for i month at 48,000 bps, plus 1.7 months at 24,000 bps,
and 2.7_onths at 12,000 bps, for a total planetary science data return of
3.14xi0 _ bits. The llnk operating under nominal margins for a 6-month
mission and the same early encounter provides 48,000 bps for 3.8 months and
24,000 bps for the final 2.2 months. These rates provide a total planetary
science data return of 5.97xi0 II bits. Similarly, if an extremely late
encounter (260xlO°km) is examined under worst-case and nominal conditions,
the following results are obtained: (a) under worst-case margins, the llnk
operates in Mode 4 (12,000 bps) for about 2.7 months, returning 0.84xi0 II
bits of planetary science data; (b) under nominal margins, Mode 2 (48,000
bps) is used for i.i month and Mode 3 (24,000 bps) for the following 4.9
months to return 4.42xi0 II total bits of planetary science data for a 6-month
mission. If the spacecraft operates beyond 6 months in orbit, the communi-
cation range decreases from the maximum, and higher total data return can be
expected.
Mode 5 Performance -- A 36-inch medium gain antenna, described in Section
1.2.7.2, provides backup capability to the high gain antenna during the
early orbit mission phase. Mode 5 transmission permits 1200/120 bps of data
over the medium gain antenna, thus providing significant science data return
even in the event of high gain antenna failure. The medium gain antenna has
single-axis drive, and is positioned in its fixed axis prior to launch to
provide maximum length of coverage beyond the selected encounter date.
The ecliptic plane is chosen for the scanning plane of the medium gain
antenna, since this choice both maximizes Mode 5 communication time after
encounter and permits an additional Mode 1 backup capability before encounter.
The positioning of the fixed axis of the medium gain antenna, out of the
ecliptic plane, is a function of the encounter date. Figure 1.2.3-6 illus-
trates the fixed axis position selection. Required mediumgain antenna gain,
a function of range, is plotted for both Modes 1 and 5 versus the clock angle
to Earth, which is a function of the spacecraft Earth cruise and orbit geo-
metry. The medium gain antenna pattern, having a peak gain of 24.0 db, is
then slid along the clock angle axis of the graph to determine the points of
best coverage for a specified encounter range. The llnk is realizable when-
ever the medium gain antenna pattern gain is higher than the required
antenna gain for the particular mode under consideration. Figure 1.2.3-6
shows the optlmummedlum gain antenna positioning for an early encounter, at
a range of 150xlO6km. The Mode 5 performance for early encounter is shown
in Figure 1.2.3-7. Under worst-case conditions, the llnk will operate for
2.8 months beyond encounter, _hile for nominal conditions the llnk is extended
to about 3.3 months (290 x lObkm).
Figure 1.2.3-8 shows the Mode 5 medium gain antenna performance for the
latest encounter range of 260 x lO u km. For this case, communication is
possible to 1 month worst-case and to about 2.4 months nominal (345 x 106 _n).
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5) Telemetry Mode 6 -- Mode 6 is a cruise and early-orblt emergency mode pro-
viding 8-1/3 bps. The mode has an all-spacecraft-engineering format, and
the data rate is chosen to provide both an extended range capability with
the low-gain antennas and permit use of the exlstlngMariner 8-1/3-bps ground
demodulators. Table 1.2.3-6 presents the design control table used to evalu-
ate this mode. Note that power is provided for both a data and pseudorandom
noise sync subcarrler channel. The peak phase deviations were chosen so that
each channel (carrier, data, and sync) thresholds at the same point under
worst-case margins. Figure 1.2.3-9 presents the perfo_nance graph for Mode 6
and shows the link enters grayout at_a range of 160xlOUkm. Under nominal
margins, the llnk operates to 260xlO°kmbefore blackout and thus covers the
spread in possible encounter ranges.
Performance Summary of Prlmar_ and Alternate Links -- Analysis of alternate links
has been conducted in addition to the primary link design control tables presented
in the previous paragraphs. A performance stm_nary chart is given in Table 1.2.3-7
for all the primary and possible alternate links. The table shows the spacecraft
and DSIF configurations available in each mission phase and the resultant perform-
ance limits. The flexibility of the preferred design provides sufficient addition-
al capability through the use of alternate links in the event of a prime link
failure.
1.2.3.2 Earth-to-Spacecraft Co_nand Link
The performance of the Earth-to-spacecraft command link for all possible DSIF and
spacecraft equipment configurations is established in this section through a design
control table, performance graph, and scaled performance summary. The llnk pro-
vides reception at the spacecraft over the omnidirectional low gain antennas. The
spacecraft configuration is fully redundant, with each antenna feeding a corres-
ponding receiver preceded by a low-nolse preamp for improved reception capability.
The Task D command link differs from that of Task B in that a dual-channel command
detector, described in Section 1.2.6.2, has been selected as the recommended
approach.
Applicable modulation parameters for the command llnk are summarized in Table
1.2.3-3. The spacecraft receiving configuration is identical to that of Task B,
resulting in the same system noise temperature and tracking performance as was
derived in the Task B documentation.
The primary command link configuration consists of a lO-kw transmitter diplexed
over the 210-foot DSIF antennas, with spacecraft reception occurring over a dual
low gain antenna/presmp/recelver combination. A link analysis for this configura-
tion is performed in Table 1.2.3-8, with the resultant llnk performance being
illustrated in Figure 1.2.3-10. As seen, adequate llnk margin is available under
worst-case conditions to well beyond maxlmummlsslon range.
Link performance for all possible DSIF configurations is summarized in Table 1.2.3-9,
for both nominal and worst-case conditions. Normal mission operation would involve
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Table 1.2.3-6:
PROJECT: VOYAGER 1973, TASK D
DESIGN CONTROL TABLE - MODE 6
DATE"
CHANNEL: SPACECRAFT-EARTH EMERGENCY TELEMETRY LINK t MODE 6 (8-1/3 bps)
MODE. SPACECRAFT - 50W, LGA; DSIF -210 Ft, MASER
NO. PARAMETER
i l Total Transmitter Power, 50W
2J Transmitting Circuit Loss
31 Transmitting Antenna Gain, LGA
_ Space Loss ( 2295 mc, 200 x 106 km)Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain, 210 FT.
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
9 Receiving Circuit Loss
i0 Net Circuit Loss
iilT°talceivedP°wer12 Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B) (T System :45, ±lO'k)13 Carrier Modulation LossReceived Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo : 5 Hz )
VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
+ 47.0 dbm
- 2.5 db
+ 1.0 db
Included in (3)
-265.7 db
0.2 db
61.0 db
O.i db
ncluded in (7
-206.5 db
-159.5 dbm
-182.1 dbm
- 4.6 db
-164.1 dbm
+ 7.0 db
+i.0, -0.0 db
+0.7, -0.7 db
+i.0, -0.0 db
+0.0, -0.i db
+i.0, -i.0 db
+0.I, -0.I db
+2.8, -1.9 db
+3.8, -1.9 db
+0.9, -i.i db
+0.9, -i.I db
+4.7, -3.0 db
+0.0, -0.5 db
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- TRACKING (ONE WAY)
Table 1.2.3-3Ibl Threshold SNR in 2BLo
171 Threshold Carrier Power
19 Performance Margin
+ 9.0 db
-166. i dbm
+ 2.0 db
--ram
+0.9, -1.6 db
+6.3, -3.9 db
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- TRACKING (TWO WAY)
19 Threshold SNR in 2BLo
29 Threshold Carrier Power
21 Performance Margin
1.9o bI ---I-166.1 dbm +0.9, -1.6 db
J+ 2.0 db +6.3, -3.9 db
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- DATA DEMODULATION
22 Threshold SNR in 2B._
LU
23 Threshold Carrier Power
24 Performance Margin
9.0 db166.1 m
2.0 db
DATA CHANNEL
25 Modulation Loss
26 Received Data Subcarrier Power
27 Bit Rate (l/T), 8-1/3 bps
28 Required ST/N/B
29 Threshold Subcarrier Power
3oj Performance Margin
- 4.6 db
-164.1 dbm
+ 9.2 db
+ 6.8 db
-166. i dbm
+ 2.0 db
SYNC CHANNEL
Table 1.2.3-3
--- Table 1.2.3-3
+0.9, -1.6 db
+6.3, -3.9 db
+0.8, -0°8 db
+4.6, -2.7 db
+0.3, -0.3 db
+1.2, -1.4 db
+6.0, -3.9 db
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
31
32
33
:34
I"_m
136
i
Modulation Loss
Received Sync Subcarrier Power
Sync A.PC Noise BW(2BLo :0.5 Hz)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
- i0.0 db
-169.5 dbm
- 3.0 db
+ 12.5 db
-172.6 dbm
+ 3.1 db
+1.4, -1.5 db
+5.2, -3.4 db
+0.4, -0.4 db
+0.3, -0.3 db
+1.6, -1.8 db
+7.0, -5.0 db
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
COMMENTS:
Link wil_ operate above O-db margin to range of 161 x 106 km worst case,
252 x i0_ km nominal.
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Table 1.2.3-8: DESIGN CONTROL TABLE - COMMAND LINK
PROJECT: VOYAGER 1973_ TASK D DATE:
CHANNEL: EARTH-SPACECRAFT COMMAND LINK (i bps)
MODE: DSIF - i0 kw_ 210 Ft; SPACECRAFT - LGA_ PREAMP
NO. PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
_, Total Transmitter Power, I0 kw
2l Transmitting Circuit Loss
3J Transmitting Antenna Gain, 210 Ft.
41 Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
51 Space Loss (2115 mc, 200 x lO 6 km)
61 Polarization Loss
71 Receiving Antenna Gain, LGA
Si Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
9J Receiving Circuit Loss
i©I Net Circuit Loss
iII
121
131
141
151
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density
(N/B)(T System = 712, + 136, -64°K)
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BN (2BLo : 20 Hz)
+ 70.0 dbm
Included in (3)
+ 60.0 db
- 0.i db
-265.0 db
- 0.2 db
+ 1.0 db
Included in (7',
- 1.7 db
-206.0 db
-136.0 dbm
-170.1 dbm
- 1.4 db
-137.4 dbm
+ 13.0 db
+0.5, -0.5 db
+0.8, -0.8 db
+0.i, -0.i db
+0.i, -0.2 db
+i.0, -0.0 db
+0.4, -0.4 db
+2.4, -1.5 db
+2.9, -2.0 db
+0.8, -0.4 db
+0.3, -0.3 db
+3.2, -2.3 db
+0.4, -0.5 db
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Table 1.2.3-2
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Fig. 1.2.3-1
Task B
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- TRACKING (ONE WAY)
161 Threshold SNR in 2BLo J+ 9.0 db --- Table 1.2.3-3
iT: Threshold Carrier Power J-148.1 dbm +1.2, -0.9 db
iSi Performance Margin J+ 10.7 db +4.1, -3.5 db
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -- TRACKING (TWO WAY)
! 19J Threshold SNR in 2BLo
291 Threshold Carrier Power
21l Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
22[ Threshold SNR in 2B._
LO
231 Threshold Carrier Power
-- DATA DEMODULATION
+ 9.0 db-148.1 m
]+ 10.7 db241 Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
+1.2, -0.9 db
+4.1, -3.5 db
Table 1.2.3-3
251Moiulation Loss
261 Received Data Subcarrier Power
27; Bit Rate (i/T), I bps
28j Required ST/N/B
291 Threshold Subcarrier Power
301 Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
311
321
331
341
351
361
i
_lodulation Loss
Received Sync Subcarrier Power
Sync APC Noise BW(2BL9 =0.4 Hz)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
- 11.3 db
-147.3 dbm
0.0 db
+ ii. 7 db
-158.4 dbm
+ ii. 1 db
+i.0, -i.i db
+3.9, -3.1 db
+0.0, -i.0 db
+0.8, -1.4 db
+5.3, -3.9 db
- 8.4 db
-144.4 dbm
- 4.0 db
+ 18.7 db
-155.4 dbm
+ ii.0 db
+0.8, -i.0 db
+3.7, -3.0 db
+O.0, -i.0 db
+0.8, -1.4 db
+5.1, -3.8 db
COMMENTS:
Link wil_ operate above O-db margin to range of 458 x 106 km worst case,
710 x i0v km nominal.
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
Table 1.2.3-3
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c_mmand_transmisslon at i0 kw over the 85-foot DSIF network up to a range of
26 x lO 6 kin. At this range, telemetry performance requires switching to the 210-
foot network, which would then be used for command transmission, at lO kw, through
end of mission. Higher power transmission levels would not be required except at
extreme range to compensate for antenna pattern degradation in the event of loss
of spacecraft stabilization. In cruise and early orbit, the existing margin with
lO kw provides extensive allowance for low gain antenna pointing loss with a
degraded spacecraft stabilization.
i. 2.3.3 Planetary Ranging Links
Extensive analysis of the planetary ranging link performance was conducted in Task
B. This analysis is still valid for Task D with minor changes to reflect the
current DSIF parameters. With upllnk reception via the low gain antennas, planetary
ranging can be achieved for a ncmlnal orbital mission using the 210-foot/lO-kw DSIF
conflguratlon.
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1.2.4 Data Storage Subsystem
D2-115002-3
The data storage subsystem (DSS) records spacecraft engineering data, cruise
science data, and high rate planetary science data acquired from the science
subsystem and the flight capsule for delayed playback and transmission at
coH2nunication link compatible rates. The selected design consists of eight
magnetic tape recorder/reproducers (and interface equipment) with a total data
storage capacity of 1.242 x 109 bits. The proposed subsystem weighs an estimated
134 pounds, has a nominal peak power consumption of 54 watts of 2.4-kHz prime
power, and occupies about 2 cubic feet.
1.2.4.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
The data storage subsystem is designed to satisfy the following constraints and
requirements:
l) Record digital data from the science, telemetry, and radio subsystems.
2) Play back digital data synchronously to the telemetry subsystem.
3) Accept external control of tape speed and record and playback functions for
each recorder.
4) Provide a bit error rate of less than 1 in lO5 bits per recorder.
1.2.4.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
The selected design for the data storage subsystem is shown in Figure 1.2.4-1.
The eight recorders of the subsystem are:
l) A flare data recorder of lO6 bits capacity.
2) A maneuver data recorder of lO6 bits capacity, with backup capability to
record flare data.
3)
4)
Two identical recorders, each with 2 x 107 bits capacity, for IR-scanner
data, IR-UV spectrometer data, or postlanding capsule data.
Four identical high-capacity recorders, each with 3 x 108 bitscapacity,
for data from the TV sources or from the capsule during descent.
Operating modes for all eight recorders can be controlled both by programmer
commands from the computing and sequencing (C_) subsystem and by real-time
conmmnds transmitted from the ground. All recorder commands are routed through
the interface and redundancy control unit, which relays the commands to the
appropriate recorders on the basis of recorder status as indicated from status
inputs to the interface unit from all recorders. Each recorder may provide to
the interface unit indications of:
i) Recorder malfunction
2) Unit ready for recording
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3) Tape fully loaded
4) Recording in progress
5) Playback in progress.
The recorder malfunction indication is derived in each recorder both from a tape
motion-sensing device and detection of playback amplifier signal during recording.
In the event either sensor detects recorder failure, a malfunction indication
results. Status signals to the interface unit may thus be used for (i) sequencing
recorder operation, and (2) detecting malfunctions and switching to backup recorders.
Input data and clock signals to the DSS are similarly routed through the interface
unit to be presented to the appropriate recorder on the basis of the status signals
received from the recorders. Output data and clock signals from each recorder are
routed directly to the telemetry subsystem.
Power buses A and B provide redundant power to the interface unit and each recorder,
_ith isolation provided at each component. If one bus fails, the other is selected.
A malfunction within a recorder is not reflected to the power line.
Each recorder provides telemetry measurements directly to the telemetry subsystem
for transmission to Earth with other spacecraft engineering data. The seven
measurements provided are listed in the interface summary_ Section 1.2.4.4.
Performance Characteristics -- Performance characteristics of the recorders are
summarized in Table 1.2.4-1. Record mode data rates are selected on the basis of
conservative values which might be provided by the science subsystem and the
flight capsule. Total science data bit storage capacity is approximately equal
to the amount of information that can be transmitted to Earth at 24,O00bps during
a 14-hour orbit.
Subs_stemDesi6n -- The preferred subsystem design is implemented withmagnetic
tape recorders, each recorder consisting of a continuous reel-to-reel tape
transport and associated electronics. Each recorder is fitted with 1-mil M_lar-
backed instrumentation tape. All transports use two motors to cover the various
record and playback tape speeds. Speed change of the two-phase hysteresis-
synchronous motors is effected by power supply frequency division and attenuation
of the voltage supplied. On the basis of a survey of wlde motor speed changes,
a maximum ratio of 25 to 1 for a single 12-pole motor is used.
The selected transport uses flangeless reels and a peripheral reel-to-reel belt-
driven configuration. A single seamless Mylar belt, approximately the same width
as the tape, encircles the periphery of the two tape packs and is driven by a
differential capstan system. This system is inherently symmetrical, and the
tape pack is under positive control of the pressure belt at all times. This
provides smooth tape handling during operation, and prevents tape spillage when
not operating. The absence of reel flanges permits a substantial reduction in
the overall length normally required by a side-to-side, reel-to-reel configuration.
Tape edge deformation caused by possible flange riding is thus eliminated.
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TV/Capsule Recorders -- Four identical 3 x 108 bit recorders provide for storing
high-rate data from the television (photoimagery) sources and from the flight cap-
sule during its high-rate descent mode. Each recorder provides its 3 x I0 -bit
capacity with 1860 feet, including leader, of a 16-parallel-track, 1-inch tape,
using a packaging density of I000 bits/inch. TV data from the vidicons is recorded
simultaneously, each on 7 tracks of the 16-track tape. This parallel-track scheme
permits a 7 to I reduction in tape speed over a serial record mode, and in addition,
permits the recording of the TV sources without prior multiplexing of the signals.
Data clock signals for synchronization of each TV signal during playback are recorded
on two additional tracks located between the two 7-track sections. As each recorder
is filled, an end-of-tape sensor initiates tape rewind, and control inputs at the
interface unit transfer the incoming data to another recorder. A playback command
to a recorder likewise initiates a rewind if this has not previously occurred, since
playback may be desired before a recorder is filled and has reached the end-of-tape
sensor. Data is played back, in the same direction as recorded, 7 tracks (plus
clock) at a time. After one T-track section of a recorder is played back, the end-
of-tape sensor again initiates rewind for subsequent playback of the remaining 7-
track section.
During the flight capsule descent phase when hlgh-rate (50,000 to 200,000 bps)
capsule data is received, capsule data has priority over the TV data. When
capsule data is presented to the recorders, the TV inputs are overridden and
capsule data is recorded on one 7-track section of the recorderAin operation.
A data clock signal is recorded on an eighth track. One B x 106-bit recorder
has storage capacity for 12.5 to 50 minutes of capsule data in one 7-track section,
depending upon the actual data rate in the 50,000 to 200,000 bps range. Should
the recorder in use be filled before capsule transmission is completed, the
recorded end-of-tape sensor initiates rewind and activates another recorder for
the remaining capsule data.
IR-Scanner/lR-UV/Capsule Recorders -- Two identical 2 x 107-bit recorders provide
for storing IR-scanner data and IR-UV data from the science subsystem and, during
the capsule postlanding phase, data from the landed capsule. Each recorder
provides a 2 x 107-bit capacity with 420 feet of six-parallel-track, i/2-inch
tape, using a packing density of i000 bits/inch. The IR-scanner and IR-UV data
are recorded simultaneously in the same manner as the TV data described above:
each source uses two of the six tracks, with a data clock signal occupying a
third interior track for each. End-of-tape sensing, rewind, and playback
functions are identical to those described above for the TV recorders. When
postlanding capsule data, at I000 bps, Is presented to the recorders, it overrides
the IR-scanner and IR-UV data just as the high-rate descent capsule data has
priority over the TVdata.
Flare Recorder -- Flare data, provided by the science subsystem during _eriods of
high Sun activity, is recorded by the flare recorder. A capacity of lOb bits is
provided using 340 feet of I/4-inch tape. A packing density of only 250 blts/inch
Is used to avoid too low a tape speed in playback. An additional track on the
tape is used to record the data clock signal.
Maneuver Recorder -- During spacecraft maneuvers, the lower channel digital data
stream of the telemetry downlink is provided by the telemetry subsystem to the
maneuver recorder for later playback after the maneuver sequence. The maneuver
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recorder also functions as a backup to the flare recorder, having, in aadition to
its required record and playback speeds, those speeds required for the flare
recorder. The ]06-bit capacity of the _neuver recorder is provided with the
same 340-foot tape complement as is described above for the flare recorder.
1.2.4. 3 Physical Characteristics
Data storage subsystem physical characteristics are summarized in Table 1.2.4-2.
Table 1.2.4-2: DATA STORAGE SUBSYSTEM PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
CAPACITY DIMENSIONS
RECORDER (BITS) (I N .)
Flare
Maneuver
IR/IR-UV/Capsule No. 1
I R/IR-UV/Capsu le No.2
l"V/Cat_u le No.1
TV/Capsule No.2
TV/Capsu le No.3
1"V/Capsule No.4
Interface Unit
TOTALS
* Peak power consumption
106
106
2x 107
2x 107
3x 108
3x I08
3x 108
3x 108
1.242 x 109
8x 6x 5-i/2
8x6 x 5-1/2
8 x 6 x 5-1/2
8 x 6x 5-1/2
10x 10 x 5-1/2
10 x 10 x 5-I/2
10 x 10 x 5-1/2
10 x 10 x 5-1/2
10x 2x 1-1/2
VOLUME
(CU IN.)
264
264
264
264
550
550
550
550
3O
3,286
(--1.9 cuft)
I
WEIGHT
(LB)
12
12
12
12
PRIME POWER
(W,_TTS)
RECORD PI__YB/-CK
6 6
6 6
6 6
6 6
2O
2O
20
20
6
134.0
12 6
12 6
12 6
12 6
6 6
54*
1.2.4.4 Interface Definition
Data storage subsystem interfaces are listed in Table 1.2.4-3.
1.2.4.5 Reliability
Reliability assessments and goal for the data storage subsystem are tabulated
below:
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DATA STORAGESUBSYSTEMRELIABILITY
SUBSYSTEMELEMENTS
ManeuverRecorder
Flare Data Storage
• Flare Recorder
IR-UV/IR Scanner/Capsule Data
• Recorder No. 1
• Recorder No. 2
TV and Capsule Data
• Recorder No. 1
• Recorder No. 2
• Recorder No. 3
• Recorder No. 4
Total Subsystem
(Basel ine)
Assessed Rel iabll ity
Element
0.9893
0.9716
0.9716
0.9690
0.9690
0.9690
0.9690
Function
0.9930
0.9998
0.9992
0.9999
0.992
Reliability
Goal
0.923
Single-Thread Reliability
(Assumes all recorders required)
o.818
Baseline configuration, except
both IR-UV/IR scanner/capsule
recorders required
O.937
Baseline configuration, except
both IR-UV/IR scanner/capsule
and three of four TV recorders
required.
O. 932
The data storage subsystem reliability assessment of 0.992 is based on the
following:
i) All recorders are off (dormant) except when recording or playing back data.
2) The number of record/playback cycles and the playback time for each cycle
is limited by the capability of the telecommunications subsystem to transmit
data to Earth.
3)
4)
The maneuver recorder is a backup for flare data storage.
Amy one of the two IR-UV/IR scanner/capsule data recorders is adequate for
mission success.
5) Any two of the four TV/capsule data recorders are adequate for mission success.
The above set of success criteria is considered a reasonable basis for reliability
assessment purposes. The subsystem does have flexibility for operating in other
modes. Several of these alternate modes involving different recorder usage and
the corresponding subsystem reliabilities are provided in the table above.
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1.2.4.6 Trade Study Summary
During Task D, a trade study was performed between parallel and serial recording
techniques. The results are su_narized in Figure 1.2.4-2.
1.2.4.7 New Technology and Development Items
The data storage subsystem design is based on existing technology. No new technology
or development will be required.
1.2.4.8 Growth Potential
The concept of three types of recorders was selected to provide a system of
lowest weight, volume, and power with the required reliability. It is possible
to replace these recorders with one recorder type and decrease the total number
to six.
The latter concept requires the additional science subsystem function of multiplex-
ing and formatting of telemetry (maneuver) data and flare (825 bps) data to provide
a data rate compatible with those of the science recorders (i000 bps to 200 kbps).
In addition, all recorders would play back to the upper subcarrier of the tele-
metry downlinks. These changes allow use of one recorder type with the following
characteristics: 16 tracks (two 7-data-track parallel sections and two clock
tracks), a maximum packing density of i000 bits/inch, three record (1200 bps,
4800 bps, and 200 kbps) speeds and four playback speeds (48,000, 24,000, 12,000,
and 1200 bps).
Redundancy capability is obviously increased while overall weight is about the
same due to deletion of two recorders and replacement of the lO6- and 107-bit
units with the common unit (3 x lOU bits capacity).
This one-recorder-type concept has not considered mission profile requirements,
but the advantages appear to warrant a more complete study.
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1.2.5 Telemetr_ Subsystem
The telemetry subsystem provides acquisition, limited conditioning, and formatting
of science and engineering data; generatlon, modulation, and mixing of subcarrlers;
and presentation of this data to the radio subsystem for transmission to Earth.
The preferred design is an extension of that proposed during Tasks A and B, with
the necessary modifications to accommodate the revised spacecraft and capsule
design and science data requirements. The design incorporates time and
frequency multiplexing, biphase modulation, biorthogonal block coding of science
data, and synchronization techniques as selected during Tasks A and B. The proposed
design is sized at 900 cubic inches and 34 pounds, and requires I3.9watts of
2.k-kHz prime power.
1.2.5.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
The telemetry subsystem is designed to satisfy the following constraints and
requirements:
I) Provide during interplanetary cruise 2.5 x 106 bits per day minimum of
cruise science data.
2) Provide during the orbital operations phase 6.5 x 10 8 blts per day minimum
of science data.
3) Provide an overall bit error rate of less than 5 x i0 -J in the telemetry
downlinks.
5)
6)
7)
Accept, condition if necessary, and format spacecraft engineering and
science data; generate, modulate, and mix baseband subcarriers.
Provide a selection of downllnk telemetry modes to cover the data rate and
data sequencing requirements of the various mission phases.
Provide backup, reduced-rate modes for transmission over secondary trans-
mitters and/or antennas.
Provide in the telemetry formats proper data identification and synchron-
ization.
1.2.5.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
The design for the telemetry subsystem is shown in the functional block diagram
of Figure 1.2.5-1. The subsystem consists of a.c./d.c, power supplies, selected
signal conditioners, analog-to-dlgital (A/D) converters, analog and digital
multiplexers, clock countdown circuits, programmers, buffers, synchronization
generators, biorthogonal block encoders, biphase modulators, and summing circuits.
The design provides efficient acquisition and formatting of data while permitting
flexibility to accommodate changing data requirements. This flexibility is
attained by acquiring and processing the data from each major source, independent
of any other data source, and varying the content of the master data frame to
accommodate the mission phase data requirements. The following paragraphs
describe the selected telemetry modes and the major functional components of the
subsystem.
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Mode Description -- The telemetry subsystem operates in six basic modes, pro-
riding an optimum data content for each mission phase, as follows:
Mode i - Launch and Interplanetary Cruise Phase - covers launch to orbit
insertion at a data rate of 75 bps.
Mode 2 - Early Orbit Phase - covers orbit insertion, capsule operation
(separation, entry, and surface life), and early orbit for early
encounter dates or nominal link operation; provides operation to
185 x 106 kmat a data rate of 48,300 bps.
Mode 3 - Orbit Phase - covers orbit insertion, capsule operation, and early
orbit for nominal encounter dates; provides operation to
261 x 106 kmat a data rate of 24,300 bps.
Mode 4 - Late Orbit Phase - covers orbit insertion, capsule operation, and
early orbit for late encounter dates; provides operation to
352 x lO6 km at a data rate of 12,3OO bps.
Mode 5 - Early Orbit Backup Phase - covers early orbit to 300 x 106 km as a
backup mode using the medium-gain antenna (MGA); provides data rate
of 1320 bps.
Mode 6 - Emergency - provides emergency transmission at 8 1/3 bps over a low
gain antenna for ranges up to 160 x lO6 km (early encounter date).
All link performance is based on worst-case tolerances.
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Mode Parameters -- The mode parameters of the six telemetry modes are summarized
in Table 1.2.5-1. A two-channel frequency-multlplexed scheme is adopted, with
the lower channel handling spacecraft engineering, cruise science, and capsule
engineering data and the upper channel accommodating planetary science data. A
lower channel is used in all modes, while the upper channel is added during the
orbit phase of the mission, for Modes 2, 3, 4, and 5. Upper channel data is 16,5
biorthogonally coded, providing about a 2-db improvement in llnk performance,
with 16 code bits being transmitted for every five data bits.
Mode i, used through launch and cruise up to Mars encounter, uses only the lower
channel. The 1200-Hz subcarrier handles a bit rate of 75 bps. Modes 2, 3, and 4
are used during the orbit phase of the mission. These modes incorporate a 300-bps
lower channel and 48,000, 24,000, or 12,000 data bps (153,600, 76,800, or 38,400
transmitted rate) upper channel. This flexibility permits a mode selection to
accommodate available link margin, which will be a function of link tolerances and
communication range at encounter and thereafter. The upper channels of Modes 2,
3, and 4 all have the same 614.4-kHz subcarrier frequency, while the lower sub-
carrier frequency in each case is chosen to provide unambiguous block sync for the
upper channel decoder.
Backup capability is provided with Modes 5 and 6. Mode 5 is for use at ranges
over 352 million km or with the medium gain antenna during early and mldorbit.
The lower channel provides 120 bps with a 1200-Hz subcarrier frequency, while the
upper channel handles a data bit rate of 1200 bps (3840 bps transmitted bit rate)
on a 61.44-kHz subcarrier. The detected lower channel bit rate provides block
sync for the upper channel decoder. Mode 6 provides emergency capability using
the low gain antennas. In Mode 6, a two-channel transmission scheme is used to
provide 8 1/3 bps _ spacecraft engineering data. The second channel incorporates
a pseudorandom-noise (PN) code for bit and word synchronization.
Major Components -- The major functional components of the subsystem are countdown
circuitry for timing signals, the master digital programmer, the master digital
multiplexer, the spacecraft engineering multiplexer, including A/D converters,
block encoders, and biphase modulators.
Countdown Matrix -- All timing signals, including bit rates and subcarrier fre-
quencies, are obtained from the countdown matrix, Figure 1.2.5-2, which is
synchronized with the 3.072-mHz master clock in the computing and sequencing (C&Z)
subsystem. An independent crystal oscillator clock is also provided in the sub-
system for backup should the primary computer and sequencer clock fail.
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Master Digital Programmer -- The master digital programmer for the lower channel
contains a basic matrix which is 26 by 5, permitting the programming of a 26-word
(7 bits per word) lower-channel telemetry frame fr_n five data sources: (1) frame
sync and identification data (I.D.), (2) spacecraft engineering data, (J) capsule
engineering data, (4) cruise science data, and (5) recorder playback data. Any
of the five data sources could be given any portion of the 26-word frame by adjust-
ment Qf the matrix. The specific matrix selected for the preferred design permits
three telemetry frame formats to be used, depending upon data-type requirements
for each telemetry mode. The three formats are shown in Figure 1.2.5-3. All
frames incorporate three words for synchronization and identification, followed
by 23 words of spacecraft engineering, capsule engineering, cruise science, and/or
recorder playback data. As seen, Modes 1 and 5 have the same format, as do Modes
2, 3, and 4. Mode 6 contains only spacecraft engineering data in addition to
frame sync and identification. A breakdown of each data type in bits per second
for each mode is shown in Table 1.2.5-2.
Table 1.2.5-2: TELEMETRY MODES DATA TYPE BREAKDOWN (bps)
I
"_ode
Data Type
Lower Channel:
Spacecraft Eng.
Capsule Eng.
Cruise Science
1 2 3 4 5 6
11.5 46.1 46.1 46.1 18.5
5.8 115.5 115.5 115.5 9.2
34.6 46.1 46.1 46.1 55.4
14.4 57.7 57.7 57.7 23.1
8.7 34.6 34.6 34.6 13.8
Tape Recorder Playback
Sync & Frame I.D.
Total
Upper Channel:
Planetary _,en_e
75 300 300 300 120
--- 48,000 24,000 12,000 1,200
7.37
mmi
ill
0.96
81/3
I
In each master frame, the frame sync word is the T-bit Barker code lll0010.
The 7-bit frame-count word occurs next, and is incremented by one for each sub-
sequent master frame; ambiguity in frame count is resolved by a time wor_ in the
spacecraft engineering major telemetry frame. The third word, for identification
data, identifies the mode of telemetry subsystem operation and the source of play-
back data for both lower and upper channels.
The selection of the three lower channel frame formats is made to provide optimum
proportions of each data type for each mission phase. The Mode 1 format accommo-
dates data return requirements for the launch and cruise phase. In orbit, however,
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for Modes 2, 3, and 4, the format Is changed to provide for the increase in capsule
data from capsule system checkout prior to separation and relay of capsule data
during descent. Mode 5 reverts to the Mode 1 fra_e format. Mode 6, for emergency
transmission, provides for spacecraft engineering data exclusively.
Master Digital Multiplexer -- The master digital multiplexer is provided all frame
construction information and clock signals from the master digital programmer, and
in turn constructs the frames of the lower channel data stream from the five data
sources that are buffered into it. All timing for the multiplexer is accomplished
externally from the countdown matrix. The resultant lower channel blt stream then
biphase-modulates the appropriate subcarrler. In Mode 1 operation, the PC_ data
train and the PC_ bit rate are delivered before the blphase modulation process to
the planetary vehicle umbilical connector during prelaunch, to the launch vehicle
instrumentation unit (IU) during launch, and to the data storage subsystem for
recording during spacecraft maneuvers.
Spacecraft En_ineerlng Multiplexer -- The spacecraft engineering multiplexer for-
mats all analog and digital spacecraft engineering data into the major telemetry
frame. Spacecraft engineering data consists of those measurements required to
determine and verify vehicle and subsystem performance and occurrence of space-
craft events. This data Is derived by sequentially sampling analog transducers
and digital data sources. Analog data, received at 0 to 5 volts, is digitized
into 7 bits, and is multiplexed by a digital combiner with the digital data,
received at 0.5 and 4.5 volts, to form an intermittent serial P(_ NRZ-L data train.
The spacecraft engineering measurements summary is presented in Section 1.1.4.
All spacecraft engineering data is then time-multlplexed into a 102-word (71_ bits)
major telemetry frame. This major telemetry frame is then sampled for as many
words at a time as are needed for the lower channel master frame. The initial
15 bits of the major telemetry frame are taken up by the sync word llllOlOll001000,
followed by an ll-blt time word derived from the ll least significant elements of
the computer and sequencer data register. The next two bits identify the spacecraft.
The remaining 686 bits of the spacecraft engineering major frame accommodate analog
and digital measurements commutated in ratios of 20:1, lO:l, 2:1, not commutated,
or 1:6, depending upon the importance of each measurement.
Capsule Engineerin6 Data -- Capsule engineering data provide status lnformatlon
for the capsule both during cruise and after separation until capsule landing
on the Martian surface. During cruise, the spacecraft will supply power and blt
rate clock signals to the capsule information system, and in turn will receive a
hardllned synchronous PC_ data train for insertion in the master frame. An aver-
age capsule bit rate of 5.8 bps will be transmitted in the Mode 1 format. Prior
to capsule separation, the increased average data rate for checkout (115.5 bps)
is accommodated by changing to Mode 2, 3, or 4 and increasing the bit rate and
word allocation. After capsule separation, 115.5 bps data and derived blt rate
are received from the relay receiver of the radio subsystem. _ese post-separation
capsule data are then buffered and shifted out in blocks of lO words for incor-
poration in the master frame. It Is proposed that the post-separation data rate
be equal to or slightly less than the average capsule checkout rate of 115.5 bps,
and that synchronization be maintained by inserting a preselected word into the
data train whenever the data slips behind the telemetry rate. This artificial
word is then identified and discarded on the ground.
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Cruise Science Data -- Cruise science data is derived from the science experiments,
as a binary bit stream, digitized and formatted with the necessary synchronization
and identification. The telemetry subsystem provides a bit rate clock signal,
gated as necessary, and in return receives synchronous PC_ data, as needed, for
real-time inclusion in the time-multiplexed lower channel. Flare data, recorded
during periods of high Sun activity, is available from the data storage subsystem
at a constant bit rate for inclusion in the words allocated to tape recorder play-
back. Stored maneuver and flare data from the data storage subsystem is buffered
at the reproduce rate, and then read out as needed in response to the gated bit-
rate pulses provided by the master digital programmer.
Planetary Science Data -- The upper channel, used for Modes 2, 3, 4 and 5, accom-
modates planetary science data: photoimagery data from the television recorders,
data from the IR scanner and IR/UV spectrometer recorders, and capsule entry and
postlandlng data from the capsule recorders. Data from any one source is biortho-
gonally block-encoded and then blphase-modulated on a subcarrier at _8,000,
24,000, 12,000, or 1200 data bps, for Modes 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The
corresponding transmitted (coded) bit rates are 153,600, 76,800, 38,400, and
3,840 bps. Data bit rate clock signals are provided to the data storage subsystem
by the telemetry subsystem to synchronize the reproduced data. No synchronization
or identity information is added to the upper subcarrler data, since the mode
identification word in the lower channel master frame contains the identity of the
planetary science data.
Subcarrier Modulation -- For Mode 1 transmission, the lower channel data stream
biphase-modulates the 1200-Hz sinusoidal subcarrier and the resultant baseband
is presented to the radio subsystem. For transmission in Modes 2, 3, 4, and 5,
the lower and upper subcarriers are linearly mixed after the biphase modulation
processes, and their composite is presented to the radio subsystem.
Mode 6, used for emergency purposes at a low 8-1/3-bps data rate, incorporates,
in addition to the data channel, a separate synchronization channel for providing
bit and word synchronization. The sync channel subcarrier is modulated by a 63-
bit pseudorandom-noise (PN) code coherently generated at 75 bps. The 63-bit
sequence is retransmitted for each 7-bit data word, giving 9 PN bits per data bit.
The two channels, data and sync, are linearly mixed for presentation to the radio
subsystem.
A high-rate telemetry mode for ground checkout is also provided, using the data
subcarrier format of Mode 6 (all spacecraft engineering) at a data rate of 1200 bp_
A bit-rate clock (1200 bps) is also provided with the data. An enable command via
the umbilical initiates the mode.
1.2.5.3 Physical Characteristics
The telemetry subsystem, including mounting, will weigh 3_ pounds and have a
volume of 900 cubic inches. Consumption of 2.4-kHz prime power will be 13.9
watts average, 16.9 watts peak. Internal power dissipation will be 12.9 watts
average, 15.9 peak.
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1.2.5.4 Interface Definition
Interfaces between the telemetry subsystem and other spacecraft subsystems are
stumnarized in Table 1.2.5-3.
1.2.5.5 Reliability
Changes made in the telemetry subsystems had a negligible effect on the subsystem
reliability. Therefore, the assessed reliability meets the goal which was estab-
lished by extrapolating previous analyses and configurations to the new mission
profile. Reliability assessments for the subsystem elements are tabulated below:
Subsystem Elements
Upper Subcarrier
Lower Subcarrier
Total Subsystem
Reliability Reliability
Assessment Goal
0.99995
0.99505
0.995 0.995
1.2.5.6 New Technology and Development Items
The telemetry subsystem design is based on existing technology. No new tech-
nology or development will be required.
1.2.5.7 Growth Potential
The existing telemetry subsystem design can be readily modified to incorporate
changes in telemetry modes and increases in the number and type of measurement
inputs. The present design has the flexibility to satisfy substantial growth
requirements before new technology development is required.
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1.2.6 Radio Subsystem
The radio subsystem is a major element in the RF processing of telemetry, command,
tracking, and ranging signals between the spacecraft and the Deep Space Network as
well as telemetry signals from the capsule after separation. The following
sections present the design details in terms of requirements, functional de-
scriptions physical characteristics, and interface definition.
1.2.6.1 Design Requirements and Constraints
i) Provide capability for downllnk and uplink communications wlth the flight
spacecraft from prelaunch through end of mission.
2) Receive and track in a phase-lock loop a 2115-mHz phase-modulated RF signal
transmitted by DSN stations.
3)
4)
Coherently convert the received carrier phase and frequency by a 240/221
ratio, and retransmit as an RF carrier frequency at 2295 mHz.
Provide an auxiliary oscillator for generating RF carrier frequen_j in the
absence of a received signal for coherent drive.
Detect and demodulate the command signal received from DSN stations, and
provide data, sync, and lock signal outputs to the command decoder.
6) Demodulate a received PN range code and ranging clock signals, regenerate
the range signal with a correlated code s modulate the RF carrier with the
range signal, and retransmit.
T) Phase-modulate the carrier with telemetry baseband, and transmit telemetry
data to DSN stations.
8) Receive and demodulate the pre- and postlanding RF signal from capsule, and
provide the resulting serial data bit streams to the data storage and tele-
metry subsystems.
_.6.2 _anctiona! ne_crlotion and Performance Characteristics
The radio subsystem of Figure 1.2.6-1 is a key element In performing command,
telemetry, and tracking functions between the spacecraft and the ground DSN. The
design proposed for Voyager is a fully redundant, S-band system for communications
between the spacecraft and Earth. Relay receiving equipment is also included for
reception of capsule data during the pre- and postlandlng periods.
The Task D design reflects some minor changes from the Task B radio subsystem.
The command detectors are now included with the radio equipment and the _ out-
put has been raised to 50 watts worst case. The subsystem layout s switching con-
figuration, and redundancy options are the same as in the Task B subsystem.
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Key element trade studies on the cemmanddetector, power amplifier, preamplifier,
and relay receiving equipment have been completed during the Task D contract. The
major technical results of the trade studies are tabulated in the trade study
summaries of Section 1.2.6.6.
The following paragraphs discuss the major elements of the subsystem design.
Primary emphasis is given to the elements (command detector and relay receivers)
that have significantly changed from the Task B design. The specific electrical
performance parameters for each component are given in Table 1.2.6-1.
Preamplifier -- A germanium-tunnel-diode preamplifier with a 4.5-db nominal noise
figure is used to improve the overall receiving system noise figure. The signi-
ficant points of the trade study, reaffirming the choice of a tunnel diode, are
presented in the Trade Study Summary, Section 1.2.6.6.
Transponder -- The unified S-band transponder consists of the receiver, exciter,
and planetary ranging units. The phase-locked receiver demodulates the uplink
signals (2115 mHz) and provides output data signals to the command detector and
planetary ranging unit as well as the coherent frequency reference signal to the
exciter. The ranging unit detects the received PN (pseudorandom-noise) code bits
and provides the reconstituted data stream to the exciter for transmission on the
downlink to Earth. The exciter accepts and phase-modulates the input baseband
telemetry and ranging signals onto the S-band (2295 mHz) carrier frequency. The
exciter generates the downlink carrier either from t/_e coherent frequency refer-
ence provided by the receiver or, in the absence of the reference frequency, the
carrier is derived from the exciter internal crystal oscillator.
The transponder design, except for the ranging unit, is similar to the Mariner '64
and '69 designs. Design improvements resulting from the current Mariner '69
transponder design development will be evaluated and incorporated as appropriate.
Launch Transmitter -- The launch transmitter is similar in design to the trans-
ponder exciter unit. The final power amplification and multiplier chain is modi-
fied to provide the required 1-watt output power level. The unit is used during
launch to conserve prime power and avoid the possibility of ionization breakdown
at critical pressure.
Power Amplifier -- The choice of a traveling-wave-tube amplifier (TWTA) as the
power amplifier device was reaffirmed during the Task D trade studies. The signi-
ficant points of the trade study are contained in the Trade Study Summary,
Section 1.2.6.6. Extensive development work is being funded by NASA/JPL at both
Eimac and Watkins-Johnson on a 50-watt TWT for possible Voyager application. The
TWTA operates from the 37 to 108 volts d.c. unregulated power bus.
A 50-watt power level at the tube output under worst-case conditions is specified
in the current design. A 1-db allowance is reasonable for tube output variations
due to load VSWR, drive level changes, temperature effects, and aging. Thus, the
tube output itself is given as +47.0 dbm +l.O db, -0.0 db.
In addition, a 1.4 db allowance is made in the link analyses of Section 1.2.3 for
losses in the tube output filters, isolator, power monitor, and circulator
switches.
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Table I .2.6-I: RADIO SUBSYSTEM COMPONENT PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
PREAMPLIFIER
Center Frequency:
Bandwidth (3-db):
Noise Figure:.
Ga_.
Gain C .,,,p, e_i on :
Fai lure Rate:
RECEIVER
RF Frequency:
Frequency Tracking Range:
Noise Figure:
Threshold:
Dynamic Range:
APC Loop Bandwidth:
AGC Noise Bandwidth:
Residual Phase Modulation:
Fal lure Rate:
EXCITER
RF Frequency:
Power Output:
Power Variation:
Phase Control :
Aux. OSC Frequency Stability:
Phase Deviation Capability:
Modulation Frequency Response
(+3 db):
Spurious RF Outputs:
Failure Rate:
LAUNCH TRANSMITTER
Same as Exciter Except:
Power Output:
Fai lure Rate:
DIPLEXER
Insertion Loss:
Isolation:
Fal lure Rate:
PRESELECTOR
Bandwidth (3°db):
Rejection:
Failure Rate:
POWER AMPLIFIER
Power Output:
Saturated Gain:
Failure Rate:
i
2115 mHz
50 mHz
+4.5 db
+15 + I db
2 db; -65dbm
0.0951%/1000 hours
2115 mHz nominal
+60 kHz
+10, +0, -2 db
-151 dbm, +2, -I db
-70 dbm to threshold
20 Hz threshold
267 Hz strong signal
1.0 Hz threshold
2.0 Hz at -70 dbm
3° peak at -70 dbm
] .285%/|000 hours
2295 mHz nominal
250 mw
+1.5 db
_uxi liary osci I lator or
Rece't,ver VCO
+10 -/short term
10 "6 long term
+4 rodians
1.8 mHz
40 db below unmodulated
corrier
0.2782%/1000 hours
I .0 watt
0.2919%/1000 hours
0.5 :tO. ] db receive
0.3 _0.1 db transmit
100 db xmtr to receiver
40 db receiver to xmtr
0.010%/1000 hours
40 mHz
40 db at +94 mHz
1(30 db at + 182 mHz
0.007%/I000 hours
50 watts minimum
30 db
2. 092°/o / 1000 hours
BAND-REJECT FILTER
Center Frequency:
Rejection:
Inse_ion Loss:
Failure Rate:
BANDPASS FILTER
Insertion Loss:
Bandwidth:
Isolation:
Failure Rate:
RANGING UNIT
Input Frequency:
Input Data:
Output:
Failure Rate:
CIRCULATOR SWITCH (3-port)
Insertion Loss:
Isolation:
Switching Power:
Failure Rate:
CIRCULATOR SWITCH (4-port)
Insertion Loss:
Isolation:
Switching Power:
Failure Rate:
COMMAND DETECTOR
Bit Rate:
Input S/No:
Output Bit Error Rate:
Synchronization Time:
Probabi li ty of Acqul si tion:
POWER SUPPLIES
Input Voltage:
Regulation:
Efficiency:
Failure Rote:
POWER SUPPLY (Power Amplifier)
Input Voltage:
Regulation:
Efficiency:
Fal lure Rate:
2115 mHz nominal
100 db over _ 10 mHz
0.3 db at 22<)5 mHz
0.010%/IO00 hours
I .0 db
30 mHz
lOOdbat _ 182mHz
0.010%/1000 hours
9.56 mHz
PN code (b clock (received)
PN code • clock
(regenerated)
0.260%/ 1000 hours
0.2, +0.2, -0.0 db
20 db minimum
30 mw
0.0211%/1000 hours
0.3, +0.2, -0 db
20 db minimum per section
60 mw
0.0422% / I000 hours
1 bps
+16.5 d_)'Hz minimumlxl0-
_ 12 minutes
0.99 at threshold
50v rms, 43%, -5%; 2.4
kHz _+0.01%
+ 2.0%
§0 - 85%
0.085%/1000 hours
37 - 108 vdc
+0.5%
80% minimum
0.085%/ 1000 hours
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Power Supplies -- All active components of the radio subsystem except the TWTA have
a.c. power supplies operating from the 2400-Hz, 50 volts nns regulated power buses.
Redundancy Control -- All switching functions in the radio subsystem are accom-
plished with the redundancy control unit. The unit determines switching requirements
based on subsystem sensor inputs, stored commands from the computer and sequencer,
or real-time Earth commands from the command path unit.
The redundancy control unit, in conjunction with the RF circulator switching net-
work, can perform any of the following switch functions:
i) Switchover to standby-redundant transponder.
2) Switchover to standby-redundant TWTA.
3) Route TWTA A output to either the low gain A, high gain, or medium gain
antennas.
4) Route TWTA B output to either the low gain B, high gain, or medium gain
antennas.
5) Route the launch transmitter output to either the low gain B, high gain, or
medium gain antennas.
6) Turn on or off both relay receivers, select the operating frequency, and
provide for data demodulator switchover after capsule landing.
The implementation of the redundancy control is described in the Task B report.
Command Detector -- The ccmmand detector proposed for use in the Voyager Task D
design reflects a change from the earlier Task B design in that a two-channel sys-
tem is used in place of the slngle-channel system previously recommended (see Sec-
tion 1.2.6.6). The basic difference in the two designs is that the dual-channel
employs two subcarriers for detector operation while the single-channel system uses
only one.
The f'_ction of the command detector is to detect PCM command data and bit synchron-
ization from the baseband signal obtained from the spacecraft receivers. It serves
as an input to the command decoder, providing an input signal consisting of (1) the
reconstructed bit stream, (2) bit sync, and (3) a detector "in lock" indication.
The detector, as previously mentioned, is of the two-channel type in which two sub-
carriers are used to form the baseband signal, one subcarrler for the synchroniza-
tion signal and the other for the command data. The synchronization signal is a
pseudorandom-noise sequence (PN code) which is coherently modulo-2 added to a
square-wave subcarrler (PN_2 fs). The PCM command data is bi-phase modulated on
a sinusoidal subcarrie_@ sin wst ).
The baseband signal, which is the input to the command detector, is the sum of
these two modulated subcarrlers. A block diagram of the Mariner '69 two-channel
command detector is shown in Figure 1.2.6-2.
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The detector consists of three basic channels: (i) subcarrler recovery (clock),
(2) bit sync (PN correlation), and (3) data.
The subcarrier recovery channel derives the coherent 2 fs clock frequency for the PN
sequence from the data subcarrler, W s (2_fs). This is accomplished by directing
the input baseband signal to the narrow-band (lO Hz) bandpass filter, where the
synchronization signal is stripped off (See Figure i.2.6-2). Phase ambiguity is
resolved by the x 2 multiplier (full-wave rectifier) which doubles the input frequen-
cy and shifts the phase 90 degrees. Unwanted harmonics of the multiplication are
filtered in the 2 fs bandpass filter. The signal is then amplitude limited and
directed to the loop phase detector. The phase lock loop coherently locks to the
input signal and serves as a source for the coherent 2 fs clock frequency.
Bit sync is obtained by correlation of the received PN sequence with the locally-
generated one. The input baseband signal is directed to the first phase detector
(Note l) in the sync channel. When the ground and airborne PN generators are
aligned, the output of the phase detector is fs_-90 degrees.
The output of the first phase detector is then amplified, filtered, and
amplitude-limlted before reaching the second phase detector. Here it is correlated
with a locally generated coherent frequency, fs_90 degrees. The output of the
second phase detector is detected by a matched filter and an "in lock" signal is
generated. The "in lock" indication means that the ground and airborne PN genera-
tors are aligned and in time synchronism. A second signal, "PN search inhibit," is
also generated when the detector is in lock; this signal inhibits the search mode
for the PN generator. When the "PN search inhibit" signal is absent, the PN gener-
ator is advanced 1 PN bit per code cycle until correlation (i.e., "in lock") occurs.
The PCM data is detected in the data channel. The baseband input signal is filter-
ed by the narrow-band (lO Hz), bandpass filter, where the synchronization signal
PN_2 fs is stripped off. The signal is amplitude limited before reaching the
command phase detector is then multiplied in the command phase detector by a local,
coherent reference frequency.
The output of the phase detector is the reconstructed command data bit stream.
The reconstructed data is detected by a matched filter and then passed on to the
C_Q_ A_n_r"
For the Mariner '69 detector shown in Figure 1.2.6-2, the threshold signal-to-nolse-
density ratio required at the detector input for a command data error rate of 1 x
i0-5 is 16.5 db.Hz (+ _ db).
This is a composite signal-to-nolse-density ratio, being composed of the s_ of
the sync channel and data channel slgnal-to-noise densities.
The power division in the baseband signal is such that the sync channel has twice
the power of the data channel. This division results in the following input signal-
to-noise densities to the sync and data channels.
(S/No) sync
(Sl o) ata
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The acquisition of the PN code is automatic and occurs when the subcarrier recovery
loop achieves lock and the PN generator is advanced until correlation is obtained.
The synchronization time is less than or equal to 12 minutes with a probability of
acquisition greater than 0.99 at threshold. Other characteristics of the detector
are listed below:
Data Bit Rate 1 bps
Prime Power 3 watts
Size 200 cu in.
Relay Receivers -- Significant changes have occurred in the relay receiver design
configuration since Task B. The relay receiving system configuration shown in
Figure 1.2.6-1 is the result of the trade study summarized in Section 1.2.6.6.
A conservative, noncoherent frequency-shlft-keyed (FSK) modulation scheme has been
assumed for the received capsule signals. A final selection of modulation techni-
que, data rates, and receiver configuration must await a technical interchange and
evaluation of system requirements between the capsule and spacecraft contractors and
the cognizant NASA centers.
The design selected for Task D is characterized by low-nolse preamplifiers pre-
ceding the _DO-mHz noncoherent-FSK receivers. Each of the two receivers is capable
of receiving data from either capsule by selection of the corresponding local os-
cillator.
One receiver is designed to meet the data requirements associated with the capsule
terminal descent TV experiment. This link operates for the final lO to 15 minutes
before landing at data rates of 50,000 to 200,000 bps. The recovered bit stream
and sync data from the detector are sent to the data storage subsystem for subse-
quent playback on the spacecraft-to-Earth link.
The second receiver is designed to handle both the low-rate (_i00 bps) capsule data
received during the separation-to-landing period as well as the postlanalng data
received at an assumed i000 bps. The recovered low-rate descent data and sync are
sent from the detector to the telemetry subsystem for real-time transmission to
Earth. The postlanding data recovered in the detector is sent to the data storage
subsystem for later transmission to Earth.
The high transmission rates available on the spacecraft-to-Earth link offer the
possibility of real-time feedthrough of high-data-rate capsule data. This capa-
bility could be provided by preempting the upper subcarrier spacecraft science data
channel and transmitting capsule data during the period it is being received. Such
an option is not currently implemented pending the outcome of the previously men-
tioned interchange meeting.
1.2.6.3 Physical Characteristics
The physical characteristics for the components of the radio subsystem are tabu-
lated in Table 1.2.6-2.
1.2.6.4 Interface Definition
Table 1.2.6-3 defines the specific subsystem interface characteristics.
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Table 1.2.6-2:
D2-115002-3
PHYSICALCHARACTERISTICS- RADIO SUBSYSTEM
COMPONENT
Transponder
Launch Transmitter*
Preamplifier
Diplexer
Couplers
Power Amplifiers*
Command Detector
Relay Receiving System
Miscellaneous Attachments
*Includes c;rculator switches,
**24 watts when launch xmtr is used.
TOTAL
QUANTITY
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
i
WEIGHT POWER
(Pounds) (Watts)
15"* ac
5O
16 200 dc
13 6 ac
14 20 ac
7 ----
100 241
1.2.6.5 Reliability
The assessed reliability for the radio subsystem is 0.964. This meets the goal
of 0.962 established for this subsystem. Detailed assessments are provided below:
Subsystem Elements Reliability ReliabilityAssessment Goal
Receivers and Ranging Units
Exciters
Power Amplifiers
Launch Transmitter
Descent Relay Radio
Postlanding Relay Radio
Command Detectors
Hybrid Combiner
Total Subsystem
1.2.6.6 Trade Study Summary
O.9845
O.9985
0.9938
O.9997
O.9975
0.9971
0.999_
0.9930
0.96_ 0.962
Trade studies were conducted on the power amplifier, S-band preamplifier, command
detector, and the relay receivers during Task D. The results of these studies are
summarized in Figures 1.2.6-3 through -6.
1.2.6.7 New Technology and Development Items
No new technology or development is required for the radio subsystem components.
1.2.6.8 Growth Potential
The basic flexibility of the subsystem configuration can accommodate changes both
in mission requirements and in interfacing subsystems without any significant re-
design. Higher power amplifier levels may be required to support the potential
increase in data rate for missions in the late '70's.
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1.2.7 Antenna Subsystem
The antenna subsystem for the flight spacecraft consists of four S-band antennas,
two VHF (400 mHz) antennas, the antenna controllers for the S-band high gain and
medium gain antennas, and the structures and transmission lines associated with
each antenna.
1.2.7.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
The following design constraints and requirements are satisfied by the antenna sub-
system design:
i) Provide for uplink communications with the flight spacecraft from shroud
separation through end of mission by a low gain, nonsteerable antenna
configuration.
2) Provide a VHF (400 + 20mHz) receiving antenna system for the relay link
from the capsule from separation through the postlanding period.
3)
4)
Provide S-band antennas capable of receiving from Earth in the 2115 + 5 mHz
band and transmitting to Earth in the 2295 + 5 mHz band.
Provide rlght-hand circularly-polarized antennas for downlink communications
with ellipticity not exceeding 0.5 db on axis for the high gain and medium
gain antennas.
1.2.7.2. Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
The antenna subsystem,
l)
2)
3)
as detailed in Figure 1.2.7-i, is comprised of
Two S-band, low gain antenns with fixed omnidirectional toroidal patterns.
An S-band, 13.T-foot, two-axis-drive parabolic high gain antenna, with
peak gain of 37 db worst case.
An S-band, 36-inch, single-axis-drive medium gain antenna, with peak gain
^_ 24 n_ _n_st case.
5)
6)
A fixed, _30-mHz, directional helical array relay antenna, with a peak
gain of 13 db.
A fixed, _30-mHz, directed dipole relay antenna.
Antenna controllers for the S-band high gain and medium gain antennas.
Low Gain Antennas -- The two low gain antennas (LGA's) are similar to the Lunar
Orbiter biconical antenna described in Section 4.1 of the Voyager Task A Report,
D2-82709-1. The optimum antenna orientations and boom lengths will be determined
by an experimental antenna pattern range study carried out on a scale model of the
spacecraft.
High Gain Antenna -- The high gain antenna (HGA) is a paraboloid of revolution
having a circular aperture 164 inches (13.7 feet) in diameter, with a gain of
1-203
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37, +i, -0 db and a half-power beamwidth of 2.2 degrees. The focal-length-to-
diameter ratio (f/D) will be 0.33, consistent with envelope constraints on the
spacecraft prior to deployment.
The feed selected for illuminating the circular parabolold is a cup-mounted turn-
stile located at the focus and supported by a central column which is also the
outer conductor of a rigid, open, coaxial transmission llne. The reflector is
a honeycomb-sandwlch shell, attached to a tubular support arm by means of a
central fitting and star-shaped local reinforcement of the shell. The edge of
the shell is stiffened sufficiently to prevent local thermal distortion or
buckling.
The shape of the inner surface of the shell is subject to electrical requirements
for gain and pointing accuracy. Tolerable errors in the shape of this surface
after orbit insertion are expressed as random and systematic deviations from true
parabolic contour. The design goal for these errors is 0.14 inch for systematic
edge deflections, and 0.32 inch peak-to-peak for random deviations.
The antenna is mounted on a deployed, two-axis steering mechanism comprised of
integral coax transmission lines and rotary joints. The steering mechanism is
driven by a control system which will maintain the galn of the antenna toward
Earth within the -1.9 db-contour off peak gain, corresponding to 0.6 degree per
axis in each of two orthogonal axes. The design of the pointing controls is des-
cribed on page 1-207
Figure 1.2.7-2 illustrates the range of Earth look angles during late cruise and
orbit, beginning at the point where the LGA link performance is at the threshold
level and transmission over the HGA is begun. The plot shows the look angles for
three cases of the 1973 launch window: (i) earliest, (2) average, and (3)
latest date of arrival. The orbit period is shown for b months after the latest
date of arrival. The required steering angles for the HGA controller mechanism
will be 36 degrees for one axis and 40 to 45 degrees on the other. The possible
angles for orbit insertion are over a wider range; however, the axes of rotation
have been picked to accommodate these angles.
The orientation of the rotation axes are:
i) Principal Axis: Parallel to a llne at a cone angle of 90 degrees, clock angle
of 185 degrees.
2) Secondary Axis: Parallel to a line at a cone angle of 90 degrees, clock angle
of 275 degrees.
Medium Gain Antenna -- The medium gain antenna (MGA) is used as a backup for the
HGA. The MGA design is similar to that of the 36-inch Lunar Orbiter high gain
antenna. The polarization will be right-hand circular with an axial ratio no
greater than 1.59 over the half-power beamwldth. The operating frequency is from
2290 to 2300 mHz. The peak gain of the antenna is 24.0, +0.5, -0 db. The swivel
mount is capable of steering in one axis. The ecliptic plane has been selected
as the steering plane, based on a desire to optimize coverage during the encounter
and orbital period.
Relay Link Antennas -- The VHF (400mHz) antennas selected for the relay link are
(a) an array of two helical antennas for the hlgh-rate mode needed during entry and
(b) a directed dipole for the low-rate modes used during descent and postlandlng.
1-205
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The helical antenna array (Figure 1.2.7-3) will have a half-power beamwidth of
60 degrees in the orbital plane and 39 degrees out of the orbital plane. This
beamwidth is sufficient to provide the coverage required for the various possible
trajectories that the capsule could follow. The array of helical antennas will have
a peak gain of 13 db.
The directed dipole (Figure 1.2.7-4) will provide the spacecraft with 360 degrees
coverage in the plane of the orbit. The gain pattern in the plane of the orbit
will be tailored to provide uniform coupling between spacecraft and capsule antennas
over the orbital path (Figure 1.2.7-5). It should be noted here that although the
orbi_ precession about Mars is on the order of 1/2 degree per day, the advantage
of tailoring the gain pattern to achieve uniform coupling can be realized for several
months after separation. The beamwidth of the directed dipole out of the plane of
the orbit will be about lO0 degrees. The directed dipole will have a peak gain of
5 db, with front-to-back ratio of l_ db. Since the dipole will present linear
polarization, the coupling between the circular polarized antenna on the capsule
and this antenna will experience at least 3-db polarization loss.
HGA Controller -- The position controller for the HGA is identical for the two
axes (this type of control unit is also used for the MGA, science scan platform,
and UV spectrometer). A stepping motor and digital encoder are housed inside a
harmonic drive gear reduction. The stepping motor and gearing produce antenna
motion in increments of 0.2 degree so that antenna drive position can be selected
to within + O.1 degree. Antenna drive is commanded either by computer and sequencer
stored inputs or by real-tlme cammand decoder inputs. Detailed design descriptions
of the controllers are given in the structural and mechanical subsystem, Section
1.2.10.
Performance Characteristics -- Table 1.2.7-1 presents all performance characteris-
tics of the major elements of the antenna subsystem.
1.2.7.3 Physical Characteristics
Weights of the antenna subsystem components are presented in Table 1.2.7-2.
physical characteristics are shown in Figures 1.2.7-1, 1.2.7-3, and 1.2.7-_.
1.2.7.4 Interface Definition
Other
Antenna subsystem interfaces are summarized in Table 1.2.7-3.
1.2.7.5 Reliability and Safety
Reliability goal and assessments for the antenna subsystem, for the 1973 mission,
are shown in Table 1.2.7-4.
Subsystem reliability studies were based on the backup operational mode using the
medium gain antenna in the event that the high gain antenna should fail. This
mode yields a subsystem reliability assessment of 0.998_ as reflected by the right
column in the table above. In the event that worst-case conditions should require
the high gain antenna to transmit all data back to Earth, the subsystem reliability
is 0.9835 as reflected by the center column of the table above.
Safety -- Previous studies have indicated that the RF radiation at the near-field
boundary of the high gain antenna durin_ integrated system checkout of the power
amplifiers may exceed the O.O1 watts/cm allowable maximum limit for personnel
1-207
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Required Gain with
Spacecraft at Apoapsis
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"Spacecraft at Peria
NOTE: Spacecraft relative gain pattern
required to provide 360 ° of uniform coverage.
The plane of this pattern is the orbital plane.
Figure 1.2.7-5: DESIRED PATTERN OF DIRECTED DIPOLE RELAY ANTENNA
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Table I .2.7-I: ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
LOW-GAIN ANTENNA (OMNI DIRECTIONAL)
Gain: +2.0 db peak; -6 db over 95% of sphere
Beamwidth (3-db):Omnidirectional (toroidal pattern)
Axial Ratio: 1.6 (tyl01cal, equatorial plane)
VSWR: 1.7:1
Lead Lass: - 0.9 db maximum
HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA (PRIME)
Gain: +37.0, +1.0, -0 clb
Beamwidth (3-all0): 2.2 degrees
Axial Ratio: 1.6 at -3 d5, I .06 on axis
VSWR: 1.5:1
Lead Lass: - 1.0 db maximum
MEDIUM-GAIN ANTENNA (BACKUP)
Gain: +24.0, +0.5, -0 db
Beamwidth (3-db): 9.3 degrees
Axial Ratio: 1.06 or1 axis
VSWR: 1.5:1
Lead Loss: - 0.8 db maximum
RELAY ANTENNA (HELIX ARRAY)
Gain: +13.0, +0.5, -0db
Beamwidth (3-db): 60 degrees in orbital plane; 39 degrees
out of orbital plane
Axial Ratio: 1.06 on axis
VSWR: I .21:1
Lead Loss: -0.5, +0.0, -0.5 db
RELAY ANTENNA (DIRECTED DIPOLE)
Gain: +5.0, +0.5, -0.5 db
Beamwidth (3-db): 120 degrees in orbital plane; 100 degrees
out of orbital plane
Axial RaHo: OO (linear polarization)
VSWR: 1.5:1
Lead Loss: -1.0, +0.5, -0.0 db
ANTENNA CONTROLLERS
Pointing Accuracy: + 0.1 degrees in each axis
(See section 1.2.10 for additional cantroller characteristics)
Table 1.2.7-2:
I I I I II el I I
ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS
ITEM
High-Gain Antenna
Dish and Feed
Boom and Hinge
Stowage Mechanisms
Deployment Mechanisms
Pointing Control, 2-Axis
Secondary Support Structures
Medium-Gai n Antenna
Dish and Feed
Boom
Stowage Mechanism
Deployment Mechanism
Pointing Control, l-Axis
Low-Gain Antennas (2)
Antennas (2)
Booms(2)
Stowage Mechanisms (2)
Deployment Mechanisms (2)
Relay Helical Antenna
Relay Dipole Antenna
Support Mounts: MGA, LGA (2), and
Relay Antennas
TOTAL
WEIGHT (Pounds)
158.0
82.0
25.0
4.0
6.0
20.0
21.0
15.0
2.5
5.0
1.5
1.5
4.5
10.0
1.0
5.0
1.5
2.5
14.0
1.0
10.0
208.0
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Table 1.2.7-4:
SUBSYSTEM ELEMENTS
I ow-Oain S-band Antennas
Low-Gain Antenna A
Low-Galn Antenna B
Medium-, High-Gain Antenna
Medium-Gain Antenna
High-Galn Antenna
Relay Antenna (Helix Array)
Rekly Antenna (Dij_cl_d Dipole)
TOTAL
SINGLE
THREAD
ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY
ASSESSED RELIABILITY
REDUNDANT REDUNDANT LGA,
LGA MGA BACK-UP HGA
0.9897
0.9897
0.9924
0.9854
0.99909
0.99910
0.99989
0.9854 }
0.99909
0.99910
0.9835
0,99989
0.99989
0.99909
0.99910
0.9980
RELIABILITY
GOAL
0.995
safety. Procedural safeguards will be implemented to restrict approach distances
during testing. No other safety problems are anticipated.
1.2.7.6 Trade Study Su_nary
A detailed trade study was conducted during Task D to define the relay receiving
antennas. The results are summarized in Figure 1.2.7-6.
1.2.7.7 New Technology and Development Items
No new technology or development is required for the antenna subsystem components.
All necessary design represents a minor extension of current technology and design
techniques.
1.2.7.8 Growth Potential
The design and coverage capability of the antenna subsystem low gain antennas is
adequate for later missions. The higher data rates proposed in 1975 and 1979
flights may require a larger high gain antenna. The subsystem design and pointing
control techniques are expected to be satisfactory for HGA diameters up to 20 feet.
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1.2.8 Computing and Sequencln6 Subsystem (C&S)
1.2.8.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
The C&S will consist of two integral units: a data processing unit (DPU) and a
command path unlt (CPU).
l) The data processing unit wlll execute all commands independent of the command
path unit.
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
The data processing unlt will provide time-dependent outputs to switch the
flight spacecraft subsystems between their modes of operation.
Output time will be wired and/or set into the DPU at launch so that it is
capable of executing all functions from launch to the end of the mission
without the use of ground commands, except for interplanetary trajectory
corrections or orbit trim maneuvers.
Event times in the DPU that are dependent on the particular mission,
trajectory, or trajectory dispersions, will be capable of being updated
by RF command.
The DPU will provide a time reference to the data handling subsystem and
will provide a counting capability for integration of discrete signals.
The DPU will be capable of providing for the following flight spacecraft
operations: prelaunch operations; launch operations; automatic acquisition;
interplanetary cruise operations controlled on a time-dependent basis; flight
spacecraft-capsule preseparation and separation sequencing, orbital insertion
maneuver sequencing, and sequencing associated with solar, Canopus and Earth
occultation modes; orbital operation sequencing on a mlssion-lndependent
basis; planetary observation sequencing; and updating of the steerable
antenna position.
T) The total state of the DPU and its outputs will be nonvolatile in the event
of power transients or power dropout.
8) The logical organization of the C&S wlll be based on a cycled, special-purpose
computer approach.
9) Timed outputs represented by the following categories wlll be provided by the
DPU;
a) Cumulative reference times from launch either independent of or
dependent on launch date.
b) Cumulative reference times from arrival at the planet either
independent of or dependent on date of arrival.
c) Cumulative reference times from receipt of radio-inltiate command.
d) Periodic reference times initiated at launch or by the time outputs
of a), b), or c).
I-215
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e) Reference time which is cyclic in nature but with varying periods
initiated by on-board sensors or by the timed outputs of a), b),
or C) •
f) Ground command variable (prior to execution) time intervals initiated
by the timed outputs of a), b), or c).
The DPU will have the capability to receive the following inputs from the
CPUfor immediate execution, or for storage and delayed execution:
a) Start time for interplanetary trajectory correction and orbit trim
maneuver sequences.
b) The magnitudes and directions for planetary vehicle turns for inter-
planetary trajectory correction and orbit trim maneuvers, for flight
spacecraft-flight capsule separation attitude or orientation, and for
the orbital insertion maneuver.
c) Magnitude of the velocity increments to be provided by the propulsion subsys-
tem for the interplanetary trajectory correction and orbit trim maneuvers.
d) Start times for capsule preseparation maneuver, for the capsule
separation sequence, and for the orbital insertion maneuver sequence.
e) Timed event sequences associated with orbital operations.
ll) The CPUwill decode and execute functions independent of the DFU. The CPU
will minimize command acquisition time with the radio subsystem.
12) The CPUwill be capable of updating, through the C&S, initiate times of
all events.
13)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
The CPU will provide all maneuver command words to the DPU for storage.
The CPUwill command backup for events initiated by the DPU.
The CPU will provide command words to the DAE to turn on or off various
science instruments and recorders. 2
Data rate between the CPU and DPU will be 6.4 kc.
Data rate to DAE from the C&S will be 4.8 kc.
Command bit rate from the radio subsystem to the CPUwill be i bit per
second.
Unreferenced end-circuits will be employed in the C&S as necessary to avoid
circuit return paths through circuit wiring and/or electrical ground net. A
number of unreferenced end-circuits sharing a common circuit return need
not have individually isolated return terminals.
The return terminals of referenced end-circuits will be connected to the
circuit common for the containing equipment.
2 In Vol. 4, Section 4.0, it is recommended to incorporate the data automation
equipment (DAE) command functions in the C&S. The C&S would then interface
directly with the science subsystem, providing time, sequencing, on-off control
and scan platform control.
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1.2.8.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
The computer and sequencer subsystem as shown in Figure 1.2.8-1 consists of two
data processors, an interprocessor control unit, two oscillator/registers, two
command path units (CPU), and a redundant signal conditioning unit.
Data Processor Unit -- Two data processors (Figure 1.2.8-2) will execute the flight
program simultaneously and synchronously under normal operating conditions. Error
detection and correction techniques are incorporated to provide for failure mode
operation. Parity checking and generation for all words "read from" or "written
in" memory, as well as interprocessor word comparison, is provided to give
essentially a programmed majority vote capability for information transfers. The
data processor program also features diagnostic and self-checklng routines to
inhibit erroneous outputs. A basic internal bit rate of 6.4 kc was selected to
accommodate the data processing rate of the mission sequences. The memory is a
random access, by word, and serial-by-bit magnetic core system.
All commands from mission control to the DPU will go through the command path
units (CPU). On receipt of a valid command for the DPU, the CPU will generate
a data ready signal. The data ready signal will cause the DPU to interrupt and
switch to a special subroutine to accept incoming commands. Once the command
acceptance subroutine is entered, the DPUwill shift the command into both pro-
cessors. The incoming commands are stored in memory locations specified by the
subroutine. The commands may be either of the following types:
l) Immediately Executed Commands -- The DPU will initiate execution of these
commands within 1 second. These may be dlscretes, timed angular maneuvers,
magnitude integrations for velocity maneuvers, or antenna or platform
positioning commands.
2) Stored Progrsm Commands -- These commands perform the flight program sequences,
updating of spacecraft time, telemetry outputs, and error detection and
correction routines.
The DPU must perform a large number of discrete commands (as identified in Section
1.2.8.4) to fire squibs, switch guidance and control functions, and to sequence
telemet_, modes. Timed angunlar commands are executed to perform maneuvers about
the roll, pitch, or yaw axis. Magnitude commands are used to perform velocity
maneuvers causing the firing of the midcourse engines and integration of the
accelerometer for velocity change.
The DPU provides updating commands for the high gain antenna throughout the
mission. These commands contain angular position and a periodic time for updating
the antenna. During the mission, antenna pointing commands will be executed first
by comparing the antenna position obtained from a digital shaft encoder, and then
issuing the appropriate direction signals based on this comparison. Then the
periodic time value will be added to spacecraft time for the next updating of the
antenna. When the time interval has elapsed, the angular value of the command
will be incremented 0.2 degree, and the new angle commanded.
At launch, the DPUwill be loaded from launch control at 200 words per second
through the CPU. The DPU will receive a load signal from launch control. A fixed-
wired program will load and then readout the entire memory content for verification.
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SUBSYSTEM
Power
Launch Control
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Sci
Pyrotechnics
Propu Ision
Data Stora
Telemetry
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Control
Power
COMMAND
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D2-115002-3
COMMAND PATH
UNIT NO.1
CDC
COMMAND
DECODER
SELECTION LOGIC
COMMAND
:R
OUTPUT
COMBIN
SIGNAL
CONDITIONING
SCD
COMMAND PATH 2
C DC I NT BTC
CONTROL RESIGTER
& CTU TIMING
WTC
I AC-TO-DC
CONVERTER
+4.5 +5 +15
INL CTL INR
I OUTPUT MATRIX]_DECODER OMD
CTL BTC I NR
J INITIALIZELOGIC (INR)
VELOCITY F
CONVERSION
REGISTER (VOR)
i
J INTERRUPT
_L_GISTER INT ]
INR
I COUNTDOWN
I CHAIN (CDC)
J BIT COUNTER(B C)
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CDC
H BTC
-_WTC
I TIMING COUNTER
The functional blocks in No. 2 units are the same
as those shown in No. 1 units above.
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Figure 1.2.8-2: COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The DPU incorporates provision for special interrupt functions while executing the
main flight program. There are ll interrupts presently required to be executed;
some are associated with the flight program, such as spacecraft time and telemetry.
Four interrupts, Sun occultation, Canopus occultation, llmb crossing, and terminator
crossing, are implemented to provide initiation times for orbital events. The
spacecraft time is recorded automatically under program control within the DPU
whenever these events occur. Then, by program subroutine, orbital event sequences
may be initiated from this recorded time.
Spacecraft time is derived from the oscillator/reglster and accumulated in each
processor in three locations in the memory. Time is accumulated in 1-second
increments to provide a _otal time capacity of 776 days. Spacecraft time is
accurate to 1 part in l0 U over the transit interval between Earth and Mars, and
provides accurate arrival time for orbit insertion of + 20 seconds without ground
m
updating. Each processor is programmed to provide error detection and correction
of spacecraft time, using internal parity and past event checking routines as well
as interprocessor data transfer for correction. The DPU provides timed outputs, on
a time-dependent basis, to flight spacecraft subsystems for switching systems be-
tween various modes of operation.
Command Path Unit -- Figure 1.2.8-3 shows the functional block diagram for the
preferred command path unit design. Each command path unit decodes the received
commands from the command detector in the radio subsystem and provides independent
command word outputs to the DPU and DAE subsystems. Redundant implementations with
dual outputs are provided to avoid a single-thread path for critical DPUupdate
functions, such as trajectory corrections.
Each CPU also provides a real-time backup decoding and executing capability
independently of the DPU. The redundant decoded outputs are combined in a
command output combiner to reduce interface complexity and cable weight. A
single-thread interface with the other spacecraft subsystems is permitted because
the command decoding function of the command path units are primarily backup for
commands that will normally be executed by the DPU subsystem. A dual-thread inter-
face for critical functions can be implemented for a penalty in command output
combiner weight and external wiring weight.
A separate power conditioner is provided for each CPU to prevent a single power
supply failure from causing subsystem failure. Each power conditioner has the
capability to operate from either power bus so that a power bus failure does
not remove subsystem redundancy.
Signals from a command detector located in the radio subsystem enter the detector
selection logic. When an inlock signal is presented to the CPU, the control logic
permits data to enter the command register (unless internal command processing or
execution is occurring). The use of this inlock command data gate thereby inhibits
command processing if command modulation is lost. As input data is shifted through
the command register, the 30-bit AND gate continuously looks for the presence of
word sync in the input data. Upon detection of word sync by this gate, the control
logic resets the command register to all zeros except for the input stage. During
the remainder of the command verify and execute period, word sync signals are
ignored by the control logic. The control logic detects this overflow and inhibits
further input data until verification and execution (if verified) are accomplished.
In this manner, the command register is tlme-shared and used as a ring counter
during the data fill mode. This eliminates the need for a Modulo counter in the
control logic. Parity is checked on the actual contents of the command register
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rather than on its input to prevent a failed register from receiving correct data
which would then be sorted and executed falsely. Register-contents-parlty-checklng
is performed by circulating the command register data twice through the control
logic while at the same time the parity check logic operates on the serial
data. The contents are also loaded into the telemetry buffer during the second
circulation. An execute signal is generated by the control logic for real-tlme
command inltlat_on if (1) the data pssses the parity check, (2) the address check
logic verifies that the command was intended for the subject spacecraft, and (3)
the real-time con_nand is verified. Alternatively, if parity and spacecraft address
check, "data-ready signals" are generated if the data is intended for the DPU or
DAE subsystems. The control logic perfon, s these functions, using inputs from the
subsystem data select logic.
For data to be decoded by subsystems other than the command path unit, the data-
ready signal causes the DAE or DPU to transmit clock pulses to the interface buffer.
When appropriate, the control logic uses these clock pulses to shift bits 1-27 from
the command register through the interface buffer to the appropriate subsystem.
_ae data transfer operation occurs in less than 1 second (a bit time), so that no
forced time-gap constraint exists between successive commands.
Oscillator/Register -- The computer and sequencer's (C&S) CPU and DPU derive all
operational times from the oscillator/register unit. This block consists of two
precision crystal oscillators and the associated countdown registers cross-coupled
together feeding pulses to the triplicated majority courts,down chain. Failure in
one oscillator/reglster will not affect the operations of the other.
Signal Conditioning -- All inputs and outputs for the C&S are processed through
the signal conditioning unit. This unit provides interface compatibility between
the C&S and other subsystems (refer to section for interface definitions).
The performance characteristics of the C&S are summarized in Tables 1.2.8-1 and
1.2.8-2.
The C&S electrical interfaces with other spacecraft subsystems are shown in Figures
1.2.8-4 and 1.2.8-5.
The C&S will provide (and accept) four different types of electrical signals to
the spacecraft subsystems. These electrical inputs and outputs are transformer-
coupled to provide unreferenced end circuits and to eliminate multiple ground
return paths. The a.c. signals are integrated to obtain a discrete level and to
provide noise immunity. The four types of signals are described in the following
paragraphs.
l) Burst Square Wave _---lOOms---_
2)
A 6-volt, 4.8-kc pulse train with a duration of approximately lO0
milliseconds. Signal is used for interfaces that involve electro-
explosive device firing, and for those requiring signals to drive
latching devices such as fllp-flops and latching solenoids.
Square Wave (On-Off) ___J-_--___
A 6-volt amplitude uniform square wave with a frequency of _.8-kc.
square wave is either present or not present to provide a signal
similar to a discrete level voltage change.
The
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Table 1.2.8-I: DATA PROCESSING UNIT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
PARAMETERS PLRFORMANCL CttARACTLRISIlCS
Reliability
Memory -- each (2)
• Capacity
• Type
Command Capabi llty
Bit Rate (Operating)
Word Length (External and Internal)
Word Rate
Program Modes
Program Routines
• Immediate Execution Modes
(Highest Priority)
• Stored Program Mode
• Interrupt Modes
Storage Modes
• Automatic Sequential Storage
• Random Access Storage
Computation
• Word Addition
• Serial Comparison
• Magnitude Addition
Spucecraft Clock
• Type
• Capacity
• Least Significant Bit
• Accuracy
• Reset Modes
Velocity Conversion Register
Input Rate
Telemetry Memoly Storage
0.9614
1024 words (27,648)
Multiaperture Core
140
6.4 kc
27 bits
I word/5 milliseconds
Immediate Execution Stored Proglam
Magnitude computation, comparison and execution
Discrele execution jump (instruction sequunc_
modi ficatlon)
Stored program address execution
Telemeter memory
Magnitude computation, comparison and execution,
discrete execution, wait time computation, com-
parison and execution
Jump (instruction sequence modification)
Compare time comparison and execution
Store Sun occultation time
Store Earth occuhation time
Store Canopus occultation time
Command loath unit interrupt
Spacecraft time computation
Telemeter C&S date
Terminator classing time
Limb crossing time
Inertial reference
Separation
Load memory & reset clock
I commandwords/stored word
2 command words/stored wold
I word/5 msec
26 bits/5 msec
lO bits/second
Binary
776 days, 17 hours, 37 minutes, 44 seconds
I .0 second
I part in I00 in 215 days
To Zero - manual, total _ount, ,'rod comm_nd
Time - command
600 pps
16 (26-bit wo_
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Table 1.2.8-2:
PARAMETERS
COMMAND PATHUNIT PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS
PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS
m
Approximate number of commands 123 burst squarewave outputs
60 squarewave (ON-OFF)
Command word length Same as Task B
Sync word length 30 bits
Number of addressable spacecraft
Error detection
Subsystem re I iabi I i ty assessme nt
4
Parity, plus special coding for real-time
commands
0.959
Command path unit reliability 0.9977
assessment.
Internal clocking rate 4.8 kbps
10-20Probability of false command per
command (executed by com-
mand path u_nit) with bit error
rate of 10-'_
Probabllity of command word error
to DPU orDAE with bit error
rate of 10-4
Growth capability
Command bit rate
DAE and DPU word length
Output interfaces
Fal lure modes
10-16
12 factorialcommands
I bit per second
27 bits
4.8 kc clock trains (none discrete level)
6.4 kc clocking rate to DPU
No single failure can cause a false
command
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3) Timing Pulse Train
A 6-volt amplitude clock reference pulse train of uniform pulses used
for providing clock timing trains of desired frequencies and for
synchronization.
4)
Data Pulse Train _ [-I
A 6-volt amplitude pulse train of binary information for data trans-
mission between the C&S and other subsystems.
Figure 1.2.8-6 shows the preferred design electrical output function interface
configuration of the C&S with another typical subsystem. The CPU has fail-safe
redundant coding and output logic, combined in a single-output transformer for
each output function. The DPU has fail-safe redundant coding and output logic
in each processor for critical output functions, e.g., propulsion ignition and
orbit insertion maneuvers. This configuration ensures that a single failure will
not cause a false command to be issued, nor prevent the sending of a true command.
For noncritical output commands (e.g., some appendages deployment, and certain
mode switching), a single output circuit in the DPU is controlled from either
processor. The two on-off type square-wave outputs from the C&S subsystem are
synchronous and of opposite phase. In the event of an "on" failure in one sub-
system, the other can still control the output function by appropriate use of the
biphase signals through "exclusive or" logic in the receiving subsystem.
1.2.8.3 Physical Characteristics
The C&S physical characteristics are summarized below:
Weight 68.4 pounds
Power 68.8 watts average
78.4 watts peak
Volume 3708 cubic inches
1.2.8.4 Interface Definition
The C&S has electrical, thermal, and structural interfaces with other spacecraft
subsystems. Mechanical and thermal interfaces are controlled by packaging design,
and are summarized below:
Thermal -- Radiation and conduction heat transfer to maintain operating temperature
of the C&S within limits of 35OF to 95°F.
Structural -- Mechanical interface to provide structural support and mounting.
Electrical interfaces are shown in Figure 1.2.8-4 and 1.2.8-5.
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1.2.8.5 Reliability
The assessed reliability is shown in Table 1.2.8-3_
Table 1.2.8-3:
(Computing and Sec
SUBSYSTEM ELEMENTS
Data Processor
Signal Conditioning & Processing
Output Matrix Decoder
Comparator
Memory
I nterprocessor Comparator
Triple Majority Vote
I nterprocessor Comparator
Transfer Control
Oscillator/Register
Command Path Unit
Selection Logic
Command Decoder
Output Combiner
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
uencing Subsystem)
RELIABILITY
ASSESSMENT
0.9739
0.9976
0.9986
0.9909
0.9999
0.999991
0.999998
0.999998
0.99995
0.9978
0.99995
0.9614
0.9999
0.9977
RELIABILITY
GOAL
Total Subsystem 0.959 0.942
0.9999
Mission critical functions that
can be controlled by either
the DPU or the CPU
The C&S mission reliability is achieved by using redundant processors, with self-
checking and error-detecting programs, with the interprocessor control to permit
the transfer and comparison of information between processors and redundant real-
time command paths. When the two DPU's are operating out of synchronization as a
result of transients, an operational case of particular interest occurs. Internal
self-checklng and error-detection programs cannot distinguish between the data
processor that is operating on the correct segment of the mission profile and the
one which is in error. Resynchronization will be accomplished by ground commands
issued through the CPU. With the exception of this single error, the preferred
C&S design is capable of meeting the design requirements of:
• CPU& DPUfunctional independence
The ability to perform the mission with single catastrophic failures in
either the CPU or DPUor both.
Data Processing Unit -- The DPU employs a cooperative parallel-path type of
redundancy with failure detection and passivation capabilities to achieve the
allocated reliability through hard_are and software techniques.
Specifically the DPU is designed to:
l) P_ssivate single failures in output logic and interface circuits through
redundancy.
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2)
3)
Detect internal processor faults through parity and comparison tests.
Initiate self-diagnostlc tests in each processor to determine, and in
the majority of cases to correct or work around, the faults through soft-
ware.
4) Exercise those signal paths critical to the performance of mission-
critical functions prior to execution to ensure readiness.
The nonsync error mentioned above which cannot be corrected or diagnosed
on-board will place the DPU into the halt mode and be corrected by
commands through the CPU.
Command Path Unit -- The CPU employs a parallel-path type of redundancy. The unit
functions primarily as a backup for the DPU in command execution and provides a
means of accumulating and verifying ground-transmitted data prior to passing the
command to the DPU for processing. Failure detection and passivation in the CPU
is strictly passive; the philosophy is not to execute the stored commands and to
initiate real-time commands as a workaroundo The parallel path redundancy ensures
functional performance with a single failure. The preferred design within each
path also utilizes forced shift of data and redundant coding to prevent false
command actuation by spurious signals and transients.
Oscillator/Reglster -- The oscillator/reglster is made dual-redundant. Normally,
both paths are operatlng_feeding the CPU and DPU. However, the two paths are
cross-coupled so that the failure of one, which will result in a d.c. output will
not affect the other. The clock pulses are a.c. coupled through transformers.
The C&S as configured will be capable of performing the mission with a minimum
of one failure in each unit without degradation. The DPU in selective modes
can still operate with multiple failures.
Failure Detection -- Each processor parlty-checks every word read out of memory.
After parity check, each word is compared with the corresponding word from the
other processor in the interprocessor comparator (CPR). For critical functions,
errors in loading the command register (C_4R) will be detected by including a
compare instruction in the subroutine which circulates the word through the CMR
while comparing it with the contents of the memory location from which it
originated.
Identifiabilit7 and Performance Effects of Single Failures in the Data Processors
l) Failures in Function Decodin6 and Output Interface -- The signal path from
command register through output matrix decoder (OMD) to the output function
interface is sufficiently redundant to operate correctly in the presence of
a single fault (permanent or transient). The command word in the C_4R pre-
sents the coded command in two identical lO-bit locations. Each lO-bit
code is decoded in the OMD by independent logic chains and the result com-
bined in an AND gate. This function insures against single failure misfires
since a command cannot be issued without agreement between the redundant
logic paths. Failure to issue the command is avoided by providing the same
output function to the subsystem load from the second data processor.
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Assuming a single failure, one of the processors will supply the correct
output and the failed processor will have no output.
2) Memory Location or Parity Generator Failure -- A single failure in a memory
location or in the parity check on readout and identification of the failed
processor is immediate. It will be passlvated by automatically switching to
a HALT mode.
3) Permanent Hardware Failures in Other Locations -- Permanent hardware failures
in locations other than the output gating will produce discrepancy between
processors in program sequence or data word content. The discrepancy will
eventually be detected by the CPR which will initiate self-dlagnostlc tests
by each processor. In most cases the presence of a permanently failed
component can be detected, the failed processor can be halted, and the
healthy processor returned to its normal program. The diagnostic routine is
one that examines the present value and two past values of time for the
correct magnitudes. The routine uses the instructions ADD, SUBTRACT, COMPARE,
BRANCH, and JUMP. In addition, the interrupt instructions required to detour
the program through the test and return to the point of interruption are
exercised. This diagnostic test will detect failures in all registers (except
VCR and MAR) since they must all shift while loading serially. Much, but not
all, associated gating is also tested.
Some component failures cannot be detected by this diagnostic test. Examples
are"
Control register (CTL) gating associated with instructions not used
in the test.
• Failure of memory access to locations not used in this test.
Transient Failures -- A much larger class of single failures that will not be
identifiable are those due to transient effects. If one bit of an instruction
or address word for example were lost due to some transient effect, the two
processors could easily arrive at different program addresses or simply differ
on the content of a data word. The discrepancy would be signalled by the CPR,
each processor would execute its own diagnostic test, and no malfunction would
_^_ detected. In _._ cases _w single __nt...........fai!ures, no evidence remains
in the processors that can distinguish between the disturbed and healthy pro-
cessors. The difficulty can be resolved in all cases by a third synchronous
computer located at the SFOF.
Recommended Configuration and Operating Procedure -- Possible design approaches
are listed on the trade summary sheet. Only design approaches No. 3 and No. 5
have sufficient redundancy to completely satisfy the minimum success requirements.
However, these approaches carry a heavy penalty in power, weight, and volume com-
pared to the recommended approach (No. 2). As described above, the two synchronous
processors (approach No. 2) can automatically compensate for the effects of a large
proportion of the possible slngle-component failures. Furthermore, with the addi-
tion of certain command procedures, the probability of successful operation can be
significantly improved. Therefore, the failure criterion was relaxed with respect
to the use of cow,hands. Specifically, reliance on the command path will be accepted
for the special failure cases that cannot be handled automatically by two coopera-
tive synchronous processors.
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For critical functions, particularly orbit insertion, special operating procedures
are required. Backup commands for initiation and termination of critical functions
will be transmitted and timed to take effect via the command path within the C&S
just after the processors should have executed the corresponding commands. When
processor discrepancy Is detected and one failed processor cannot be identified.
both processors will switch to passive state (no outputs to other subsystems)
leaving the command path free to execute the scheduled functions. Other operating
procedures include special tests that will be inserted into the processor program
to verify the processor's ability to perform an anticipated critical function. For
example, before execution of orbit insertion maneuvers, the velocity conversion
register (VCR) will be operated and a sum check performed on all memory locations
used by the subroutines that accomplish the maneuvers.
These tests will exercise all registers used for the critical functions. The
tests are designed to produce arithmetic results which are compared with stored
constants. Processors failing the test are automatically switched to passive
state. During noncritical mission periods, a ground-based third processor (or
equivalent simulation) will be used to evaluate the performance of the two on-
board processors as reported by telemetry, i_e command path will be used to carry
out error detection and error correction procedures as required by the on-board
processors.
The strategy for achieving reliable operation with design approach No. 2 is
summarized as follows:
l) Output logic and interface circuits are sufficiently redundant to meet the
mission success criteria.
2) In the remainder of the processor, most failures will be detected by
interprocessor comparison. Memory failures wlll be detected and identified
by parity checking.
3) Failure detection initiates self-dlagnostlc tests in each processor, and
in the large proportion of possible single failures the failed processor
will be identified and automatically switched to passive state.
4) Special error detection tests will examine processor readiness to perform
critical functions and a failed processor will be automatically passivated.
Some single failures can produce interprocessor discrepancies that cannot
be analyzed by the on-board processors. Both processors wlll then auto-
matically switch to passive state and the command path must be relied on
to execute critical functions.
6) During noncritical mission periods, use of the command path will permit
analysts to carry out error correction as well as error detection procedures.
Because of the great flexibility of reprogrsmmable on-board computers, many
failures can be compensated for that might otherwise be catastrophic.
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1.2.8.6 Trade Study Summary
The following trade studies were performed:
Data Processor Configuration -- The summary of configuration trades for the data
processors is shown in Figure 1.2.8-7.
Destructive Readout versus Nondestructive Readout Memory -- Nondestructive readout
memories are only now becoming available and none are as yet space-qualified.
Destructive readout memories, on the other hand, present no technical problems and
are presently space-qualified. The trade summary is shown in Figure 1.2.8-8.
Sequential versus Random Access Memories -- A sequential access memory would rec
higher speed operation than Is presently available or space-qualifled. Random
access memories present no technical problems and space-qualified units are avail-
able. The trade summary is shown in Figure 1.2.8-9.
1.2.8.7 New Technology and Development
No new technology or development is required for the computing and sequencing
subsystem.
1.2.8.8 Growth Potential
The C_S subsystem with its computer-like organization is not mission-dependent.
Variances in mission objectives and mission profile sequence can be accommodated
without hardware modifications. The preferred subsystem units described above
have the following growth factor:
DPU: Storage: 1024 words; 700 used; BOO available
Command: l_O; Growth 30%*
CPU: Command: 140; Growth to 200
Maneuver accuracy and spacecraft clock accuracy can also be increased without
appreciable hardware changes. _--neonly impact would be the use of a higher
frequency out of the osclllator/register and an increase of approximately 4 watts
to the DPU memories.
* The growth figure indicated is the available capability in the present design
without any modification or additions. The inclusion of the DAE functions as
recommended in Vol. IV requires approximately 150 additional discrete com-
mands. It will be necessary to include at least seven additional designator
decoders. If necessary, further addition of designator decoders will give
a growth capability of 600 commands without a change of basic concepts.
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1.2.9 Propulsion Subsystem
The Task D propulsion subsystem is an all liquid propellant system utilizing the
propellants monomethylhydrazine (CH3N2H3) and nitrogen tetroxide (N204). The lunar
module descent engine (LMDE) is used at 9850 pounds thrust to provide the necessary
thrust for Mars orbit insertion and at 1050 pounds for all midcourse trajectory
corrections and orbit trim maneuvers.
The propellant storage systems have been sized to provide a _ V capability of 1.95
km/sec for the following 1979 Mars mission requirements:
Flight Capsule (ib) Science Payload (ib )
7ooo 10%
A _ V capability of 1.95 km/sec for the 1973 through 1977 Mars missions is provided
without subsystem change by offloading propellants to accommodate lower planetary
vehicle, flight capsule, and orbital science weights. Propellant requirements and
target planetary vehicle weights for the 1973 through 1979 missions are shown in
Figures 1.2o9-3 and 1.2.9-4.
1.2.9.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
The primary design requirements imposed upon the propulsion subsystem were:
i) Provide a single propulsion subsystem for all 1973 through 1979 Mars missions.
2) Use the lunar module descent engine as the prime propulsion system.
3) Consider the Titan III transtage engine and Agena Model 8517 engine as modular
replacement engines.
A) Provide a minimum _V capability of 1.95 km/sec, for all missions.
5) Provide for a minimum of one arrival time biasing, two midcourse trajectory
corrections, one orbit insertion, and two orbit trim maneuvers. The require-
ments for each of these maneuvers for the 1973 and 1979 Mars missions were
established as follows:
Midcourse & Orbit Orbit
Arrival Bias Insertion Trim
(m/sec) lm/sec) (m/sec)
1973 210 1590 150
1975 75 1775 i00
1977 75 1775 lO0
1979 ii0 1740 lO0
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6) Provide for the following payload capacities:
Flight Capsule (ib) 6000 7000 7000 70O0
Science Payload (ib ) 371 592 ZOOl zo%
Additional design constraints placed upon the propulsion system were:
i) The propellant tankage is to be designed for the 1979 mission requirements. Pro -
pellant requirements for the 1973 through 1977 missions to be provided by off-
loading the propellant tanks where necessary.
2) Propulsion subsystem design temperature limits were established at 5°C to 43°0.
3) The propulsion subsystem is to be designed for clean-room assembly. Non-self-
sterilizing propellants and pressurants to be filtered and loaded aseptically.
1.2.9.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
The propulsion subsystem is designed to provide the necessary impulse to accomplish
the various velocity change maneuvers as required by the Voyager 1973 through 1979
Mars missions. As specified in the design requirements, a total of six operations
are required. These operations include three maneuvers before orbit insertion for
arrival time biasing of the two planetary vehicles and midcourse trajectory correc-
tions, one orbit insertion maneuver, and two adjustment maneuvers in Mars orbit.
The propulsion subsystem selected to accomplish all required _neuvers is a multiple
restart liquid bipropellant rocket system.
The propellants are monemethylhydrazine (CH3N2H3) and nitrogen tetroxide (N204).
Thrust is provided by a single lunar module descent engine operating at 1050 or
9850 pounds thrust. High pressure helium expanding through pressure regulators
provides the means for propellant expulsion. A functional block diagram of the sys-
tem is shown in Figure 1.2.9-1.
The system is shown schematically in Figure 1.2.9-2. The LMDE operating at 1050
pounds thrust is fed from the positive expulsion tanks, SO and SF, for a sufficient
period of time to settle the propellants in the main propellant tanks, M0 and MF,
in the low gravity environment of space. The positive expulsion propellant system
is also used for AV maneuvers of less than lO m/sec. Propellants from the main
tanks, MO and MF, are fed to the LMDE for all large AV maneuvers.
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Figure 1.2.9-1: PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
A typical mission operational sequence is as follows:
i) First midcourse and arrival bias maneuver:
Positive isolation valves, PI, are fired open allowing helium to flow through
regulators, RI, and check valves, CHI, and OH2, and pressurize the start pro-
pellant tanks, SO and SF, and the main propellant tanks, M0 and MF.
Isolation valves, Ol and FI, are fired open allowing propellant flow from the
start tanks to the engine. The engine valves, L1 and L2, are then opened
initiating engine operation.
After approximately 7 seconds of engine operation, the main tank propellants
are settled and the isolation valves, 07 and FT, are fired open allowing main
tank propellants to flow to the LMDE inlet.
Approximately 2 seconds after LMDE ignition, isolation valves, 02 and F2, are
fired closed isolating the start propellant tanks.
At the end of the midcourse maneuver, the LMDE inlet valves are closed shutting
down the LMDE. The isolation valves, 08 and FS, are then fired closed followed
by firing the isolation valves, P2, closed, isolating the main propellant tanks
and the helium pressurant storage from leakage until the next maneuver.
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2) Second and third midcourse maneuvers:
The sequence described above for operation oi' the start propellant tank system
is repeated using isolation valves P3 and P4, 03 and 04, with F3 and F4, for
the second midcourse maneuver and isolation valves P5 and P6, 05 and FS, plus
the solenoid valves, 06 and Fg, for the third midcourse. The s_in propellant
tank feed system is not opened during these maneuvers as the total _ V required
is less than lO m/sec. The start propellant tanks are isolated by means of
the quad-redundant solenoid valves, 06 and F6, following the third midcourse
maneuver, since the storage time until orbit insertion is considered short
enough such that solenoid valve leakage can be tolerated.
3) Orbit insertion maneuver:
Positive isolation valves, P7, are fired open allowing the start propellant
tanks and the main propellant tanks to be pressurized with helium. Solenoid
valves, 06 and F6, are opened allowing propellant from the start tanks to flow
to the engine inlets. The engine inlet valves, L1 and L2, are then opened and
LMDE ignition occurs.
Approximately 16 seconds after engine ignition the main tank propellants are
settled and isolation valves, 09 and Fg, are fired open followed by opening
the solenoid valves, O10 and FIO, allowing propellant from the main propellant
tanks to flow to the LMDE.
Two seconds following LMDE ignition the solenoid valves, 06 and Fg, are closed
shutting down the start propellant system. The LMDE is then commanded to the
high thrust position.
4)
System operation is terminated at the end of the maneuver by closing the LMDE
inlet valves, L1 and L2, shutting down the LMDE. Solenoid _alves 010 and FIO
are then closed isolating the main propellant tanks.
Orbit trim maneuvers
The maneuvers are initiated by opening the start propellant tank solenoid
valves and the LMDE inlet valves, +_,, _gnltin_ the engine
.... w
After 5 seconds of engine operation to settle the main tank propellants, the
main propellant tank solenoid valves are opened to supply propellant to the
LMDE. Two seconds later, the start tank propellant feed is shut down by clos-
ing the start tank feedline solenoid valves.
The maneuver is terminated by closing the LMDE inlet valves, L1 and L2, shut-
ting down the engine. This is followed by closing the main tank feedline
solenoid valves.
Performance characteristics of the rocket engine and the propulsion subsystem are
given in Table 1.2.9-1. The total impulse capability shown in Table 1.2.9-1 re-
sults from the 1979 M_rs mission design requirement weights shown in Figure 1.2.9-3.
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Table 1.2.9-1: PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ENGINE (Modified Luna, Module Descent Engine Using Mo.omelhyl
-- Hydrazine/Nihogen Tetroxide P.opellant)
(Ibf-sec)
Engine Characteristics Thrust (Ibf) Nominal Is -_---'-_"
Midcourse, Orbit 1050 28_
Trim, Orbit Insertion Start
Orblt Insertion 9850 304
Nominal Mixture Ratio 1.6
Expansion Ratio 47.5
Minimum Imputse Bit, Low Thrust 1225 Ib-sec
Maximum Gimbal Angle t 6 degrees
PROPULSION SYSTEM
1979 Design Point
Midcourse
Orbit Insertion
Orbit Trim
TOTAL
1973 Des;gn Point
Midcourse
Orbit Insertion
Orbit Tr;m
TOTAL
lotal Impulse Burn Time Propellant Used
Ibf-sec) (seconds) (I bin)
287,000 273 99P
3,386,000 344 11138
141,000 133 499
3,814,000 750 12625
465,000 443 1615
2,630,000 267 P640
1R3,000 174 635
3,278,000 _84 I0_:_0
Reduced orbital science and flight capsule payload requirements for the 1973-1977
Mars missions can be accommodated by offloading propellant for these missions. The
total payload capability as a function of offloaded propellant weight for the design
point propulsion subsystem is shown in Figure 1.2.9-4.
1.2.9.3 Physical Characteristics
The propulsion subsystem configuration is shown in Figure 1.1.7-3. The subsystem
has been integrated into a module that can be assembled and tested or removed as a
unit from the spacecraft. _ne main propellants are contained in four equal-volume
spherical tanks, two fuel and two oxidizer. The propellant tank capability is de-
signed to meet the 1979 Mars mission requirements, resulting in the following tank
size:
Flight Capsule
Weight(ib)
Science Payload
Weight (ib) _
Usable Propellant
Weight(ib)
Tank
Diameter (in.)
7000 1056 12325 54
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In additio_ to the main propellant tanks, two positive expulsion bellows tanks con-
taining 300 pounds oi' usable propellants are included to provide _ controllable vol-
ume of propellant for main tank propellant settling under low gravity conditions
plus propellant for sufficient impulse to produce i0 m/see AV capability. These
tanks are 20 inches in diameter by 32 inches long as shown in Figure 1.2.9-5.
The propellant is contained within a 16.75 inch diameter stainless steel bellows
and pressurized from the helium pressurant supply as shown in the system schematic,
Figure 1.2.9-2.
The lunar module descent engine is modified by removing the throttle actuator and
venturi flow control valves used on Apollo. The movable injector element is moved
from the low thrust position to the maximum thrust position by means of a hydraulic
actuator using fuel pressure actuation. The engine is supported by means of its
gimbal mounts on the centerline at the rear of the propulsion module thrust struc-
ture. The engine exhaust plane is positioned 86 inches aft of the solar panels and
the columbium nozzle extension is covered with external insulation to prevent over-
heating of the solar cells. Thrust vector control is provided by gimballing the
engine in the pitch and yaw planes by meons of redundant electromechanieal actuators.
Roll torques produced by engine firing are controlled by the roll control nozzles of
the guidance and control subsystem reaction control system. Engine configuration
and overall dimensions are given in Figure 1.2.9-6.
The propulsion subsystem plumbing is designed to prevent mission failure from a
single component failure and to minimize propellant or pressurant leakage during
long storage periods in space. Explosive squib valves in redundant pairs are used
to isolate the helium storage system before and after each midcourse maneuver.
Following the orbit insertion maneuver, the storage time between maneuvers is less
than lO days, and nominal leakage rates can be tolerated. Although positive isola-
tion valves are not used in this time period, quad-redundant regulators in the
helium feed lines will prevent loss of helium through the propellant tank relief
valve in the event of single regulator abnormal leakage.
The propellant tanks are likewise isolated between midcourse maneuvers by redundant
pairs of squib valves. Following the third mideourse maneuver, the start propellant
tanks are isolated by quad-redundant solenoid valves. Since the storage time before
the next maneuver (orbit insertion) is 30 days or less_ nominal solenoid valve leak-
age can be tolerated. The start propellant tank shutoff valves are backed up during
this period by the LMDE inlet valves, and therefore the propellant loss to space
will be extremely small.
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The pressure regulators in the helium supply lines are connected in a series-
parallel quad-redundant arrangement to prevent loss of the mission from a single
regulator failure. However, regulator set pressures are offset such that only a
single regulator is controlling tank pressure at any time to prevent regulator
hunting and damaging pressure surges. Assuming a set pressure tolerance of +l_ and
lockup at +2_, regulator number 1 in a series leg will be set at a nominal working
pressure of 245 + 2 psia" with lockup at 250 psia. Then regulator number 2 in the
same series leg will be set at 253 + 2 psia with lockup at 258 psia. Regulator nmmn
ber 1 in the parallel leg will be set at 238 + 2 psla with lockup at 243 psia and
regulator number 2 in this series leg will be set at 246 + 2 psia locking up at 251
psia. Thus, the nominal tank operating pressure will be 245 psia, but may be a
maximum of 255 psia in the event of a regulator-open failure. In the event of a
regulator-closed failure, the minimum tank operating pressure may be 236 psia. Such
tolerances are considered to be within an acceptable range for engine operation;
however, these tolerances could be tightened by individual selection and bench test-
ing during system assembly.
A complete weight breakdown of the propulsion subsystem is given in Table 1.2.9-2.
Table 1.2.9-2: PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY
DRY SYSTEM
Lunar Module Descent Engine
Pmlaellent Syetem
Temks, Main
Tanks, hllowl
Tank Sup_rt
Mumbing
Pmssurlzatlon System
Tanks
Tank Supports
Plumbing
Engine Support & Miscellaneous
TOTAL PROPULSION DRY
RESIDUALS
Pmpetianh
Pm.urrmt_
USAI_LE PROPELLANT (1973)
TOTAL PROPULSION (1973)
WEIGHT
1973
4O9
895
543
77
120
155
471
31
24
378
4O
1O89O
13O67
(Pounds)
1979
_09
895
471
24
1799
378
USAgLE PROPELLANT (1979)
TOTAL PROPULSION (197_)
_ Included In propellant system supporthank above.
12625
14802
1.2.9.4 Interface Definition
The propulsion subsystem interfaces with the power, guidance and control, structural
and mechanical, and other subsystems are shown in Table 1.2.9-3.
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1.2.9 •5 Reliability
The propulsion subsystem was designed to meet the reliability goals established to
ensure a high probability of mission success. The approach was to use redundant
components where possible to eliminate mission loss from a single component fail-
ure. In addition, isolation of propellants and helium pressurant during long stor-
age periods in space was provided to minimize the possibility of leakage losses due
to unpredictable valve leakage after operation in space.
The reliability goal established for the propulsion subsystem was 0.995 for the
1973 mission and the system reliability is shown in Table 1.2.9-4.
Table 1.2.9-4: PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY
ITEM
Tank, Helium
Valve, Squib NC, Helium
Valve, Squib NO, Helium
Filter, Helium
Regulator
Check Valve
Burst Disk and Relief Valve
Tubing Assemblies, Hellum
Bellows, Propel lant
Tank, Propellant
VALUE
I
0.99902
0.999999
0.999999
0.999994
0.999954
0.999968
0.999999
0.99976
0.999934
0.9981
ITEM VALUE
I I
Valve, Squib NO, Prop., Start 0.999999
Valve, Solenoid, Start
Filter, Propellant, Start
Orifice, Start
Valve, Squib NC, Prop.
Valve, Squib NO, Prop.
Filter, Propellant
Orifice
Engine, LMDE
Tubing Assemblies, Prop.
Valve, Squib NC, Prop.t Start 0.999999
Subsystem Rel iabil ity_0.9965
0.999985
0.999989
0.999999
0.999999
0.999999
0.999999
0.999999
0.999917
0.99984
The system reliability exceeds the reliability goal. An inspection of Table
1.2.9-_ shows that, due to the plumbing system redundancy, the propellant and pres-
surant tanks are the main contributors to the system reliability degradation.
Failure rates attributable to the tankage are based on normal aerospace industry
inspection and leakage detection. Evidence indicates that improved quality control
methods can reduce tankage failure rates to 50_ of those used to determine the sys-
tem failure rate shown in the table. Thus, by instituting improved inspection and
quality control procedures during the manufacture and testing of the Voyager propul-
sion subsystem tankage, the system can be made to exceed its reliability goal by a
considerable margin.
An examination of the trade study s_mnary, Figure 1.2.9-7, shows that the inclusion
of the C-1 engines in the propulsion subsystem degrades the subsystem reliability
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when compared to a propulsion subsystem using the LMDE for all maneuvers. However,
the inclusion of the C-1 engines allows the potential use of these engines as a
backup mode for orbit insertion if the LMDE fails to ignite. This potential could
enhance probability of mission success even though the system reliability in a nor-
mal operating mode is not increased, and makes this system worthy of considering
as an alternate.
1.2.9.6 Trade Study Summary
Propulsion subsystem trade studies were conducted to compare the use of the LMIE
and the LMDE/C-1 combination, and to cGmpare the modular interchangeablllty of the
LMDE with the Transtage and Agena Model 8517. The results of these trade studies
are shown in the following Trade Study Summary Sheets, Figures 1.2.9-7, 1.2.9-8,
and 1.2.9-9.
1.2.9.7 New Technology and Development Items
No new technology or develol_nent is required for the propulsion subsystem.
1.2.9.8 Growth Potential
The propulsion subsystem defined f_ the 1973 baseline spacecraft is sized for the
197B to 1979 missions. The growth required for the 1975-1979 missions is provided
by increasing the amount of usable propellants loaded.
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TRADE STUDY
SUMMARY SHEET
SOURCE OF REQUIREMENT TRADE STUDY NUMBER & TITLE
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM SIZING -- CONCEPT SELECTION
MATRIX OF DESIGN APPROACH
FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
1.
o
Provide a single propulsion subsystem for
all 1973 through 1979 Mars missions.
a. Propellant tankage to be designed for
1979 Mars mission requirements.
b. Provide a minimum AV capability of
1.95 km/sec for all missions.
Provide for a minimum of one arrival time
biasing, two mldcourse trajectory corrections,
one orbit insertion, and two orbit trim maneuvers.
Use of the Lunar Module Descent Engine as the
prl me propu Isi on system.
The plumbing system to be designed such that
no single component failure will result in
mission fai lure.
•
•
I
o
uu
Lu
Ij
z
M
+
+
w
..J
_2
LMDE/C-I
EC
9.8
9.6
9.4
9.2
9.0
8.8
8.6
8.4
NOTE:
1973 MARS MISSION
AVTotall = l'95km_ec
_LANETARYVEHICLEWT:
! CAPSULE + S/C BUS + S/C SCIENCE
+ INERT WT + PROPELLANT
I
0 9.8
/
1979 PROPULSION MODULE WT. _/_///_
14 /,1"1/I k I I_JI:DT W t = "_"_1/1 I_
, o0o  ,NERTWT: )_8>'//>'
_/ 1979 PROP. MODULE WT
//Z@x x-
//,,/Z_,'" _"-" 14,500 lb (INERT wt = 2310 Ib)
LEGEND:
/////,//// - -- -LMOE/c-)
_////// --LMDE
IO.0 I0,2 10.4 10.6 10.8 11.0 II .2
PROPELLANT WEIGHT -- 1000 LB
.=i
l--
z
O
O
0.996
0.994
0.992
0.990
0
1973 MISSION CAPABILITY
LMDE
VOYAGER RELIABILITY GOAL
(_) LMDE
LMDE/C-I _)
(_ SINGLE THREAD LMDE
1 l 1
t8 19 20
PROPULSION SYSTEM DRY WEIGHT -- 100 LB
RELIABILITY COMPARISON
21
•
1
•
SELECTION
LMDE/C-1 shows
60 Ib 1973
payload
advantage •
LMDE/C-1 has
potential
backup orbit
insertion mode•
LMDE meets
reliability
goal
System selection
cannot be made
on basis of
performance and
reliability.
SELECTED
A PPROAC H
LMDE selected
to simplify
the guidance
and control
subsystem.
"_O_OUT FF_ME
Figure 1.2.9-7: PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM SIZING TRADE STUDY
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TRADE STUDY
SUMMARY SHEET
SOURCE OF REQUIREMENT
•
1
.
.
FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Provide a single propulsion subsystem
for all 1973 through 1979 Mars missions
a. Propellant tankage to be designed
for 1979 Mars mission requirements
b. Provide a minimum AV capability
of 1.95 km/sec for all missions
Provide for a minimum of one arrival time
biasing, two midcourse trajectory corrections,
one orbit insertion, and two orbit trim
maneuvers
Use of the Lunar Module Descent Engine
as the prime propulsion system
TRADE STUDY NUMBER & TITLE
NO NO
NO NO
I ®
_e
oxlo.
',_ I_-',
_-_/_ '_
L....... :
ENGI NE I NTERCHANGEABILITY
LMDE
MATRIX OF DESIGN APPROACH
......... [] TIELfl_vL
EXPLOSIVE VALVE ALVE
_ NC_dL_LLY OPEN
NC NC_t_LLY CLOS4ED
LAlCmNG
SOLENOIOS
_ VALVE
R _ _UEF wu.vE
r_ nEGu_rOt
[] FILTER
[] JV_NU_L V_,LVE • O_SCONNECT_FILL AND/O_ VENT
[] C_t_CK V_LVE
mEssu_ nt_SOUCERTE_RATUI£ 11_,_DUCE_
SUBSYSTEM CHANGES REQUIRED FOR AGENA:
Revise engine inlet plumbing to provide
turbopump bypass for pressure-fed mode.
O
Oriface pump inlets to reduce pump inlet
pressure from 180 psia to 26 - 41 psia normal
;n!et pressure.
O
Revise feed system plumbing to mate with
Agena inlet geometry.
0
Provide reservoir system or zero thrust over-
board dump for fuel dumped during engine
start and shutdown.
0
Add helium tank and feed plumbing for low
thrust Agena operatlon.
O
NO _0
_ I"B_MAL RE_IEr
_-_ ,_ FL_2(II[ETUllE I_ VALV E
NO NO_W*Lt y O_
_ H_UUMJ X NC NOIIN_Lt y CLOSE o
r_
I
[] BLASI DISK
,=,p_ _.
r_ l r
L ............. :
AGENA
POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS FOR AGENA VOYAGER
APPLICATION:
O
Consider the use of the Titan III transtage
engine and Agena Model 8517as a
modular replacement for the LMDE
Revise thrust structure to mate with Agena
gimbal geometry.
0
o Provide thermal shield for turbine hot exhaust.
0
0
0
0
0
0
Engine pump inlet static seals -- redesign for higher
pressure.
Engine regenerative cooling system -- redesign for
low flow wlth helium saturated propei!ants.
Engine injector -- redesign for helium injection.
Nozzle skirt extension - addition of insulation
for thermal control.
Engine performance - requalification for MMH
and MR = 1.65.
Thrust vector control -- actuator design compatible
with Agena geometry, inertias, thrust misalignment.
Spacecraft design -- structural redesign for higher
thrust loads.
-- Thermal shielding for turbine exhaust.
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SELECTION
1. LMDE plumbing
system is less
complex
2. Agena offers
potential back- up
mode
3. Agena engine
as required for
Voyager will not
be space proven
on other programs
SELECTED
APPROACH
LMDE is
preferred engine
_0_D0_ _ I
Figure 1.2.9-8: ENGINE INTERCHANGEABILITY TRADE STUDY
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1.2.10 Structural and Mechanical Subsystem
1.2.10.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
Structural and mechanical subsystem design constraints and requirements are summar-
ized in Tables 1.2.10-1 and 1.2.[0-2, respectively.
1.2.10.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
Structural -- The spacecraft bus structural subsystem (Figure 1.2.10-2) provides
structural support for all elements of the planetary vehicle. The structural system
consists of primary load carrying trusses supporting the propulsion subsystem, the
capsule, and the bus. The equipment bay assembly consists of stiffened skin with
cable tray frames. Secondary structural items include antennas, solar panels, and
support structure for antennas, platforms, and attitude control thrusters.
The primary truss is 2219 aluminum with welded end fittings. It is specifically
sized to accommodate flight capsule weights up to 7000 pounds and propulsion sys-
tem usable propellant weights up to 12,625 pounds. Critical design loads occur
during boost, resulting in a combined limit load condition of 4.75-g axial and
2-g lateral. An ultimate factor of safety of 1.25 is provided. Propellant tankage
is designed using annealed 6A1-4V titanium, and gas storage tankage is designed
using 6A1-4V titanium heat treated to 160-ksi ultimate tensile strength. All pres-
sure vessels are designed to an ultimate factor of safety of 2.0.
Eight electronic equipment modules (Figure 1.2.10-3) have 6061 aluminum thermal
control radiator plates vertically stiffened at 12-inch intervals. Radiator plates
double as shear webs for carrying equil_nent loading to the primarj truss. The
radiator plates varj in thickness from 0.05 to 0.25 inches.
Solar panels are constructed of 2024-T4 corrugation stiffened skins and frames
bonded with high temperature epoxy (Epon 934 A/B) adhesive.
The high gain antenna is supported from a 6-inch diameter, 2219 boom with a minimt_n
natural frequency of 2 cps.
No structure is provided specifically for the purpose of shielding for the meteor-
oid environment. Initial estimates of the added weight to the spacecraft for
shielding are shown in Figure 1.2.10-4.
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Table 1.2.10-I: STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS
DESIGN ENVIRONMENT
Natural per TM-X-53616
Induced per D2-82746-1
DESIGN LOAD FACTORS (ULTIMATE)
Boost
Singular, Torlson ........................................ 12.5 rad/sec 2
Combined .................................. N X
or N X
Orbit Insertion ................................. N X
or N X
= +5.94 & N = +- 2.5
yt z
= -2.97 & N = +-2.5
yr z
= +1.10 capsule on
= +2.10 capsule off
DESIGN FACTORS OF SAFETY
Structure
Ultimate 1.25
Limit I .00
Pressure Vessels
UI timate 2.0
Proof 1.5
Yield 1.65
MATERIAL ALLOWABLES MIL-HDBK-5
RELIABILITY ALLOCATION S
Structure 0.999
ALLOCATED WEIGHTS (1973 Mission)
FIight Capsule*
Fllght Spacecraft (including science)
Spacecraft Sclence
Flight Spacecraft Usable Propellant*
6OOO Ib
5800 Ib
390 Ib
10,950 Ib
DYNAMIC ENVELOPE Figure 1.2.10-I
*Flight spacecraft structure designed to carry a 7000-pound flight capsule and the
1979 propu Ision subsystem o
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CAPSULE SUPPORT RING
2219 ALUMINUM
2A - 2.53 IN.
PROP. TANKS
6 AL - 4V ANNEALED
'_ RADIATOR PLATES
6061 ALUMINUM
PRESSURANT TANKS
6 AL - 4V (160 H.T.)
_\_, CAPSULESUPPORT
_'_ TRUSS
J /_ t A = 0.74 IN 2
__ TYPICAL PROPULSION
• _ _u_',_(_ST_,SJM30,NROUNOTUBES
_T_1.08,N2 ___5,N.2 _;.08IN.2
Z0.361N. 2 _--'0.221N. 2
BUS SUPPORT TUBES
2219 ALUMINUM SOLAR PANELS
4.5 _N.ROUNDTUBES 2024ALUMINUM,
A = 1.14 IN. 2 STIFFENED CORRtlC, AIION
Figure 1.2.10-2: SPACECRAFT BUS STRUCTURE BASELINE
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Figure 1.2.10-4: METEOROID SHIELD WEIGHT - 1973 MISSION
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Figure 1.2.10- 5: WEIGHT UTILIZATION TRADES -- 1973 Mission
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This weight represents an extreme condition assuming a single penetration anywhere
within the equipment bay or propulsion tankage bay will cause a failure of the mis-
sion. Obviously, the weight penalty to meet this pessimistic criteria is an ex-
travagant use of allocated spacecraft weight. Therefore, the following philosophy
which optimizes mission success as a function of meteoroid shielding and/or equip-
ment redundancy is proposed.
The effect of a meteoroid penetration can vary from a catastrophic failure to a
slight degradation in the probability of mission success (Ps), depending on the
hardware damaged or destroyed. The benefit of weight added for meteoroid protec-
tion is evaluated in a manner similar to the method used for adding weight for
redundancy. A reference system with no redundancy and no shielding is defined.
Weight is then added to redundancy and shielding in those areas and proportions
that always yield the greatest possible increase in PS per pound of added weight.
These studies can be conducted Jointly in one optimization program, or independently
as indicated by the two upper curves on Figure 1.2.10-5. Either approach will
yield the resultant lower curve on this figure. If independent studies are con-
ducted, the two resultant curves are combined on a point basis. Pairs of points
are selected (one on each curve) where the slopes of the two curves are equal.
Each curve represents the maximum probability of no failure that can be achieved
for any selected expenditure of weight. The weights cczresponding to equal slope
points on these curves is the optimum allocation to redundancy and to shielding,
and results in the maximum possible PS for this total weight expenditure. Pairs
of points are combined by taking the product of the probabilities of no failure
and by adding the two weights. The point on the probability of mission success/
weight curve selected for the final design will result from an evaluation of boos-
ter performance, spacecraft weight, and spacecraft economics.
Mechanical -- Mechanical system operational functions are shown in Table 1.2.10-q.
Table .2.10-3: MECHANICAL OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
FUNCTIONS
ITEM
High Gain Antenna
Medium Gain Antenna
Low Gain Antenna (2)
UV Spectrometer
Platform
Science Scan Platform
Planetary Vehicle
Separation
RETAIN
(STOWED)
X
X
X
X
X
RELEASE HINGE DEPLOY
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X
LOCK
DOWN
X
X
X
X
SEPARATION
X
POSITION
CONTROL
2 Axis
1 Axis
2 Axis
3 Axis
The three major mechanical functions are to retain and deploy, to positlon-control,
and to separate.
i) Retain and Deplo_ -- Mechanical design concepts for spacecraft appendage item
retention and deployment are the same as for Task B.
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2)
As shown in Figure 1.2.10-6, antennas and the science scan platform are sup-
ported in their stowed position, against the loads of launch and boost, by
pyrotechnic pinpullers identical to those used on the Lunar Orbiter. Upon
command through the pyrotechnic subsystem, the pinpullers are fired, and ap-
pendage items are released. Deployment is initiated by the spring compression
force stored in the linear actuator. Operating on an appropriate lever arm
about the hinge axis, the actuator extends to affect deployment. Appendages
are restrained in their deployed position by an integral lock in the actuator.
The actuator is identical to ones used on Mariner and Lunar Orbiter programs.
Silicone oil is employed to dampen the extension stroke and ensure smooth
deployment with minim_ dynamic force. Spherical ball bearings, with sleeve
bearing inserts and teflon-impregnated fiberglass sliding surfaces, ensure
low hinge friction and provide operation redundancy.
Position Control -- The high and meditln gain antennas, science scan platform,
and ultraviolet spectrometer platform are provided with position pointing con-
trols.
The pointing control mechanism is shown in Figure 1.2.10-7. The pulse drive
motor shaft rotates 90 degrees per pulse. Utilizing 900 to 1 speed reduction,
the motor steps the boom O.1 degree per pulse. The position encoder measures
O.044-degree increments of boom rotation. A slew rate of 2 deg/sec is pro-
vided. The position controller is housed within an insulated cover in a pres-
surized, inert gas environment. Internal temperature is controlled by cycling
a small electric heater.
Figure 1.2.10-8 shows the pulse, direction, and feedback electronics for
pointing control mechanisms. They are installed in equipment modules with
associated electronics.
3) Separation -- The planetary vehicle is attached to the booster shroud by eight
explosive bolt/nut assemblies (Figure 1.2.10-9). One assembly is located at
each spacecraft-to-shroud structural hardpoint. A separation command from
the computing and sequencing subsystem, through the pyrotechnic subsystem,
fires an electroexplosive squib on each assembly. Explosive pressure frac-
tures each bolt/nut assembly, releasing the planetary vehicle from the shroud.
Energy for imparting a minimum relative differential velocity to the plametary
vehicle with respect to the booster is stored in eight compressiom spring as-
semblies. One spring is located adjacent to each explosive bolt/nut als_ly.
Each spring is adjusted to provide a minim_ tipoff rate to the planetary ve-
hicle during separation.
1.2.10.3 Physical Characteristics
The weight of the structural and mechanical subsystem, shown in Table 1.2.10-_, is
based on the configuration shown in Figure 1.1.7-1.
1.2.10.4 Interface Definition
Principal interfaces for the structural and mechanical subsystem are identified in
Table 1.2.10-5.
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Table 1.2.10-4: STRUCTUREAND MECHANISMWEIGHTS
Structure (Basic)
Cnpsule Support Truss
Upper Ring./Field Joint Splice
Compression Struts and Fittings (16)
Miscellaneous
Sta, Truss
Upper Ring
Compression Struts and Fittings (16)
Tension Ties and Fittings
Miscellaneous
Special Purpose Fittings
Capsule Truss/Star Truss
liedown Separat ion Pads
Miscellaneous
Propulsion (Structure)
Propellant System
Tanks, Main
Tanks, Bellows
Tank Supports
Pressurization System
Tanks
Tank Supports
Engine Support and Miscellaneous
LMDE Support
Miscellaneous
Equipment (Structure)
Equipment Compartment 2
Radiator Plates - (24 ft )
Radiator Plates - (12 ft 2)
Equipment Support StiFfeners
Secondary Stiffeners
Shear Webs
Shear Web Chords
Cable Tray Webs
Cable Tray Outer Chords (2)
Cable Tray Inner Chords (2)
Miscellaneous
Guidance and Control
Elechonics Assy. Supgorl
Instrumentation
HGA Boom
HGA Support
MGA B,_om
LGA Boom
Miscellaneous Supports
Electric Powe_
Solar Array Inner Support Fittings
Attitude Control System
Thruster Supports
Science Equipment
Scan Platform Supports
Cruise Instrument Supports
Mechanisms
Antenna Mechanisms
HGA- Stowage Mecbanlsm
Deployment Mechanism
Pointing Mechanism
MGA- Stowage and Deployment
Pointing Mechanism
LGA (2) - Stowage Mechanisms
- Deployment Mechanisrm
Science Mechanisms
S_an Platfo, tn Pointing Mechanism
UV Platto_m Poinling Mechanism
Pounds
129
69
54
6
318
130
158
15
15
92
50
20
22
740
543
77
120
440
44O
(In Propellant System)
24
15
9
34.6
43.2
10.1
4.R
10.6
8.3
26.1
11.5
15.1
24.7
11.0
25.0
21.0
5.0
5.0
20.0
6.0
3.0
32.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
20.0
3.0
4.5
1.5
2.5
20.0
10.0
189.0
11.0
76.0
6.0
3.0
35.0
41.5
30.0
49.0"SpacecraFt Separation Mecbanlsm
(539)
-Ez>
(1204)
(320.0)
120.5)
*45 pounds is jettisoned with booster and is included in spacecraft adapter
weight provisions.
_ Weights are distributed to their respective functional subsystems.helow
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1.2.10.5 Reliability
The assessed reliability for the structural and mechanical subsystem and subsystem
elements is tabulated in Table 1.2.10-6.
Table 1.2.10-6: RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
StructuTes and Mechanisms
SUBSYSTEM ELEMENTS RELIABILITY RELIABILrrY
ASSESSMENT GOAL
Structural Subsystems
Primary Structure
Support Structure
Mechanical Subsystems
Planetary Vehicle Separation
Low Gain Antenna Deployment
Medium Gain Ant. Mechanism
High Gain Ant. Mechanism
Science Scan Platform Mechanism
UV Platform Mechanism
Total Subsystems Assessment
Cond;t_o_ 1 - Assume All
Elements Are Required.
Condition 2 - Medium Gain Ant.
Can Back Up High Gain Ant.
Condition 3 - Condition 2 plus
UV Platform Not Critical
Condition 4 - Condition 2 Plus
Assume That Either Science
Scan Or UV Platform Is
Sufficient For Mission Success.
0.9997
0.9993
0.99978
0.99997
0.99545 *
0.99148 "
0.96151 ,t
0.97467 *
0.925
0.936
0.960
0.997
0.936
* Rellab;l_t 7 assessment based on 232 days in transit and
6 months orbital usage.
Subsystem reliability studies have been based on the backup operational mode using
the medium gain antenna in the event that the high gain antenna should fail (con-
dition 2 on Table 1.2.10-6). As reflected in condition 4 (Table 1.2.10-6), there
is a very high probability that data will be available from instruments on at least
one of the two science platforms.
1.2. i0.6 Trade Study S_mmary
Trade studies were performed on the following subjects to support structural and
mechanical concept selections:
Structural --
Structural concept analysis (Figure 1.2.10-i0).
Structural performance trades (Figure 1.2. lO-11).
Mechanical --
Planetary vehicle separation (Figure 1.2.10-12).
The Task B planetary vehicle separation trade study was modified to be consistent
with spacecraft configuration changes. Approach (2) "Explosive Nut Release + Spring
Separation" is selected as more desirable than (1) "Vee Block Band +Spring Separation,"
primarily because its shroud interface is much less complicated.
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A new approach (3), "Hydraulic Release and Separation," has many advantages. It
_as not selected because it is not spaceflight proven. However, it is a simple,
conservative design based on standard technology and analysis of this system will
cc_tinue.
1_2.10.7 New Technology and Develol_nent Items
No new technology or development is anticipated for the structural and mechanical
subsystem.
]o2.10.8 Growth Potential
Structural -- The flight spacecraft is structurally sized to carry maxlm_m loads
occurring on 1973 through 1979 missions. The flight spacecraft can therefore car-
_ up to a 7OO0-pound flight capsule. The propulsion tank volume and tank support
sti_acture are adequate to carry the maximum fuel volume and loads occurring on 1973
through 1979 missions. Reduction in flight capsule weight may be placed in elec-
tronics or science without modification to primary structure.
Mechanical -- Spacecraft mechanisms are designed specifically for the 1973 mission.
If subsequent mission requirements can be identified with certainty during the 1973
mission design phase, the desirability of incorporation will be evaluated.
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1.2.11 P_rotechnic Sub s_stem
1.2.11.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
The pyrotechnic subsystem complies with AFETRM 127-1, General Range Safety Plan.
Constraints and requirements are summarized below.
I) Redundancy is provided for critical functions.
2) Pyrotechnic devices are nonventing and nonrupturing, and provide positive
gas containment.
3) No failure mode (including procedural deviation) will both arm and command
the pyrotechnic subsystem.
4) Conversion of a.c. to d.c. is done in the pyrotechnic power switching
unit.
EED firing circuits are designed to provide continuous circumferential
shielding and to ensure that when connectors are mated the shield connection
is made before firing circuit pins are contacted.
6) Pyrotechnic circuit ground point is located within the pyrotechnic power
switching unit and connects to its chassis at one point only.
7) Redundant firing circuits are provided.
1.2.11.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
The functional schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1.2.11-1. Pyrotechnic functions
are controlled by the computer and sequencer.
P_rotechnlc Power Switching Unit (PPS) -- This unit contains power supplies, bridge-
wire drivers, interface circuits, and power "on-off" latching relays. It contains two
separate transformer-rectifier (T-R) units; two sets (two each) of capacitor banks,
and two independent paths (each consisting of a driver-bridgewire circuit). Each
T-R is associated _th a set of firing circuits designated circuit A and circuit B.
Energy storing capacitors are used to allow simultaneous firing of several functions.
Capacitor banks are time-shared to reduce weight, volume, and power drain. Solid
state switches are used in EED drivers and associated amplifiers, and in each EED
bridgewlre circuit logic gate.
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Latching relays provide power "turn on" and "turn off" capability. Prelaunch safe/
arm signals to the OSE and to telemetry evaluate the pyrotechnic subsystem operating
condition.
The pyrotechnic driver circuit (Figure 1.2.11-2) was chosen as a result of trade
studies. It ensures that no single failure will cause premature, delayed, or
inhibited functioning. A single failure in either leg may turn the output circuit
in one leg on. However, the EEDwill receive no activating current because the
other output circuit is off. The redundant drivers are used for all functions to
avoid a single off failure.
Capacitor Bank Circuit (CT) -- This circuit (Figure 1.2.11-i) consists of
parallel capacitors charged through a series resistor. A diode prevents
capacitor discharge from transistor leakage. Resistors provide leakage current
to parallel circuits. The computing and sequencing subsystem provides input signals
of 4.8 kHz, lO0-millisecond duration, and 6-volt amplitude. The power subsystem
provides 2400 cps, 50-volt amplitude power. The outputs are electrical energy
pulses to fire EED's, signals to the 0SE, and data to the telemetry subsystem.
1.2.11.3 Physical Characteristics
Pyrotechnic subsystem weight is shown below.
Item
Pyrotechnic power switching unit
EED's
Structural frame
Quantity Total Weight
Required (pounds)
i 5O
71 5
l 4
1.2.ll.4
Total
Interface Definition
59
Principal interfaces for the pyrotechnic subsystem are identified in Tables
1.2.11-1 and 1.2.11-2.
1.2.11.5 Reliability and Safety
Reliabilit_ -- The pyrotechnic subsystem utilizes redundant paths to achieve a
high reliability. At least two failures must occur to prevent EED firing, or to
cause inadvertent EED firing in any function. Reliability is assessed at 0.9999.
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Safet_ -- Safety is enhanced by the conservative approach taken to handle subsystem
status monitoring, arm/disarm functions, RF signals, and transient voltages. Two
latching relays, one in series with each power supply circuit to the pyrotechnic
subsystem, perform the the ar_disarm function. These relays can be commanded
"on" either Just prior to launch or after spacecraft separation. Status monitoring
signals are sent to the OSE during prelaunch and to telemetry during flight.
Capacitor banks connected to the drive circuits act as filters to stray RF signals
and any induced transient voltages.
1.2.11.6 Trade Study Summary
Pyrotechnic Power Switch -- A trade study (Figure 1.2.11-3) was performed to
support the selection of a safe/arm concept for the pyrotechnic subsystem. The
design approach "computing and sequencing subsystem by command" is the selected
approach.
1.2.11.7 New Technology and Development Items
No new technology or development is anticipated for the pyrotechnic subsystem.
1.2.11.8 Growth Potential
The pyrotechnic subsystem can easily be modified to support anticipated require-
ments for subsequent missions.
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1.2.12 Temperature Control Subsystem
The temperature control subsystem consists of bimetal actuated louvers, multilayer
thermal insulation systems, and surface coatings and finishes. The spacecraft
mass is used as a heat sink during transients. The Voyager temperature control
concepts and components are based upon Mariner IV and Lunar Orbiter design and
experience. The primary means of temperature control is via the radiator-louver
assemblies. Functional redundancy is achieved by separately actuated louver
blades.
1.2.12.1 Design Constraints and Requirements
_he design constraints and requirements for the temperature control subsystem
are presented below:
l) Variation of the solar intensity (136 to 47 watts/ft2).
2) Nose fairing heating during ascent and Earth orbit park, (65 to 40watts/ft2).
3)
4)
Solar occultation at Mars up to 1.5 hours.
Maximum timebetween launch and Sun acquisition is 150 minutes.
5)
6)
7)
Planetary vehicle maneuvering with respect to the solar vector for up to
60minutes.
Equipment power profile (See Section 1.2.1).
Passive thermal control.
8)
9)
lO)
Design Conditions - Table 1.2.12-1 presents a list of all temperature control
components and the characteristics that dictate their design.
Temperature Limits - Normal equipment operating limits are based on results of
existing reliability test data and are selected in the region of low equipment
failure rates and long battery life. Figure 1.2.12-1 indicates minimum
failure rates occur at about _9_ to _o92°w..(60 to 65"F).. Radiator temperature
control range is 280"K (45@F) to 297"K (75@F); 17eK (30@F) is a ressonable
control range for bimetal actuated louvers. Figure 1.2.12-2 indicates the
expected battery life as a function of temperature. The battery bay thermal
control range is 269@K (25eF) to 286@K (55"F).
Environmental Control on Launch Pad - After encapsulation in the nose shroud,
gas will be ducted into nose fairing cavity for providing positive pressure,
temperature, and humidity conditioning. During prelaunch operations, gas
at bulk temperature between 280"K (45@F) and 292"K (65"F) will be provided
through the shroud umbilical. Just prior to liftoff, spacecraft bus equip-
ment will be precooled to 280±3@K (45±5°F). Bus cooling requirements on
the pad will not require use of cooling gases at differing temperatures
ducted preferentially to specific subsystems.
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II) Solar array maximum temperature is 423"K (300"F), minimum temperature is
99eK (-282eF), and maximum temperature gradient is 2.25eK/sec (4eF/sec).
12) Ascent Venting - The temperature control subsystem will withstand an instant-
aneous pressure decrease of 0.0277 inches H20 during nose fairing separation
(controlled nose fairing venting during ascent will be provided by the launch
vehicle). All bus insulation panels and thermal radiation shields will be
adequately vented to prevent damage during ascent.
13) Propulsion module te_erature limits are established by the physical pro-
perties of the propellants and are 278eK (40eF) to 317eK (IIO°F).
14) The maximum heat flux from the LMDE nozzle extension i s equivalent to a black
body at 867"K (IIO0"F) or 2971 watts/ft 2.
15) Reliability allocation is 0.9999.
1.2.12.2 Functional Description and Performance Characteristics
The thermal control subsystem is shown schematically in Figure 1.2.12-3. It
consists of bimetal-actuated louver assemblies, multilayer thermal insulation
systems, and surface finishes and coatings. Spacecraft mass is used as a heat
sink during transients.
The functional description of the temperature control subsystem for the spacecraft
bus covers (I) internal electronic equipment, (2) G&C equipment bay, (3) propulsion
subsystem, and (4) external equipment. The section on internal electronic equip-
ment describes the major temperature control components. The external equipment
section includes a description of the control method for the major pieces of
remote equipment.
Internal E_uipment -- The dominant temperature control factor is the rejection to
space of the heat generated by internal equipment. Steady-state temperature
control is achieved by high-emittance radiators rejecting heat through space-
facing louvers. The influence of external environments is minimized by thermal
shields and insulation. Power dissipation gradients between components on a
radiator plate are reduced by conductive and radiative coupling. Equipment thermal
mass reduces the effects of transients encountered during launch, maneuvers, solar
occultations, and power variations.
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I) Louver-Radiator Assembly -- The electronic and electrical subsystems are
located in four bays around the periphery of the bus. Identical louver
assemblies 35.6 by 61 cm (14 by 24 inches) having an effective area of
0.202 square meters (2.17 square feet) are located over the radiator
plates as required. The radiator plates are fabricated of 6061 aluminum
and, except for special cases, have an effective thickness of 0.1905-cm (0.075
inch). The design provides temperature leveling across a particular assembly,
and a good path for coupling to neighboring components.
The concentrated heat load of the radio power amplifier (TWTA) and the
spacecraft batteries requires the use of a heavier, 0.635-cm (0.25 inch)
thick, radiator plate. The TWTA assemblies radiate directly to space through
cutouts in the radiator plate.
The louver assemblies are attached to structural rings above and below the
electronic assemblies. The entire louver assembly frame has a low-emittance
finish. Each louver blade is supported and stabilized by bearings at both
ends and at the center actuator housing as shown in Figure 1.2.12-4. Each
is polished inside and outside ( C IR < 0.07, as/CiR < 5) and is
individually actuated thermally by a bimetal spring. These bimetal actuators
are isolated from all thermal inputs, except the radiator, by seven layers
of I/4-mil aluminized mylar. The actuators are located in the actuator
housing at the louver blade center bearing. The actuator can be adjusted
during testing.
The louvers provide control of radiator te_erature within the range of
280-297"K (45-75"F). Control is achieved byvarying the effective
emittance to space through a blade-opening angle between 0 and 90 degrees.
Resulting performance characteristics of the assembly near Earth and near
Mars is presented by Figure 1.2.12-5. Choosing a conservative 20_louver
blade failure (closed position) reduces the maximum design dissipation
to 25.Twatts/ft 2.
The louver assemblies are designed to operate linearly _f_oamfull-slosed to
full-open for a radiator temperature range of 280 to 297 K (45-75 F), except
for _he louvers over the batteries which operate over a temperature control
range of 269 to 286eK (25-55_F). This corresponds to a heat dissipation _
range of 3.2 to B2.6watt/ft fort he equipment be_v and 2.8 to 27watts/ft 2
for the battery bay (effective emlttance of 0.IO to 0.795). Figures 1.2.12-6
and 1.2.12-7 present the heat dlssil_aticmcapability of an equlpment and a
battery louver-radiator assembly am installed on the spacecraft.
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2)
3)
The maximum worst-case solar absorptance ( _ s) of the louver assembly
(during a maneuver) as a function of blade angle is shown by Figure 1.2.12-8.
At a 90 degree blade angle, the solar absorptance ( _ s) is 0.29. Figure
1.2.12-9 shows that for a maneuver where the radio and data storage bay faces
the Sun for 60 minutes, the maxlmumdata recorder temperatures will be 300°K
(80°F) and the maximumTWTA temperature at the radiator will be 323°K (122°F).
Thermal Shield and Insulation -- Fifteen layers of i/4-mil aluminized m_lar
insulation (aluminized on both sides) is installed on the primary structure.
The outside space facing layer is 2-mll H-film, aluminized on one side, with
the uncoated side facing space.
The capsule-to-spacecraft thermal shield is the lower capsule sterilization
canister. The thermal conductance of the sterilization canister must be
less than 0.90 x lO -2 _att/m2"K (._65 x l0-3 watts/ft 2 OR).
The bus-to-propulslon module thermal barrier (shell liner) has a dual purpose.
It isolates the bus from the propulsion module, and provides a highly reflec-
tive surface to assist in radiatively coupling the propulsion module com-
ponents. This thermal barrier is comprised of six layers of 1/4-mll
alumlnlzedn_lar insulation.
Aluminized m_lar multilayer insulation has been tested as applied on Lunar
Orbiter and in samples. These tests, combined wlth theoretical interpolation,
have established the performance characteristics for Lunar Orbiter insulation
blankets as shown in Figure 1.2.12-10. The selected insulation design
requirements based on crinkled mylar blankets are shown in Figure 1.2.12-11
as a function of the penetration conductances. The sensitivity of the space-
craft thermal balance to insulation conductance is shown in Figure 1.2.12-12.
The insulated wall rate of heat loss is 10% of the total spacecraft heat
rejection rate when the overall wall conductance is less than 1.93 x lO"2
_att/m2°K (1.O x lO-3 watts/ft 2 OR).
Coatings and Finishes -- The space-facing surface of the radiator plate is
coated with thermally white, zinc, oxide-methyl silicone coating (Boeing
_n_ _._ has an initial nominal solar absorptance of 0.19 and an infrared
emittance of 0.89. This coating provides good heat dissipation ca_-billty
during normal operation, and minimizes the solar heat input to the radiators
when the spacecraft is maneuvered in such away that the Sun impinges on the
radiators.
All inner and outer surfaces of the equipment packages, and the bus internal
structure, are coated vlth Cat-a-lac black (nominal infrared emittance of 0.9).
This high-emittance coating provides maximum radiative coupllngbetween all bus
Internal masses.
Table 1.2.12-2 presents the characteristics of selected coatings and finishes.
Indicated tolerances are used for providing adequate performance margin.
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Table 1.2.12-2: CHARACTERISTICS - THERMAL COATINGS AND FINISHES
Coating or Finish
Polished Aluminum
(6061 light sand blast)
(1100 series)
Vacuum Deposited Aluminum
Zinc Oxide-Methyl Silicone
(B-1060) 10-mll
Cat-a-lac Black
Initial Solar
Absorptivity
0.19 + 0.06
0.13 + 0.03
0.13 + 0.03
- 0.02
0.19 +0.03
0.95 + 0.01
Emissivity
0.06 +_ 0.03
0.05 + 0.02
0.05 + 0.03
- 0.02
0.86 ÷ 0.02
0.88+ 0.02
Structures -- The primary bus structure is virtually isolated from the bus
secondary structure (such as solar panel supports), and also from the
propulsion module and the external environment. With this isolation, the
primary structure, which is closely coupled to the electronics, provides a
secondary thermal mass for temperature damping during transients. The bus
structure assoclatedwith the equipment bays is coupled thermally to the
electronic equipment and weighs approximately 85.6 kg (189 pounds). The
effective thermal capacitance of this structure is about
watt-hr Btu_
19.9 oK (37.8 T_-j.
An overall thermal balance of the bus internal equipment indicates a gross
louver area requirement of 1.72 square meters (18.5 square feet). Because
of local requirements for each assembly, particularly for the varying heat
dissipation assemblies, the louver area must be greater than that indicated
by a gross heat balance. Increasing the louver area substantially above
that required for a gross balance tends to decrease the temperature control
system performance margin. Increased louver area causes an increased heat
leak, and decreases control capability of the louvers. Hovever, because
of electronic assembly thermal constraints and the desire to provide only
one louver size, 2.23 square meters (24 square feet) of lo'_¢ers (!! identical
assemblies) are used. Where necessary, this effective louver area is readily
reduced by blocking louvers (closed), or by insulating a radiator plate from
space. Figure 1.2.12-13 is a schematic of the equipment arrangement, showing
the relative location of the louvers. It is apparent from this diagram that
the radio and power subsystems establish the standard louver radiator size.
Table 1.2.12-3 presents average temperatures of the assemblies for several
mission phases. Table 1.2.12-4 presents the interface heat leak for the bus
internal equipment.
Thermal capacitance of the componentsj assemblies, and the primary bus
structure limits transient effects during ascent, Earth orbit park, and off-
Sun maneuvers. Temperature profiles during maneuvers were presented earlier
in Figure 1.2.12-8. The thermal control design does not constrain required
spacecraft maneuvers.
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Table 1.2.12-3:
ASSEMBLY
Guidance and Control
Transponder
TWTA
Data Storage
Command Detector
Command Decoder
Pyrotechni cs
Propulsion Electronics
Computer and Sequencer
Battery
Battery Charger
I nverters
Voltage Regulators
Diode Logic
Total Heat Dissipation (watts)
Less TWTA
Less Battery Charger
INTERNAL EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY TEMPERATURES
TEMPERATURES o K (°F)
NEAR
EARTH
286 (54)
289 (60)
299 (78)
285 (53)
287 (57)
271 (27)
283 (50)
294 (69)
293 (68)
279 (42)
506
356
MARS
ORBIT
283 (49)
289 (61)
301 (81)
287 (57)
290 (62)
286 (54)
284 (52)
286 (55)
297 (75)
271 (27)
283 (50)
294 (69)
293 (68)
279 (42)
664
537
1 HOUR
ON SUN
306 (90)
304 (87)
323 (122)
304 (87)
301 (82)
SOLAR
OCCULTATION
280 (44)
305 (89)
294 (69)
293 (68)
280 (44)
Table 1.2.12-4: INTERNAL EC
SOURCE
Propulsion Module Attachment
Solar Panel Struts
Propulsion Module
Insu lation System
Capsule Interface
Total Heat Leak
Equipment Load
Total Heat Load
i
UIPMENT THERMAL BALANCE HEAT LEAKS
HEAT (Watts)
MARS SOLAR
ORBIT OCCULATION
NEAR
EARTH
- 2.5
24
16
-20
-24
-6.5
486
479.5
(Louver Performance = 75 to 700 Watts)
-2.0
-15
8
-24
-24
-57
549
492
-2.0
-80
8
-24
-24
-122
549
427
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Guidance and Control Bay -- The guidance and control subsystem is located in an
isolated compartment near the edge of the solar array. The thermal balance is
achieved by isolating the compartment from its environment and controlling the
heat rejection to space by use of a louver assembly. Power dissipation gradients
between components within the G&C package are reduced by conductive and radiative
coupling. Equipment thermal mass is used to reduce the effects of transients
encountered during launch, off-Sun maneuvers, and power variations. The guidance
and control bay has a single radiator plate over which is located a louver array,
Figure 1.2.12-14. The radiator plate is 45.7 by 81.3 cm (18 by 32 inches) and is
0.635-cm (1/4 inch) thick, 6061 aluminum. The louver temperature control
range is 283 to 300@K (50°F to 80eF).
Capsule Interfac 7Y
Spacecraft
Bus_
A;,I
L on iu: "" o,o,
Tracer Array
Figure 1.2.12-14: GUIDANCE AND CONTROL BAY LOCATION
Propulsion Subsystem -- Temperature control of the propulsion subsystem is achieved
by proper balance of the solar heat absorbed by the LMDE, the lower thermal shield,
and the heat lost to space from external surfaces and temperature-actuated louvers.
Salient features of the subsystem are shown in Figure 1.2.12-3. The temperature
control subsystem is designed to provide the greatest possible margin for unavoid-
able variations in the heat balance between the propulsion system and its environ-
ment. This is basically the same concept used for the internal equipment except
that the propulsion subsystem is not slaved to a large internal power dissipation.
The primary elements of the propulsion subsystem thermal control are:
i) Thermal Mass -- The mass of the propulsion subsystem provides a thermal capa-
citance, including LMDE, of over 3_8Owatt-hr/@K (6599 Btu/eR) loaded, and
752 watt-hr/eK (1428 Btu/eR) after the orbit insertion engine burn.
2) Louvers -- Two louver assemblies,_each 30.5 by 30.5 cm (12 x 12 inches)
having an area of 0.09 m2 (i.0 ft_), are provided on the primary bus
structure for temperature control of propulsion subsystem. The louver
assemblies are identical to those used on the electronics except that
the actuators are set for 283 to 311°K (50 to IO0°F) and sense the mean temperature
of the propulsion module.
3) Lower Thermal Shield -- The insulation o_ the sunwar_ side of the module is
comprised of two sections. The disk section (Figure 1.2.12-3) is built up
of 19 layers of 1/4 mil aluminized H-film. The outside, space facing layer
is 2-mil N-film aluminized on one side with the uncoated side facing space.
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The conical section is also 19 layers of I/4 rail aluminized mylar with one
2-rail layer aluminized H-film. All internal surfaces are specular
( P IR <_ 0.95).
4) Thermal Coatings and Finishes -- All internal tanks and plumbing are coated
with the Cat-a-lac black to achieve maximum thermal coupling by direct inter-
change and by reflections from the specular radiation shield.
5) Insulation -- The entire propulsion subsystem is enclosed by multilayer
aluminized m_lar insulation. The lower heat shield, which isolates the
propulsion module from the solar array, is described above. Three to six
layers of 1/4-mil aluminized m_lar are used to isolate the propulsion module
from the electronic bays. The lower portion of the capsule sterilization
canister acts as the thermal shield between the capsule and the spacecraft
during capsule transport and between the spacecraft and space after capsule
separation.
Analysis indicates that the temperature control of the propulsion subsystem pro-
vides adeqaate margins for all mission phases. A stmm_A V of propulsion subsystem
temperatures is given in Tables 1.2.12-5 and 1.2.12-6.
Before launch, the propulsion subsystem is conditioned to 50°F. The total propulsion
subsystem weighs 6000 kg (13,067 pounds) loaded, representing a thermal capaci-
tance of 3480 watt-hr (6599 Btu/'R) and 225 watt-hr empty (465 Btu/eR empty). The
"K °K
long time constant of the propulsion subsystem, due to its thermal capacitance and
insulation, is a significant compensation for the changing solar flux between Earth
and Mars. A net 25-watt heat leak into the propulsion bay results in only a
O.18eK change in bulk temperature per day.
External Equipment -- The general method for maintaining the required temperature
of heat-generating equipment mounted remotely to the main bus structure is to
establish minlmumthermal coupling to all neighboring structures and to the ex-
ternal environment. Exposed components are provided with individual solar shields
coated with Cat-a-lac black.
Heaters are used where low temperatures could occur due to duty cycle or spacecraft
maneuvering. Nonactive external equipment is controlled by use of surface finishes
and coatings.
i) Gimbals for High Gain and Medi_GainAntennas and Scan Platform -- Gimbal
assemblies are insulated and contain heaters. Thermal capacitance of the
assembly is used to absorb intermittent power output of the motors. Each
drive unit is st_pliedwith a S-watt heater. The heaters are turned on
at the beginning of interplanetary cruise, and remain on for the entire
mission. The temperature is maintained between 244 and 322@K (-20 and +120eF)
throughout all mission phases.
2) Hi6h Gain and Medium Gain Antenna -- The high gain and medium gain antennas
are coated on both sides with Cat-a-lac black. Diffuse black surfaces are
used wherever possible on the exterior of the spacecraft because of their
highly predictable thermal characteristics. The medium gain antenna average
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temperature is 312°K (I02°F) at Earth and 262°K (12eF) at Mars encounter.
The average high gain antenna temperature is 328eK (13OAF) at Earth and
239eK (-40°F) at Mars. Temperature during solar occultation drops to
lO5.5"K (-270°F).
Booms 2 Solar Panels_ and Exterior Surface -- All exterior surfaces of the bus,
including booms, are coated with Cat-a-lac black except radiator plates.
The steady-state temperature profiles for the solar panels are presented in
Figure 1.2.12-15. The panel temperature varies from 389°K (240°F) to 341°K
(153°F) at Earth and from 300@K (80@F) to 264°K (16@F) at Mars, with a
maximum radial temperature gradient of 48°K at Earth and 36°K at Mars from
root to tip. The minimum temperature at end of 1.5 hour occultation is
120@K (-o43@F) .
i
300 _-
ii
o 20O
Iii
D
.<
o_
_ 100
F--
0
0
_ Aphelion (47/'watts'_\ft 2 )
I
I I I I I
1.0 2.0 3.0
RADIAL DISTANCE (Meters)
Figure 1.2.12-15: SOLAR ARRAY TEMPERATURES
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1.2.12.3 Physical Characteristics
All multilayer insulation barrier assemblies are kept to a size no greater than
approximately 1.22 meters by 1.22 meters (4 feet by 4 feet) to facilitate fabrica-
tion, handling, assembly, and removal. Depending on the application; the assembly
is either multiple layers of i/4-mil mylar aluminized on both sides, or multiple
layers of i/4-mil mylar aluminized on both sides with an outside cover layer of
2-rail H-film aluminized on one side, or multiple layers of i/4-mil H-film aluminized
on both sides with the outside cover of 2-mil H-film aluminized on one side. All
insulation systems are assembled as crinkled layers and made into blankets (no
separator material). Table 1.2.12-7 presents the temperature control subsystem
weights.
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1.2.12.4
Table 1.2.12-7:
|| i
SUBSYSTEM ELEMENT
i
Louver Assemblies (24 ft 2)
Insulation, Equipment Bays
White Paint (24 ft 2)
Black Paintr Equipment Bays
Ground Cooling
Propulsion Bay Louvers (2 ft 2 )
Insulation, Propulsion
Black Paint, Propulsion Bay
Miscellaneous
LMDE Heat Shield
THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS
WEIGHT (Pounds)
18
26.9
3.0
4.6
12.0
1.5
51.7
15.7
21.6
29.0
TOTAL 184.0
Interface Definition
The interfaces are defined in Table 1.2.12-8.
i •2.12.5 Reliability
The louvers comprise a potential failure source in the temperature control sub-
system. In addition, system performance can degrade as a result of insulation and
coating degradation. The reliability analysis is based on: (1) 18-blade louver
assemblies in which no more than one blade in every five (and at least five blades
apart) could fail in either direction and (2) degradation of insulation and coatings
without complete failure. The reliability data show that the temperature control
subsystem meets the reliability goal of 0.9999.
i.2.12.6 Trade Study Sumnary
The following trade studies were performed and the summaries are shown in the
indicated figures:
Louver Blade Actuation Method
Thermal Coupling Between Components
Thermal Coupling to Primary Structure 1
!Thermal Coupling Between Bus and
Propulsion
Figure 1.2.12-16
Figure i.2.12-17
Solar Array Location }
Thermal Sensitivity
Louver Blade _ of Rotation 1
!LMDE Location
Figure i.2.12-18
Figure i.2.12 -19
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1.2.12.7 New Technology and Development Items
There are no new technology or development items required for thermal control
of the Vayager spacecraft.
i.2.12.8 Growth Potential
The thermal control subsystem design can accommodate substantial changes in heat
loads due to the increased scope of scientific objectives in future missions.
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i.2.13.1 Cabling
1.2.13.2 Packaging
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1.2.13 Cabling and Packaging
1.2.13.1 Cabling
Design Constraints and Requirements -- The design constraints and requirements are
summarized in Table 1.2.13-1.
Functional Description and Performance Characteristics -- The cabling provides the
following functions within the spacecraft system:
• Interconnection of electrical power and signals between spacecraft subsystems,
including propulsion module.
• Electrical connections for integration of science, capsule, and launch
vehicle systems with the spacecraft.
Cabling components include the following:
• Upper cabling assembly
• Lower cabling assembly
• Power distribution
• Pyrotechnic cabling
• Propulsion module cabling
• RF coaxial cables
• Capsule connector cabling
• Launch vehicle connector cabling
• Science connection cabling
• Cable supports and clamps
The upper and lower cabling assemblies are composed of individual cables grouped
according to functional requirements and electrical characteristics and formed into
an assembly for common path routing and distribution within the spacecraft structure.
Figure 1.2.13-1 shows the plan view of the spacecraft and the location and configura-
tion of the cable trays within the structure for installation and protection of the
electrical cabling. The cable trays are located above and below the electronics
bays and provide for peripheral routing of cables with vertical distribution of the
cable terminations to each electronic bay.
The upper cable tray contains con_nand and signal cables, the capsule separation
connector cables, and other cables to peripheral components located in the upper
part of the spacecraft. The lower cable tray contains the power distribution cables,
pyrotechnic cables, antenna cables, and other cables to peripheral components located
in the lower part of the spacecraft.
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CABLING DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS
CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL
WIRING
CONNECTORS
ROUTING
Design based on qualified standards, materials, and processes.
Individual cables shall provide point-point electrical connection
between source and user.
Cabling assemblies shall be comprised of individual cables grouped
by functional characteristic:
• Low Signal
• High Signal
• Power
• Switching
• RF Coaxial
All electrical conductors shall be insulated.
Cables shall be supported and clamped to prevent excessive strain,
abrasion, and insulation cold flow under all assembly, test, and
operating conditi ons.
Pyrotechnic cables shall be separate cables in accordance with
AFETRM 127-1.
Wire shall be copper, stranded-silver plated, AWG t18 - _24 teflon
insulation, (BMS 13-24, similar to MII-W-16878D, Type E)
Wire size selection criteria based on:
• Current - Derate 50%
• Voltage Drop - Source to User
• Shielding - Twisted Pair - Quads
Insulation- Minimum resistance 100 megohms
NAS 1599, MIL-C-26482, and MIL-C-26500 series shall be used
(Selection of connectors is determined by subsystem interface)
Connectors derated 50% of full load current.
Minimize circuit path length within structural constraints.
Cables shall be routed to minimize electromagnetic interference, crosstalk,
radiation, and pickup.
Pyrotechnic cables shall be separately routed in accordance with
AFETRM 127-1
Exposed cables shall be supported and protected to meet space environmental
requirements.
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Table 1.2.13-1: CABLING DESIGNCONSTRAINTSAND REQUIREMENTS(cont'd)
CONSTRAINTSAND REQUIREMENTS
GROUNDING
INTERFERENCE
POWERLOSS
FAILURERATES
RELIABILIT"{
Power ground shall be one point only.
Grounding network shall provide minimum common circuit impedance.
Conductor shields (except RF) - driven end grounded.
RF shields - both ends grounded.
All connector shells shall be bonded to chassis ground.
All circuits which are capable of generating electromagnetic interference
shall be shielded.
All pyrotechnic cables shall be twisted pair-shielded.
All power distribution cables shall be twisted pair-shielded.
Less than 1% of total electrical power demand.
Connections
Welded
Wire Wrap
Soldered
Crimped
Connectors
Rack & Panel
Printed Circuit
(Per Hour)
0.00008 x 10-6
0.000005 x 10-6
0.0001 x 10-6
0.0008 x 10-6
0.0009 x 10-6
0.001 x 10-6
0.994
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Figure 1.2.13-1 : SPACECRAFT CABLING
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The selection of routing path and separation of individual cables provide control of
electrostatic and electromagnetic fields. Utilization of shielding, twisted pairs,
and quads in individual cables provide control of pickup, radiation, crosstalk and
interference within and between cable runs.
The individual cables which comprise the cabling assemblies provide point-to-point
wiring between terminations and are fabricated, tested, and installed as single
units. The use of individual cables provides flexibility for adjustment, mainten-
ance, trouble analysis, and repair_ and for subsequent growth and changes.
The propulsion subsystem cabling is designed to the same constraints and requirements
listed in Table 1.2.13-i. The subsystem cables are routed within the propulsion
module structure and attached to the truss structure for protection and support.
Physical Characteristics -- Figure 1.2.13-2 shows the temperature rise as a function
of current flow for several sizes of copper wire when bundled into a 27-conductor
cable. The wire size for a given load current is derated 50_ and selected for an
allowable temperature use of 30°C, or such limit as determined by thermal analysis
of the spacecraft system and other constraints imposed by space environment, thermal
protection, and insulation characteristics. Wire size smaller than AWG-24 is not
used because of inadequate mechanical strength. Multiple wiring is used for circuits
that exceed current rating for AWG-18. Redundant and alternate path wiring included
in the cabling subsystem design where required to optimize performance, improve
reliability, and to accommodate growth and changes.
AWG 28 26 24 22 20 18
6O
_ 40
• - 20
_ 10
0
0- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 II
CURRENT (Amperes)
Figure I .2.13-2: TEMPERATURE RISE -- 27 CONDUCTOR CABLE
Individual cables are routed, supported, clamped, and protected by the spacecraft
structure. Figure 1.2.13-3 shows the cabling concept for a typical electronics
bay utilizing the upper and lower cable trays for peripheral routing between bays.
Cables that have compatible electrical characteristics have common routing. Other
cables, e.g., power and pyrotechnic, are separated to comply with performance and
safety requirements. All circuits that generate or are susceptible to electrical
interference are shielded and routed to minimize pickup, radiation, and crosstalk.
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TYPICAL CABLING CONCEPT -- ELECTRONICS BAY
All cables will be assembled under clean room conditions. All connectors, wire and
materials will be processed to minimize entrapped contaminants that could cause
excessive outgassing, lower corona breakdown, or fungus growth. Qualified materials
and processes for manufacture and handling of cables for space application are avail-
able from the Lunar Orbiter program.
The power consumption and weight are as follows:
Power Consumption 1% Total Power Demand
Weight Estimate Spacecraft Module 240 pounds
Propulsion Module 25 pounds
Total 265 pounds
Interface Definition -- The cabling has electrical interfaces with all of the space-
craft subsystems, and the science, capsule, and launch vehicle systems, and has
mechanical interfaces with the spacecraft structure for support, protection, and
thermal control.
Reliability -- The assessed reliability for the cabling subsystem is 0.994.
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Trade Study Summary -- The cabling trade studies are summarized in Figures 1.2.13-4
and 1.2.13-5 •
New Technology and Development Items -- No new technology or development is required
for the cabling.
Growth Potential -- Since each cable is a separate unit that is fabricated, tested 3
and installed on an individual basis, the cabling subsystem has inherent adapta-
bility and flexibility to accommodate growth and changes. Individual cables can
be modified, wires interchanged, jor replaced as necessary to meet growth requirements.
1.2.13.2 Packaging
Design Constraints and Requirements -- The design contraints and requirements for
the packaging subsystem are shown in Table 1.2.13-2.
Functional Description -- The general features of the Task D packaging system
include equipment mounted internally to six 24- x 33-1nch secondary structural panels
and a separate guidance and control bay. A maximum height of 12 inches is allowed
for assemblies, connectors, covers, and cabling.
The major elements of the Task D packaging configuration, as shown in Figure 1.2.13-6,
are thermal panel, retainer assembly, module, Interconnectlons, and nonstandard
assemblies. The modules are grouped and cabled together by the retainer to form a
standard assembly. Nonstandard assemblies (purchased blackboxes) and the standard
assemblies mount on the thermal panel. The guidance and control electronics are
Fackaged as a subsystem in a unique configuration that mounts outboard of the
equipment and above the solar panels.
I) Thermal Panel -- The functions of the thermal panel are to provide the
mounting structure for the electronic assemblies and modules, to provide
a mechanism that conductlvely couples the heat load to the radiating sur-
face, and to provide conductive mounting and electrical bonding for the
hardware. The 24- by 33-inch thermal panel will have a thickness of 0.05
to 0.25 inch with structural stiffeners and bosses, to provide stiffness
and thermal mass in the areas of the individual electronic package hard-
ware mounts. Tile material of the theiEal panel will be al_inum to pro-
vide adequate thermal conductance, adequate stiffness and strength, and
be finished or coated to meet the thermal radiation, and electrical con-
ductivity requirements.
The thermal panel with its stiffeners and the structure of the standard
and nonstandard assemblies will be designed to have a dynamic response
of lO0 Hz or less to effect isolation for the higher resonant frequencies
of the electronic modules and assemblies.
2) Retainer -- The retainer consists of a rectangular frame without a bottom;
its function is to assemble or group the modules to form a subsystem
assembly as an entity for attachment to the thermal panel.
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Table 1.2.13-2: PACKAGING DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS
Size & Geometry
Environmental
General
CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS
Volume Allocation: 50 cu ft
Weight Allocation: 680 pounds
Total thermal radiating area required:
24 sq ft for average thermal panel temp. 60°F
Natural:
Induced:
Per TM-X-53616
Per D2-82746-1
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
Space-quallfied, off-the-shelf assemblies shall be used where
available without repackaging if thermal design is compatible
(direct attachment to the thermal panel).
In-house hardware shall be designed and fabricated in standard
configurations to the maximum extent practicable.
New procured assemblies shall be designed to a standard con-
figuration unless reliability and cost penalties are incurred.
The standard configuration will be recommended for use for the
GFE Science Package.
The structural tiedown and thermal joint shall be integral; all
heat transfer to the thermal radiating structure shall be accom-
plished through the module or subassembly mounting bolt interface.
All connectors used for interconnecting assemblies shall be the
circular configuration and shall be so located that visible mating
and inspection of all flight and test connectors are possible.
Assemblies shall be removable without removing thermal control
elements of assemblies and without disturbing adjacent cabling.
All assemblies shall be of such size and weight as to be installed
and removed by one man (45 pounds maximum).
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Module -- The standard module as shown in Figure 1.2.13-6 has a width of 1 1/2
inches, a length of 9 inches, and a maximum height of 9 inches. The optimum
height of the module shall be determined for each subsystem to accommodate
the particular form factors of the components of the subsystem being packaged.
Provisions are made for bolting several modules together to form larger modules
dependent on the circuitry requirements for modularization. Module covers for
particular RFI requirements are provided.
The center web of the module to which printed circuit boards are laminated
forms a thermal path from the electronic part on the circuit board to the
thermal panel; the nominal temperature rise between the electronic part and
the radiating surface of the thermal panel is expected to be less than 15°F.
The faying surfaces of the module/thermal panel interface will be machined
to a 32 microinch finish to obtain thermal contact without the use of indium
foil or silicone grease.
Thermal contact can be maintained with the thermal panel by three methods
depending primarily upon the amount of heat generated within each module:
a) Module contact with the bottom of the structural housing by
recessing head screws through the housing baseplate and with
the housing flanges bolted to the panel from the equipment side.
b) Module pressure contact directly to the panel (no bottom in the
housing) with the housing flanges bolted to the panel (creating
the module pressure contact). Use for low heat modules only.
c) Same as b) above except with recessed head screws through the
thermal panel into the modules. This option should not be used
except in severe thermal problem areas caused by high heat gen-
erated within a module. This approach increases the number of
fasteners that must be removed to replace a component.
The number of bolts or screws used to fasten the modules is
dependent on the thermal characteristics of the module; 1 watt
per fastener is assumed to be the nominal thermal requirement.
Gapped nutplates will be used to contain any metallic chips
formed in the fasteners.
The Task D packaging design for modules employs a conservative approach
that is based on proven technology and processes. Cordwood modules and
printed circuit boards will be used to house discrete parts; flat packs
will be soldered to printed circuit boards which are laminated to the
metallic center web of the subassembly housing. Z-wire or plated-
through holes with a conductor soldered through the hole will be used
to connect the two printed circuit sides of a printed circuit board.
Multilayer boards will be used only if the mounting densities of cir-
cuit boards with circuitry on the two--sides are inadequate, and if
reliability increases can be achieved (proven by test and usage) by
technology improvements. However, per NASA-MSFC requirements, all plated-
through holes of approved multilayer boards will use a conductor soldered
in place in the hole to improve reliability.
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4)
5)
6)
Interconnections -- Assembly internal wiring shall be made up as a
harness and attached to the retainer and thermal panel as appropriate.
The preferred module connector shall be of the circular type (NAS 1599,
MIL-C-26482, and MIL-C-26500 series of connectors). However, rectangular
module connectors shall be considered if particular weight and volume
reduction can be achieved with no decrease in reliability.
Nonstandard Assemblies "- Where not practical to conform with the
sza_aarc" pacKaglng concept as outlined in 3.2 above, the assemblies
shall be bolted directly to the thermal panel.
The thermal requirements of the assemblies shall be evaluated in the lay-
out phase of the thermal panels to effect adequate thermal control; stiffeners
shall be added for mechanical support as required. Space shall be allowed for
cable routing, and for stiffeners as required.
All assembly connectors shall be specified as NAS 1599 and shall be mounted
on top (opposite the mounting surface) for complete visibility when being
mated.
Guidance and Control Assembly -- The guidance and control electronics housed in
an assembly 18 x B2 x 12 inches that is installed above the solar panels and out-
board of the equipment and cable module as shown in Figure 1.2.13-6. _e upper
surface of the assembly will function as a thermal panel with louvers to control
the thermal environment. The sides of the assembly excluding the thermal panel,
and the sensor apertures will be covered with multil_yer insulation.
The individual elements that require alignment (IRU's, accelerometer, and
Canopus trackers) are first aligned to the precision machined-chassis. The
chassis of the guidance and control assembly also incoroporates a prism and
adjusting devices to align the assembly for correct sensor aperture viewing.
Physical Characteristics -- The packaging system elements and locations are shown
in Figure 1.2.13-6.
Interface Definition -- Principal interfaces of the packaging o_jov_-'-_....+_ are not
identified uniquely as such, since elements of the packaging subsystem are integral
with the individual electrical and electronic subsystems.
Reliability .. The assessed reliability of the packaging subsystem is included in
the electronic and electrical subsystems reliability assessments.
Trade Study Summary -- Trade studies were performed to select approaches for
standard assembly configurations. These trade studies are summarized in Figure
1.2.13-7 •
New Technology and Development Items -- No new technology or development is required
for packaging.
Growth Potential -- Of the eight thermal panels, six are used for the basic space-
craft equipment. The other panel areas are available for science and growth.
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2.0 MINIMUM CHANGES TO THE 1973 SPACECRAFT FOR 1975 TO 1979 ADAPTABILITY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This section describes the changes required to adapt the 1973 spacecraft to meet
the 1975, 1977, and 1979 missions. The conceptual changes required are presented
for the spacecraft configuration and each of the hardware subsystems. The changes
required result from consideration of the following:
3) Effect of launch year on transit time, trajectories, etc.
o) Effects of science payload evolution discussed in D2-115002-4.
c) Effects of photoimaging considerations discussed in D2-115002-4.
2.2 SPACECRAFT LAYOUT AND CONFIGURATION
Changes in the spacecraft layout and configuration from the 1973 baseline result
from changes in the science payload, the capsule, and the additional scientific
data _hat must be transmitted to Earth. These changes in basic mission require-
ments result in changes in support structure, in solar cells to furnish the
required power, and in antenna diameter to increase the communication rate. The
basic changes from 1973 through 1979 are listed below:
ITEM AFFECTING CONFIGURATION
II i
Science Payload - Pounds
Capsule Weight - Pounds
Propu Isi on System
Antenna Diameter- Feet
Structure
Attitude Control
Power-Solar Panel Area - Sq Ft
1973
371
6,000
MISSION YEAR
1975 1977 1979
| •
592 1,001 !, 056
7,000 7,000 7,000
Designed for 1979 Mission
13.7 113.7 ]
Designed for 1979 Mission
---,J I Co' 
Gas Gas
290 352
19.0 I 19.0
Hydra- Hydra-
i"
zine zlne
414 414
2.2.1 Changes to Baseline for 1975 Mission
The increased size of the scientific payload results in a greater power require-
ment for the 1975 mission. This is furnished by 62 square feet of foldout solar
panels. The panels are deployed after the spacecraft is separated from the shroud.
Since the structure and fuel tanks were designed for the 1979 mission, they are
adequate for all the missions 1973 through 1979. Figure 2.2.1-1 shows the 1975
2-I
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spacecraft with a single foldout panel. Table 2.2.1-i is a summary weight state-
ment comparing the 1975 vehicle with the 1973, 1977 and 1979 vehicles.
2.2.2 Chan6es to Baseline for 1977 and 1979 Missions
The high resolution camera requirements determine most of the changes to the base-
line configuration for the 1977 and 1979 missions. The camera will be mounted be-
tween the fixed solar panels and the propellant tanks and will be attached to the
propulsion support structure (see Figure 2.2.2-1). Some revision of the structure
is required to accommodate the optical system. Since the camera is located off
the center of gravity of the vehicle, it will be necessary to move some of the
electronic bays to statlc-balance the vehicle. Likewise, it will be necessary to
move one of the two helium bottles to make room for the camera. Since the struc-
ture and fuel tanks were designed for the 1979 mission, they are adequate.
The data requirements of the large optical system necessitate the addition of
124 square feet of solar panels to the baseline configuration. A large (lO0 watt)
output traveling wave tube will be used for communication requiring additional
changes in the communication bay. Also, the 13.7-foot diameter high gain antenna
will be replaced by a 19-foot diameter antenna to improve communication capability.
The larger antenna will require additional pointing accuracy.
The large optical system will also require more precise stabilization and control
than the smaller systems on 1973 and 1975 missions. The camera will be body-
mounted, necessitating maneuvering the entire spacecraft to point the camera.
This maneuvering will require additional reaction control capability.
2.3 HARDWARE SUBSYSTemS
This section describes the changes required to adapt each of the hardware sub-
systems to meet the 1975, 197V, and 1979 missions.
2.3.1 Power Subsystem
Increases in the power requirements of the science subsystem for the 1975, 1977,
and 1979 missions and the addition of a 400-watt TWTA load for the 1977 and 1979
missions are major factors affecting power subsystem adaptability to these missions.
Subsystem components that will be significantly affected by these load increases
include the batteries, regulated inverters, and the solar array.
During the occulted portion of Mars orbit of the 1977 and 1979 missions, the science
payload and the higher-powered TWTA require more battery energy than is provided
for the 1973 mission. Tabulated below are the 1973-1979 mission science and TWTA
pewer requirements during the 90-minute occulted pertion of the Mars orbit.
Science Power TWTA Power
1973: _5 watts 200 watts
1975: 45 watts 200 watts
1977: 90 watts 400watts
1979: 82 watts 400 watts
2-3
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Paralleling a fourth battery and battery charger for the 1977 and 1979 missions
with the three batteries selected for the 1973 mission satisfies the increased
energy storage requirements. Table 2.3.1-1 illustrates battery sizing for the
1973-1979missions.
Table 2.3.1-1: BATTERY SIZING FOR 1973 - 1979MISSIONS--
Critical Flight Regime: Orbital Occultation
Power Required (watt hours)
Battery Rating (watt hours)
Depth of Discharge (percent)
1973
940
2733[]_>-
Mission
1975
940
2733[]_:>.
1977
1336
3645
1979
1320
3645 [_:::_
_ Based on 3 batteries with 38 series-connected, 20 A-H cells operating at 1.2 volts/cell .
Based on 2 of 3 batteries operating.
Based on 4 batteries with 38 series-connected, 20 A-H cells operating at 1.2 volts/cell.
[_D:_ Based on 3 of 4 batteries operating.
The science payload peak power and additional TWTA power requirements during
the illuminated portion of the Mars orbit affect sizing of the solar array and
regulated inverters for 1975-1979 missions. Tabulated below are the peak science
and TWTA loads for the 1973-1979 missions.
Peak Science Power TWTA Power
1973: !63watts 200watts
1975: 260watts 200watts
1977: B60 watts 400 watts
1979: 360watts 400watts
These increased loads, plus the increased power required to charge a fourth
battery for the 1977 and 1979 missions, and increased regulated inverter losses
based on 75% overall inverter efficiency, will require the use of deployable
solar panels in addition to the 290 square feet of fixed solar panels required
for the 1973 mission. Tabulated below are the minlmumarray area requirements
for the 1975-1979 missions based on these increased power requirements and based
2-6
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on the solar array degradation and design factors used for calculating the 1973
mission requirements :
1975: 307 square feet
1977: 414 square feet
1979: 414 square feet
The 1973 mission science loads are supplied a.c. power from three 230-watt
regulated inverters. The science loads predicted for missions subsequent to
1973 will require at least one additional inverter of the same rating or three
inverters of higher rating.
The number of batteries, the solar array area, and the inverter ratings required
for the 1975-1979mlssions are summarized in Table 2.3.1-2.
Table 2.3.1-2: MINIMUM CHANGES TO 1973 SPACECRAFT POWER SUBSYSTEM
FOR 1975 - 1979 ADAPTABILITY
Batteries (Number)
Solar Array Area (Square Feet)
230-Watt I nverters (Number)
or
280-Watt Inverters (Number)
or
330-Watt Inverters (Number)
1973
3
290
3
1975
3
352
4
3
Mi sslon
1977
4
414
4
1979
4
414
4
4
2.3.2 Guidance and Control Subsystem
The changes required for the 1975, 1977, and 1979 missions are a result of the
following:
i) The mission time is increased for both transit and orbit.
2) The larger capsule, deployed solar panels and larger spacecraft science payload
increase the moment of inertia in both transit and orbital operations.
2-7
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3) The high resolution science package requires maneuvering the spacecraft to
point the camera.
4) The larger antenna and high resolution camera in 1977 and 1979 required
better spacecraft pointing accuracy.
The implication of items i) and 2) is a modest increase in reaction control
propellant. Thruster sizes selected for Task D appear adequate. However, item 3)
implies a very large increase in maneuver impulse. This increase is required to
perform a three-axis photo maneuver and return to celestial reference for each
photo frame taken and assumes 360 photo maneuvers.
To accommodate this increase will require use of a more weight-effective means
of maneuvering. One attractive approach is to adopt a hydrazine rocket reaction
control for maneuvers. The limit cycle reaction control could be cold gas nitrogen
or gas from hydrazine decomposed by a catalytic reactor and stored in a plenum
chamber.
A plenum/rocket hydrazine hybrid reaction control system would weigh 300 pounds
for a photo mission in 1977 and 1979 as opposed to 1238 pounds for an all cold
nitrogen gas system.
An alternative approach to the 1977 and 1979 mission requirements would be to
complement the reaction control system with momentum exchange devices for attitude
control. The system would be sized to perform the necessary attitude maneuvers
for the camera experiments. A system sized in such a manner would also provide
the required pointing accuracy and stability for a laser communications experiment
and would adequately cope with gravity gradient, aerodynamics and solar pressure
disturbances during the process. Current data for a control moment gyro (CMG)
system for these purposes shows a weight of 132 pounds for three-axis control with
a spin power requirement of 72 watts. The impulse requirement to counteract spin-
up torques would be 12 lb-sec. Additionally such a control moment gyro system
could provide backup to the inertial reference unit. Should operation be required
during solar occultation, it may be possible to discontinue spin power to the
CMGs and maintain control in a spin-down mode, thus avoiding additional battery
weight penalties.
2.3.3 Data Storage Subsystem
The data storage subsystem design for the 1973 mission profile provides a total
bulk storage of 1.2 x 109 bits. Assuming this design to be modified to include
previous DAE functions such as formatting, multiplexing, and buffer storage for
the science payload, the bulk storage capability utilizing eight tape recorders
provides sufficient flexibility to match the nominal transmission capability of
x i0-ii bits of science data for the 1975 mission profile. This capability
assumes a i00_ utilization of the orbital period for transmission.
The proposed 1977 and 1979 mission profiles indicate a revision of the science
imaging experiments to include a photographic subsystem with film storage. This
evolution of the science payload would result in reducing the overall bulk storage
requirement. Therefore, only recorders to satisfy engineering, capsule/lander,
and auxiliary science sensor data requirements would be required. It appears
that the 1973 baseline would be adaptable and capable of meeting foreseen 1977 and
1979 mission data requirements.
2-8
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2.3.4 Telemetry Subsystem
The telemetry subsystem design for the 1973 mission profile considered and
incorporated the data modes necessary to cope with the 7-db variation in performance
due to Mars-Earth range profile. In addition, the design permits a large degree of
flexibility in adjusting to a wide variety of input data requirements, subcarrier
baseband composition, and subcarrier modulation techniques. As a result there is
no major design change anticipated to satisfy 1975 mission requirements.
However, for the 1977 and 1979 mission profiles, it is anticipated, as a result of
the photoimaging data requirements, that modulation and baseband composition will be
altered. As a result of high-data-rate trade studies (see D2-115002-2, Section
3.9), the upper subcarrier channel would be modulated by an analog baseband
utilizing either a direct frequency modulation or a vestigial sideband amplitude
modulation technique as utilized in Lunar Orbiter. Either of these modulation
techniques would be compatible with a lower subcarrier channel and with the phase-
modulated carrier as currently postulated.
These analog modulation techniques could provide under nominal performance
parameters (ERP = 88.3 dbm) an analog transmission ratel_f 27 kHz. This trans-
mission bandwidth would correspond to a total of 2 x lO _ information bits during
a 24-month interval. A corresponding digital link using coded PSK modulation
would have a data rate of 320,000 bps at an ERP of 90.6 dbm.
2.3.5 Radio Subsystem
The radio subsystem design is adaptable to all 1975 and 1979 mission profiles as shown
by the performance capabilities of the command, range tracking, and carrier tracking
channels. However, as a result of the science payload evolution for 1977 and 1979
missions, the overall effective radiated power requirements increase from 79 dbm
to 88.3 dbm. This requirement would result in increasing the output power of the
power amplifier from a nominal 65 watts to 140 watts. The choice of power
amplifier type can not be made at this time due to the development status of lO0-
to 2OO-watt power amplifiers.
_- 3-6 Antenna Subs_vstem
The antenna subsystem design satisfies 1975 mission requirements in all areas of
spacecraft transmission and reception with the possible exception of the capsule
relay receiving antennas. Depending upon the capsule/lander mission profile
relative to the spacecraft's orbital parameters, a more extensive antenna system
may be required to satisfy the wide range of look angles and increased antenna
gain requirements anticipated for the subsequent missions.
As _s discussed in Section 2.3.5, the increased data transmission rate for the
1977 and 1979 missions requires an ERP of 88.3 dbm corresponding to a 140-watt
power amplifier and a high gain antenna diameter of 19 feet. To achieve the
necessary antenna gain corresponding to an ERP of 88.3 dbm, the antenna pointing
error per axis must be reduced from t 0.6 degree to t 0.35 degree. This pointing
requirement may necessitate an active control or tracking loop and/or increased
spacecraft stabilization requirements.
2-9
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In view of the above requirements for a wideband RF link, a laser experiment is
recommended for the 1975 mission to establish feasibility of a wide-band laser
link with arc-second pointing capability. Depending upon the results of this
experiment and corresponding hardware development status, a laser link might be
incorporated in the 1977 and 1979 missions relaxing the RF link requirements in the
areas of antenna diameter, antenna pointing accuracy, and transmitter output
power.
2.3.7 Computing and Sequencing Subsystem
No changes are required to adapt the computing and sequencing subsystem to meet
the 1975, 1977, and 1979 missions because the C&S subsystem with its computer-like
organization is not mission-dependent. Variances in mission objectives and
mission profile can be accommodated without hardware changes. (The affect of
including the DAE function is discussed in Section 1.2.8.8).
2.3.8 Structural and Mechanical Subsystem
Structural -- No basic changes are required to the 1973 spacecraft structure to
accomplish the 1975 and 1979 missions. The 1973 spacecraft structure is specifically
designed to carry a 7000-pound flight capsule and a propulsion system with a usable
propellant capacity of 12,873 pounds.
Mechanical -- Spacecraft mechanisms are designed specifically for the 1973 mission.
Where design requirements for mechanical systems proposed for use on subsequent
missions can be reliably established during the 1973 mission design phase, their
incorporation into 1973 mechanical systems will be considered.
2.3.9 Pyrotechnic Subsystem
No changes in design concept are required to adapt the pyrotechnic subsystem to
meet the 1975, 1977, and 1979 missions. Additional drivers and EED's will be
added as required by changes to the other spacecraft subsystems.
2.3.10 Temperature Control Subsystem
The changes in the baseline 1973 Voyager spacecraft thermal control subsystem
required to meet the 1975 to 1979 missions are detailed in the following paragraphs.
These major changes are (i) capsule RTG radiator, (2) high heat load TWTA,
(3) fixed-camera package, (4) increased science heat load, (5) hydrazine attitude
control system, and (6) deployable solar panels.
2.3.10.1 Capsule RTG Radiator
The addition of a capsule RTG radiator to the lower capsule sterilization canister
will result in an increase in the solar array temperatures for those areas extend-
ing beyond the projected spacecraft bus envelope° The RTG radiator will also
result in a reduction in the radiator louver assembly performance. For example, a
533"K (500"F) capsule RTG radiator adjacent to a radiator louver assembly will
reduce the performance by 36% at the upper design limit of 297°K (75°F). The
capsule RTG radiator size, shape, and location directly affect the spacecraft heat
rejection capability. A preferred capsule RTG radiator location would be between
the equipment bays. A 533°K RTG radiato_will also result in an additional solar
array heat load of about 49 watts per ft over local areas under the radiator.
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2.3 •lO. 2 TWTA Heat Load
The increase in the radio subsystem power input requirements from a 200-watt TWTA
to a 400-watt system represents a significant increase in the total spacecraft
heat load. Depending upon the area over which this additional heat load is
generated, an active temperature control system may be required. Assuming a 25_
exchange TWTA, the minimum area required to dissipate 300 watts of thermal energy,
assuming a uniform distribution of the heat load, at 322@K (120°F), is 7 square
feet and, at a temperature of 305@K (90°F), the area required is 8.7 square feet.
The baseline Voyager configuration radiator area available is only 6 square feet
per radiator plate.
2.3 •i0.3 Fixed-Mount Camera
The addition of a fixed-mounted camera package in the spacecraft requires that the
spacecraft be maneuvered on each orbit (off-Sun maneuver) for about 30 minutes to
take photographs of the Martian surface. Generally, the spacecraft is designed
to withstand a 60-minute off-Sun maneuver near Earth; therefore, the 30-minute
maneuver is not considered serious° However, the camera package is a hermetically
sealed unit requiring close external thermal control and close temperature and
humidity control inside the camera. Special thermal control methods are required
to prevent "fogging" of the lens because of the locally condensed moisture inside
the camera. Such a thermal control method may be a thermal door similar to that
used on the Lunar Orbiter. Additional lens heaters will be necessary to hold the
light tolerance to avoid defocusing problems.
2.3.10.4 Science Subsystem
The increase in the science subsystem heat load will require a larger science
scan platform radiator-louver assembly. The science subsystem heat load increases
195 watts (from 165 to 360 watts) of which 55 watts are body-mounted science equipment
and 140 watts are for the camera° The baseline heat load is 120 watts at the
science scan platform and requires a radiator of approximately 1.46 square feet°
The radiator size will increase to about 4.75 square feet.
2.3.10.5 Attitude Control System
The proposed l!se of _jdrazine as an attitude control system working fluid results
in a propulsion module temperature control range of 297 to 317@K (75 to llO°F)
instead of the present 278 to 317°K (40 to !lO°F). The propellant lines and
thrusters will require insulation with a conductance of less them lO "3 watt/ft2"oR.
2.3.10.6 Deployable Solar Panels
The additions of deployable solar panels to the baseline spacecraft results in a
degradation of the radiator-louver assembly performance because of the reduced
view of space. Also, the additional heat flux from the deployed solar array may
cause the radiator-louver assembly performance _o become unstable. To correct
this instability, the louver travel would be restricted to a value less than
90 degrees.
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ERRATA SHEET
Errata
In fifth paragraph, first line, change "requirement"
to "requirements".
In upper part of plan view change "+Z AXIS" to "-Z AXIS".
Below +Y Axis in plan view change "(TYP. 4PL)" to
"(TYP. 2 PL)" for propulsion louver assembly ca]lout.
In third line of paragraph 3), change "parrallel" to
"parallel".
In paragraph 3), line 5, change "Table 1.2.3-1" to
"Table 1.2.3-3".
In third paragraph, third line delete "(Note i)".
In 1.2.8.3, change weight to 69 pounds.
In first paragraph of 2.3.3, change "4 x i0"II" to
"4 x 1011".
In last line of 2.3.4, change "90.6 d_" to "92.4 dbm".
